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The Right Reverend Mark Napier Trollope 1). I).

Bishop in Corea.

We are warned "De Morluiis nihil nisi Bonum” and
whether from this cause, from sentimentality or charity it has

become the custom to utter such fulsome extravagances about

the departed that in many cases their best friends would hardly

recognize the person described. This lavish expenditure not

only leaves us with hopelessly depleted vocabularies but with

the current value of whatever we say greatly depreciated in

public estimation when we suffer the loss of one on whom we
might well expend some of the phrases so recklessly

squandered on lesser personalities.

Fortunately those who in Kipling’s words “praise our God
for that they served His World” are not in need of lengthy

epitaphs or high flown words of eulogy. It is however both

valuable and inspiring for those who have some distance yet

to go, to stop and consider briefly the records of those who
have ‘‘fought the good fight, kept the faith and finished the

course.” It was with this idea in mind that the Council of this

Society honored me with instructions to present to-day a brief

resume of the life of our Honored and Lamented President,

The Right Reverend Mark Napier Trollope. D.D. Bishop in

Corea.

The boy, Mark, was born in London in March of 1862.

His father was a surveyor and architect by profession, having

his offices near the Houses of Parliament and being largely

employed on public works by the City of Westminster and

several City Companies. He was a Warden of the Church of St.

Matthias in Kensington and, always a devout churchman, gave

largely of his talents in the building of the beautiful church

of St. Cuthbert, Philbeach Gardens. His mother was a

Napier of the Napiers of Glasgow and a Presbyterian but

later Confirmed in the Church of England by Bishop Corfe,

known to all of us as the Pioneer of the Church of England

Mission in Corea. His grandfather, David Napier, is said to

have been the first to practically realize the place which steam

navigation was soon to occupy and the importance of the



construction of steam vessels. He was not merely a famous

shipbuilder on the famous river Clyde but a leader and pioneer

in a great industry. The physical likeness between B shop

Trollope and his grandfather is said to have been startling,

but apparently more than features and physique were in-

herited, for the grandson, at the exteme limits to which the

grandfather’s ships might sail, showed the same

*

leadership which the older man had proved on the banks of

the Clyde. Robert Napier, another of the same family, was

also a famous ship-builder executing over four hundred con-

tracts for the Danish, Dutch, Russian, Japanese, Turkish,

Italian and other governments and being entrusted with more

than sixty contracts by the British Admiralty. Young Mark

sang in the Choir of St. Matthias and from a very early age

hoped and planned at some time to be ordained. He took his

schooling at Lancing College, Sussex, one of the principal

schools of the Woodard Foundation. From Lancing he

went to New College, Oxford, and in 1883 took 2nd Class

Classical Moderations (the first public examinations after

matriculation) and 3rd Class Literae Humaniores in 1885, his

B. A. in 1886 and his M. A. in 1888. His theological training

was taken at Cuddesdon College, Oxfordshire and he was

ordained to the Diaconate in 1887 and to the priesthood in

1888 by the then Bishop of Norwich. From 1887 to 1890 he

was Curate at Great Yarmouth and while there saw an appeal

from Bishop Corfe for volunteers. He offered himself and

came to Corea in the same year. From 1890 to 1902 he was

Chaplain to the Bishop and Senior S. P. G. Missionary, and

from 1896-1902 he was Vicar General. In 1902 he returned

to England on acount of the ill health of his father and was

for some years Vicar of St. Saviour’s, Poplar, East London.

In addition to the ordinary difficulties of a great slum parish

it was his lot to follow Father Dolling the famous slum

worker. Under such circumstances there is apt to be plenty

of unfavorable criticism of the successor of a beloved leader

and it was characteristic of Bishop Trollope that even under

these conditions he was remarkably successful while in the

parish. During this time he was offered the Bishopric of
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Shantung but refused, apparently feeling that if he was to

leave England again it must be for Corea. In 1910 Bishop

Gore asked him to go to St. Alban’s, Birmingham where he

was when news was received of Bishop Turner’s death in

Corea. On July 25th, 1911, the Rev. M. N. Trollope was

consecrated Bishop of Corea in St. Paul s Cathedral by the

Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. Davidson, assisted by no less

than four missionary and five English Bishops. In this same

year the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Divinity was conferred

upon him by Oxford University.

Bishop Trollope’s return to Corea in 1911 was the

beginning of the period in which most of those present to-day

knew him. From this date his service for Corea was

continuous although this service entailed a number of trips to

England. On one of these occasions his heart which had

interfered with his undergraduate athletic career, combined

with a nervous breakdown, threatened to keep him perma-

nently at home but fortunately he recovered and returned to

Corea for further years of usefulness. His health was not

robust but it seemed reasonable to hope that by the exercise

of care he might serve this land for many years more. This

spring I was presumptuous enough to ask him to deliver the

commencement address to the graduates at the Chosen

Christian College. He graciously consented and at no small

difficulty to himself, came and made an address which will

long be remembered by all who heard it.

At the time he told me that pressure was being put upon

him to attend the Lambeth Conference in London, but, using

the Corean phrase, that he had “ a-not-going-mind”. Later

he told me that “ not-going-mind or no ” he would have to go

and as we all know he left us in June and the Conference was

enriched by his counsel and witness. While in England he

ordained a Korean and a Japanese to the Diaconate, and then

started back with them via Europe. This last journey was

not only toward Corea but full of Corea for en route he visited

such museums and libraries in Paris as might confirm or

throw light on certain questions of Corean culture and litera-

ture and also visited at St. Ottilien, Bavaria, the Mother
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House of the Benedictine Mission in Corea, where he doubt-

less took up with Father Eckardt, on behalf of this Society,

the question of the translation into English of the latter s

paper on “ Corean Music.” Thence via Rome and the ports

he came ever closer to Corea. His journey was almost at an

end, his bags packed and with his coat on preparatory to

landing the Bishop was on the promenade deck when the fatal

collision occurred. He ran below to his stateroom, put on his

life-belt ran up again to the boat-deck and took his place by

the boat to which he had been assigned, but the sudden exer-

tion plus the excitement was too much for his heart and he

fainted. From this faint he never recovered consciousness.

Many of you who had hoped to welcome him back to Corea,

went to the station on the night when his body was brought

back to this his adopted country. All of you were present

when he was laid to rest in the Cathedral.

And now that the living presence is gone what remains

to witness of his work ?

Like other great leaders Bishop Trollope was wont to

belittle his own part and make much of the accomplishments

of his predecessors and co-workers. But those who are best

in a position to know tell me that the whole work of his

mission felt his influence both in the earlier days and since

1911 when he himself directed and guided the work. They

tell us that his vision, his encouragement, his unswerving

purpose combined with tact and unfailing kindness and the

inspiration of his presence will long be felt in the mission and

church.

More tangible for those who must see and touch are

the architectural witnesses to his work. The Church of

St. Peter and St. Paul on the island of Kangwha has been

called the only successful adaptation of the beautiful Korean

architecture to modern church purposes. In harmony with

the main structure stands the three-arched Corean gate, a

loving memorial to Bishop Corfe. Both the church and the

gate are the fruit of Bishop Trollope’s plans, vision and

energy. In Seoul stands the Cathedral. At the time of

Bishop Turner’s death some ^3,000 was raised for a memorial
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to him. But for lack of sufficient funds it 9eemed as though

nothing further could be done. Largely through Bishop

Trollope's work a bequest of .£7,000 came to the mission from

the late Mr. H. Wills. Through personal friendship for

Bishop Trollope as well as zeal for the Church the distinguished

English architect Mr. Arthur Dixon, Fellow of the Institute

of British Architects gave his services and made two trips to

Corea personally to supervise the work. To many of us it

detracts not at all from the memory of Bishop Turner that the

structure as it now stands speaks to us of Bishop Trollope and

it seems very appropriate that Bishop Trollope should lie in

the Turner Chapel.

Bishop Trollope’s literary work is not voluminous. This

Society has had the honor of publishing his papers on

“Kangwha”, “Introduction to the Study of Corean Buddhism”

and his “Arboretum Coreense” in two parts. Most of you

listened to portions of his paper on * “Corean Literature which

will be published as the next volume of our Transactions.

In addition to these papers the Bishop was the author of the

book “The Church in Corea” and contributed essays to “Essays

Catholic and Critical” as well as articles to the magazine The

East and the West” and a pamphlet “The Peace of Jerusalem”

which in no small way influenced the Lambeth Conference ,
and

other periodicals. He was also a member of the Committee

on Bible Translation and therefore had some part in the gift

of the Bible to the Corean people.

Bishop Trollope was a thorough scholar and one of the

few in Corea who had made himself at home in the old Corean

literature. This he read as you or I might run through lighter

reading in our own language. His interest in this literature

led him to collect specimens till his library of old Corean

books numbers at present something around 10,000 volumes

> and contains many priceless editions. These are thus pre-

served for the future in what is now one of the best private

collections in existence. The Landis Library of Occidental

works on Korea and the Far East is also largely his

* (Note : Publication of this paper has been unavoidably delayed but

will appear 30on.)
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contribution for it is now many times the size of the original

collection and represents many hundreds of pounds of money

and many hours of time expended by the Bishop in gather-

ing these volumes.

It is unneccessary to-day to tell you what Bishop Trollope

did for this Society. A member of it since its foundation in

1900, he has been our President for 13 years. The revival of

the society in 1912 and its more recent revival into activity

were almost entirely his work. Many if not all who have

contributed to the published Transactions will tell you of his

encouragement and help and our minutes tell of generous

financial aid, the most recent example of which was seen in

the beautiful coloured plates illustrating Sister Mary Clare’s

paper on “Korean Wayside Flowers”, one of these plates being

the gift of the Sister’s mother and the other a gift from our

President.

There is much that I would like to say personally, for to

me he represented the ideal of a Scholar, a Gentleman, a

Gracious Friend and a Prince of the Church. But if you did

not know him certainly no words of mine can bring you any

adequate idea of either the Bishop or the Man, and if it was

your privilege to know him my words would only trammel

your vision.

I will however ask you to listen to Bishop Trollope’s own

words with which he closed his address to the students at the

Chosen Christian College :

“I am an old man now, and a fortnight hence I shall be

68 years old. And as we know “the days of our age are three

score years and ten and though men be so strong that they

come to four score years yet is their strength then but labour

and sorrow.” Yet there is a glory as well as sadness in the

sunset. As I look back over my past life, although I am
conscious of many shortcomings and wasted opportunities my
chief feeling is one of thankfulness for all that life has brought

to me, and for the many blessings, bodily and spiritual which

have fallen to my share. And the glory of the sunset not

only illumines the day that is past, but is the herald of the

morrow’s sunrise. For death to the Christian is not so much
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a chorup ” (Completion - Corean word for graduation) as a

commencement”. And I, at the end of my earthly career
equally with to day’s graduates at the beginning of theirs,

may look forward with the courage of hope to a future as

full of the promise of progress as anything that life has had to

shew us in the past.”
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To the Chosen Mission.

Dear Friends

:

We have had an unfortunate delay of three months since the last
letter was sent to you. They have been the summer months when the
Executive Council was acting for the Board and when the staff has
been depleted from time to time for vacation. At the first meeting
of the Board on September 21 I reported to them regarding the actions
of the Executive Council during the summer. There were 255 of thcso
actions, of which 54 were items of appropriations. Of course, the
Executive Council takes no actions affecting the permanent policy of
the Board, except in direct line with that policy. We have entered
the fall in good spirit but with rather serious facing of the future
and its possible complications. You are receiving letters both at

home and America from the Board regarding its actions on the present
emergency and I need not repeat the material here. I do want to

renew, however, the assurance both of the seriousness of the situa-
tion which we face and of the completely hopeful way in which we
face it, There is no pall of gloom over the offices and there
ought to be none over the spirit of our work. Wo are reminding the
home church that tho world has never needed the thing we are trying
to do more direfully than it does just now. To restrict our work
now would be a double calamity. At the same time there could be no

better opportunity for a stiff and severe examination of all our
methods, our expenditures and our use of personnel. Tho emergency
would justify our dropping phases of work about which we are so

doubtful that we continue them only for lack of determination to

end them. We have asked all the Missions to consider this with very
great care as we are trying to do here at homo.

UNIVERSAL WEEK OF PRAYER

On September 28 the programs for the Universal Week of Prayer -

January 3 to January 10, 1932 - were sent to each Mission Secretary -

only seven copies to each Mission, but we hope that these have been
made as widely available as possible. This Week of Prayer orig-
inated, as you will recall, in our Ludhiana Station in India in

1858, though there were observations of a similar Week as early as

1846. For some years the Week was observed definitely for world
missions. The outcome so often proved a revival in the local church
that gradually it became a week of evangelistic meetings, in which
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the world aspects were largely submerged. Dr. Cuyler, in Brooklyn,
set his Communion services on the third Sunday of the month because
he found that the './eek of Pray ' r brought so many converts that he
wanted to have a Communion service a week later in order to receive
them. This was experienced widely throughout the church. At the
present time the weeks immediately before faster have taken the
place of the earlier Y/eek of Prayer as a time for special deepening
of the spiritual life, leaving it possible to observe the Week of
Prayer in January on its old basis. We trust it will return to its
former uses and it would bo woll if we should be able to observe it
in our missions in some way • I would be interested to know in what
way you observe the Y/eek this next year.

MA TTER OP P^RSONN^L

The Executive Council has been arrested by the force lists
which have come in from all our 27 Missions. The number in all
cases is large, as the growing work would lead us to expect. How-
ever, we note with deep interest a marked decrease in requisitions
for ordained men for almost all the fields. The Candidate Depart-
ment made out its first list, taking the top items from all the
Missions as though we were sending 80 new missionaries next year.
The Board has thought it best to decrease this requisition to 60.
You will be interested to know that only two Missions head their
lists with requests for an ordained man« In several Missions not
one ordained man is near the top of the list. Of the 60 who are to
be sought this year only nine are to be ordained. In the first five
workers asked from Africa only one is listed as ordained. In the
first 20 from China, four ordained men were asked and they begin
eighth on the list. In Chosen the fifth person asked for is an
ordained man. In India in the first 13 requisitions two ordained
men are asked, the sixth and thirteenth. In Japan the fourth re-
quest is for an ordained man. It is natural that the great pre-
ponderance of requests should bo for women and in China, of course,
for physicians in view of the havoc that was wrought there with our
medical work. It is to be supposed that the National Churches
everywhere have developed their own ministers first of all and
perhaps have lagged somewhat in preparation of their women workers
and educators. The women in most mission lands start further back
and have farther to go before thoy become capable of complete leade;
ship. Is the impression correct that our work is running very
markedly to women 1 s work and to institutions? The Missions will
want to look very closely at this and be sure they are leading us
in wise lines. If we are not to make appeal to our young ministers
in the Seminaries for reenforcements we will, of course, lose one
of our large appeals to the home ministry, for many men find their
most marked interest in the mission field centering around friends
who have gone from their Seminary connection. Another important
element is that under the present organization of our Church the
most thorough training we give for the presentation of the Christian
religion is given to our ordained ministers. There is an increased
provision for training women in this way but it is nothing like
adequate if we are really going to put our work on the woman basis
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in such an increased degree. The Council has noted the force listswith a great deal of interest and with some concern.

One of the experienced missionaries, who has long been in theFar East, was asked about certain problems which affect the work,and replied in tho following paragraph which will be noted with
interest: "I can’ t pronounco on such questions, but I do want tocontinue to say long and loud to the Candidate Committee, ’Send uspeople with a good foundation for the work we are supposed to do andwith a real spiritual experience and with a yearning for souls that
a few months of changed environment cannot quench. 1

I hope you willkeep that before us in your letters too."

NEW BROADCASTING SERVICE

Our indefatigable friend Or. Hugh T. Kerr sends us word of a
very kindly offer of the Westinghouse Station KDKA of Pittsburgh,
to use their powerful station for sending radio messages to mission-
aries on Saturday night at 11:15 Eastern Standard Time. Different
churches are to be allowed to use the station at that time for an
hour for personal messages to missionaries who may be at the re-
ceiving end, from the Board itself or from their personal friends
in this country. Our own Church has been assigned tho third
Saturday^ evening of each month, beginning with November and running
through March. At that time friends in America who wish messages
sent to individual missionaries whom they know to be at a receiving
station can be given free use of the Broadcasting Station. We in-"
tend to give wide publicity to this in this country but we need to
know as soon as practicable what stations of our field, have re-
ceiving

^

instruments . KDKA is one of the two most powerful Stations
in America and they often hear from India and China so that they
know that messages carry across there. If any of you are at re-
ceiving stations, please inform your friends that through the Board,
or through Dr. Hugh T. Kerr, of Pittsburgh, they may send to you
direct personal messages on these Saturday evenings. Dr. Kerr
suggests that someone from the Board might come over whenever
possible or otherwise he himself will give the personal messages or
a general one suitable to our missionaries who may be within hear-
ing. Of course, the time has to bo calculated and 11:15 p„M*
Eastern Standard Time will be quite awkward for some stations, but
we all welcome the kindliness of KDKA. Wave length 306 Meters -
980 Kc. - 62.5 Meters - 15.89 Meters.

THE AMERICAN SITUATION

Experienced financial leaders tell us that the economic con-
dition through which we are just now passing is the most severely
adverse we have had in any non-war time. Of course we cannot
measure it by the feeling here in New York City because this city
is generally at the lowest depths and the highest heights when
depths and heights are available. Word comes to us, however, from
all over the country that conditions are very difficult. President
Hoover is taking strong and helpful steps toward correction of any
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evils which raay be causing the difficulty and especially trying to

unite both international and our own internal forces so that we
will lose no energy by conflict. One of the effects of this con-
dition is to renew the accent of sermons and writings on the value
and power not only of religion but of Christ himself. It is very
encouraging to read the sermon topics and to hear sermons which
sound a clear note that Christ is our hope. The Babson organization
has sent out a very urgent appeal for a renewal of spiritual power
saying that the most ominous situation in America is not really
financial but is spiritual. If this economic strain should bring
us back again to our duty in this regard it will be an undisguised
blessing.

The General Council was instructed by the last General Assembly
to give itself this year especially to the renewal of the spiritual
emphasis of our church life. Tho roughgo i ng plans are now made for
such gatherings as may inspire this renewal. At a recent meeting
of the Committee report was made of more than one hundred and fifty
points where Presbyterian ministers are gathering to face a renewal
of their spiritual lives and to find the best ways of calling the
people of the Church to adequate support of the whole movement of
the gospel around the world. A conference of seventy leaders of

our Church was held last week and plans were advanced for taking
advantage of the thoughtfulness of the present time in the interest
of a better church life. You will be interested to know that our
Executive Council has voted to suspend all usual business at 10:50
each day of meeting for a period of special prayer in behalf of the

matters before it and of ourselves as agents of the will of God.
There seems to be a reviving spirit of prayer throughout the home
church and we hope it may mean the releasing of new power for en-

larged service rather than the acceptance of any restriction. You
will recognize, in the letter which is being sent to you, the

Board’s position with reference to this American situation, a

quotation from the following action of the Board having been in-
cluded. The action was taken with tho full assurance of the co-

operation of the Missions, but there is no desire to force the hand

of any Mission:

"The Board recognizes the right of a Mission under
Article 52 of the Manual, to carry forward into the new

fiscal year any credit balance at the close of the year
in the appropriations in Classes IV to X inclusive. In

view, however, of the large falling off in receix>ts from
living donors for the authorized budget (9 October 1st,

1931, which would mean a decrease in receipts for the

year of $335,000 if the same rate of giving should obtain
for the year,) and the Board’s careful study and plans
for promoting giving and for the reduction of expenditures
at all possible points, the Board desires to raise with
the Missions the question as to whether the situation is

not so exceptional that they would be willing this year
not only to allow such savings to reduce by such amounts
the appropriations of the year, but also to make definite
efforts to effect every saving possible. It is the con-
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viction of tho Board that only by such cooperative efforts
as these at home and on the field, will a severe reduction
in the work another year be averted." (Adopted Oct. 5,1931)

THE LAKEVILLE CONFERENCE

The report of the Lakeville Conference together with Board
General Letter No .44 has gone to all of you. I merely underscore
here as early attention as practicable to the Findings. We hear very
favorable words from the American delegates who 3eem to recall the

conference as a time of deep interest and of large promise. One of

the delegates wrote me recently that his impression there had cleared
his mind on one matter which had concerned him, namely, whether this
was not the time when the National Church might bo asked to undertake
their own support and so release the American Church from need for
continued giving. This is a matter which is in a good many minds and
we are saying rather widely that the National Church is finding it as

difficult to carry on its part of the work as our church is. At the

same time we all feel that the Lakeville Conference did lay a helpful
stress on the duty of increased solf support on the field, without
lessening our duty of service and expansion.

"Shadows on the Hock" by Willa lather

Many of you, of course, saw Miss Cather* s "Death Comes for the

Archbishop," the story of Homan Catholic beginnings in the western
part of America. Her later book, which is being very widely read

here, is called "Shadows on the Rock" and is a story of early Quebec.

Mrs. McAfee and I read it this summer and were much impressed by a

story in it of a certain Noel Chabanel, an early missionary to the

Huron Indians. He was a teacher of rhetoric in France when he was

sent to Canada. He was never able to learn the Huron language and

could never either converse or preach in it nor did he ever develop

any love for his converts. Everything about them seemed offensive
to him. Worst of all, the greatest of his suffering was an almost
continual sense of the withdrawal of God. Probably most of us have

that distress at times but with Chabanel it was continual. For long

months he would exist in the forests with no assurance of the near-
ness of God. Of course he thought of returning to France, and most

of us will say that he should have done so, but in the midst of it

he took a vow of permanence and did not leave his post until his

death. I supposed that this was a mere novelist’s story but Miss
Cather writes me that Noel Chabanel and all these events are entirely

historic* Our interest in it has been in the amazing fact that a man
could hold on to his work in spite of such handicaps. I doubt very

much if any one of us has ever been held to his task against such

odds and I am calling your attention to the story, which I hope you

will read, only that we may consider the possibility of such definite

committal to our enterprise that only grave hindrances can turn us

from it. The missionary "turnover" is really quite serious and some

think we may be coming to the time when we will need to reconsider

the terms on which wo enter missionary work. Perhaps it ought not to

be a life service but only for such terra as may be agreed upon. But

the record of these early days is arresting to all of us.
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JOSEPH COOK LEC T URESHIP

Dr. J. Harry Cotton has already begun his lectures and word ha
come from Syria of their great joy both in the word that Dr. Cotton
has spoken and in Dr. and Mrs. Cotton themselves. The lectures have
proved not only thoroughly intelligible but deeply inspiring and
the Syria missionaries are congra tulating themselves and their
colleagues in other countries upon such a visitation as Dr. Cotton
is making.

ANTI-CHINASA RIOTS

In my July letter I wrote of tho first cabled word of the anti-
Chinese riots. Since that time more definite news has come through
to us, including two copies of the Government’s official statement.
Our papers now report that the Koreans are very much involved in
the Mukden difficulty, one of our papers saying that in one section
500 Koreans have been killed. This deepens our anxiety because
reports indicate that it was word of this kind of experience which
led to the outbreak of July. V7e think very sympathetically of you
as you stand in the midst of this disturbed condition. We have
watched for any word that would cover the condition at Sinpin, but
I have caught nothing thus far. Our newspapers put rather a dark
hue on the present Manchurian situation, the most disturbing situa-
tions occuring on the day on which I am dictating this. They need
not be quoted to you because conditions will be so changed before
you read this letter that they would not be of value.

L A A V A OF ABSANCA MISS CA T HD .11 NA M cCUNE

As was hinted in my letter of July 16, a supplemental action
was taken regarding the six months leave of absonce of Miss McCune
as f ol low s :

’’The Executive Council, acting for the Board, voted
to supplement its action of July 8 regarding tho six
months leave of absence of Miss Catherine McCune , of the

Chosen Mission, by voting that, in view of the fact that

Mi-ss McCune was within eight months of a six months fur-
lough and that her new term of service is to begin upon
her return to the field, which would imply having two

terms of service with travel allowance for only one, her
travel expenses for the return to the field will be

allowed at the end of the present six months absence.”
(Adopted July 29, 1931).

Since this action was taken Miss McCune has found that her
sister, for whose sake she returned to this country, will not be

well enough for her to leave her at the end of the six months and

she has asked to have her stay in America extended for another six

months. The matter of arrangements for allowances is now pending
but since the Mission has voted only the six months leave I am takin
up with the Chairman the question of the attitude of the Mission
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toward any further absence. Hiss HcCuno writes in great sorrow
ovor the necessity that keeps her from work which she- is eager to d<;

BA3TER OFFERING OP THE SUNDAY SCHOO LS.

The General Assembly authorizes our Board to appeal to the
Sunday Schools for a special faster Offering each year and the
objects for that Offering are selected in rotation among the variou:
Missions. The Executive Council felt that the time had come when
the young people should have their minds turned again to Ohoson ana
have voted that the Easter Offering bo designated for certain
objects on your property list* which would seem appealing to young
people in the Sunday Schools. The amount ordinarily is $30,000.,
of which <$5,0 00. is always assigned for the guarantoed appropriation
of the Board, leaving <$25,000. for objects described on the appeal.
V/e have gone with care over your high listed objects and have felt
that we could make appeal to the young people in the Sunday Schools
most hopefully for the following items:

"Pyengyang - Residence for Miss McOune, $3,750.
Chungju - Jason G. Purdy Memorial Bible

Institute Building and Dormitory, . • 8,575.
Kangkai Hospital Addition, Heating, Lighting,

Plumbing, Isolation Ward and Korean
Doctor 1 s House, 12,739 .

"

We will break this up into the seven items which are involved
in it each of Which has some line of appeal to a group in Sunday
Schools. We have received some excellent material regarding both
Chungju and Kangkei and are waiting for more from the field. Easter
occurs on March 27 and though the year is a very difficult one in
all our churches we are hopeful that such an inspiring list may
bring full response. The Young People's Department will prepare as
attractive an announcement of the objects as possible. At an
important conference with workers of the Board of Christian Educa-
tion recently I found that they feel that our approach to the young
people is too largely financial, whereas we ought to do a larger
educational work. I explained to them that our concern is mostly
for the future church and for training these young people to think
in terms of the world, but that we had two good reasons for asking
their gifts. One is that they have no other way of expressing their
interest in what they have learned about the mission field except
praying and giving. Nothing takes the place of the giving in
deepening and fixing their impression. The second reason is that
the money itself is really very considerable. When I think of
these seven items in the three projects to be put before thorn and
realize that the results of their giving will be serving the cause
of Christ when they become matured leaders in their home churches I

confess to a bit of exultation in their behalf. Wo are giving them
a great opportunity and many of them will live to think of it grate -

fully. A special letter stating the radical limitation of property
appeals this year will explain why this rather large amount almost
exhausts the possibilities on the Chosen property list this year. We
are not able, therefore, to attempt the building program for the
campaigns which you suggest.
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qperat ing room, net; hospital, TAIKU S TATION

The following minute probably explains itself, but it is part
of a considerable problem which we are all facing together looking
to the completion of the now Hospital at Taiku which we are all
eager to soe in full action. The necessity for a very marked in-
crease in the cost of the building by reason of the changes, re-
quired by the Government, in its plans has introduced some con-
fusion into the whole calculation but we are all hoping to see it
cleared up in due time:

''Mrs . James 73 • Adams, of Berkeley, California,
having provided the full amount for the Chapel of
the New Hospital, Taiku Station, Chosen Mission, the
Executive Council, acting for the Board, voted to
cancel the appropriation of $500. gold from the
Second Church of Kansas City, Missouri, made by the
Board on June 2, for furnishing the Chapel, and
appropriated this sum to furnish the Operating Room
of the New Hospital at Taiku. (Cf. letter Dr.
McKelvoy to Mr. Trull, Sept. 5.)" (Adopted Sept.
9, 1931).

APPROPRIATION FOR MAINTENANCE CHOSEN ACADEMIES, 1931-32 .

”$2,343.38 gold were appropriated for the
maintenance of the Chosen Academies for the fiscal
year 1931-1932; this sum being composed of amounts
received under the Supplementary Maintenance Fund
for the Eight Korea Academies. ” (Adopted Oct. 5,

1931) .

SPECIAL GIFT FOR HOSPITAL A LTERATIONS, KANGKE

I

”,$36 6 . was appropriated for Kangkei Hospital
Alterations, Chosen Mission, heating, lighting,
plumbing and isolation ward (#2 and 15) Board 1 s

P.L. 1930-31, page 16. Received August 14, by
Journal* From the First and Central Churches,
Wilmington, Del. This gift has been reported as
received on the field.” (Adopted Aug. 28, 1931).

SPECIAL GIFT CURRENT E XPENSE 3 , UNION CHRISTIAN COLLEGE, PYONGYANG

”$900. gold were appropriated for current
expenses of the Union Christian College, Pyengyang
Station, Chosen Mission; this sum being a special
gift for this purpose from the First Church of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.” (Adopted July 29, 1931).
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SPECIAL GIFT BUILDING & EQ. UI PIIEN T FUND, UITION CHRISTIAN
HOSPITAL, PYONGYANG

"$650. gold were appropriated for the Building
and Equipment Fund of the Union Christian Hospital,
Pyengyang Station, Chosen Mission; this sum being a
special gift for this purpose from the First Church
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania." (Adopted July 29, 1931).

SPECIAL GIFT RECITATION BLDG., GIRLS’ ACADEMY, SEOUL

"$155.40 gold were appropriated for the Recitation
Building, Girls 1 Academy, Seoul Station, Chosen Mission;
this sum being a special gift for this purpose through
7/ & Y P.0, from the Women’ s Missionary Society, Minnesota
Synodical." (Adopted July 29, 1931).

KO REAN STUDENTS

You will be interested to know that the Committee of Reference
and Counsel of the Foreign Missions Conference of North America has
appointed a special committee on foreign students to centralize and
unify the care which these students need. They have asked all the
Boards who have these foreign students in this country to furnish
their secretaries with the names of the students and their location
in colleges or universities. Their purpose is to see that all these
students are surrounded with really definite Christian influences
and to assist them in adjustment to the new conditions. They in-
tend also "to relieve foreign students in emergency need, assisting
them to return home where this seems advisable." So far as we can
learn there is no especial financial provision for this and they
are turning to the Boards for appropriations. Of course, our
financial care of these students is largely through The Board of

Christian Education and it is not likely that that Board would
enter into relation with the committee described, I understand
also that the committee does not mean to take over any respon-
sibility for the relation of the Boards to their Missions in this

particular and that the same conditions will obtain as heretofore
regarding the recommendation of students to our Board. president
Stacy L. Roberts was in the office yesterday and spoke very help-
fully about some of the conditions which you face in permitting
students to come to this country. I told him of a student who has

been to see me several times lately, not sent by ou as a Mission
however, revealing real need for help as he enters his two year
course at one of the universities hoping for his Ph.D. He has

already been in this country eleven years but he is sare he will go

back to Chosen enthusiastic for Christian service. He seemed to be

completely Americanized but I suppose birth is deeper than envi-
ronment and he will doubtless do good service when he does go back.
The Candidate Department had four names before it this week, each

of them a student in dire need for f inan cial aid. We know that you

are doing the best you can and we trust you realize that we also

are trying to help. I am glad to realize that during the summer two

men who seemed ready for their work have gone back.
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MANUSCRIPT COPY OF MINUTES OF ANNUAL MEETING

The manuscript copy of the Minutes of the annual meeting has
come together with a covering letter of the Chairman of your Mis-
sion. I have cleared with him everything that can now he cleared.

Let me close this letter with a renewed assurance of the un-
broken courage and confidence of your colleagues at home. Most of
you, I imagine, would have no reason to think it strange that
courage remains unbroken but recent months have been peculiarly
trying in American life and while at some points we are a good deal
nearer normal than we were during the period of inflation, at other
points our strong men are being heavily strained. We earnestly
trust that nothing suggested in this or in any other letter will
cause a shadow over your thinking or your joy. We are on a great
errand, telling a great message at the point of dire need. We need
not fear the failure of Him who sent us. He not only has sent us,
but He has promised to be with us and whatever strain we undergo
comes also on Him. If it is true that "in all our afflictions He i

afflicted" it should also be true that in all our strain He also is
strained. The difference is that His strength is always adequate
for the strain and that at His end of the yoke there is an unbroken
power that can surely draw the load. We need not measure the load
by our strength. We are not the dependence of the work; He is.
There have been other difficult days and He has brought us through-.
So He will do at this time and we have great expectation that with
the increasing volume of prayer, which we are sure is rising, there
will come also a deepening of dedication and abundant support for
the work which He has committed to us.

Heartily yours,

Cleland B. McAfee
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Every missionary on furlough
you do? What are your daily tasks
are the activities of the workers
Station in Seoul, Korea!

s asked the question "Just what do
” How interesting and how varied
n a Mission such as the Presbyterian

Some workers are in the city all the time - this great capital
city; some live in the city but work in the country districts, in the
small villages, in the thatch—roofed

,
mud—walled houses of peasant

farmers — carrying to them the spirit of the city organization
, ad-

vice as to crops, new trees for the orchards, a balanced chicken feed,
books for the little school conducted in the church room, news of the*
capital, stimulation and encouragement, for "h«ir scattered churches;
carrying the message of Jesus to cheer the poor and disconsolate

,
to

encourage the ambitious and hopeful, to help and comfort an under-privi-
leged people.

In the city our missionaries are in "evangelistic” or direct
church work, or in educational work, or in medical work. The church
v/orkers are not evangelists in the sense of evangelists in America but
rather they are organizers and advisers in the building up of a great
national Church, in the training of native workers - many of them first
generation Christians.

Some evangelistic workers are directing the building up of the
native Chris.tian literature. One member of the Station carries a large
resposibility for the enterprises of the Christian Literature Society,
another has similar responsibil i ty for the Korea Sunday School Associa-
tion. The Sunday School paper published monthly, with regular graded
lessons, issues 2,800 copies. A religious education magazine goes to
1,000 workers and a new magazine "The Children's Magazine”, published
jointly by the Christian Literature Society and the Sunday School Asso-
ciation, holds a grovt/ing influence over the formative minds of Korean
children. There are also Scripture translations , books, tracts and so
forth.

The educational workers not only teach but direct and train Korean
teachers for their schools; they have their varied interests and contacts
in Korean homes, in neighboring churches and in night study clubs. Under
the direction of the educational workers students from Christian schools
in Korea, this last year, ran 789 Daily Vacation Church Schools with 4,160
teachers working without salary, carrying the story of Jesus to 67,193
pupils in every province in Korea and far into Manchuria. In some cases
they held their classes in non-Christian, government school buildings,
bringing new contacts and new joy to willing workers as well as spreading
an influence for good and wholesome living.
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Medical workers. If they would only jot down the dramatic details
of their daily observations v/hat a story they would make! Severance
Hospital, where w IVe such a large share of workers, runs the largest
charity work in Korea not excepting any government or private organiza-
tion. There is the Medical College, Nurses* School, Research and Public
Health, but now the winter weather comes on (it 0 degrees as I write)
v/e are thinking of the charity work. The lame, the halt, the blind, the
under-nourished*, sick and without hope, carried on the backs of friends
or relatives, frozen, homeless hungry, awaiting the merciful care of
the physician. One wonders at the sight what can be done, they seem so
many and so helpless. A kind word, a clean dressing, a little medicine
and the story of the Great Physician.

All the while Russia, on the north side of us, cries out, "Religion
is the opiate of the people." Well, perhaps. And if so, thanks be to
God for the opiate, a comfort and a blessing to these poor people - here
and there a new hope, a new vision - and to us missionaries, an intan-
gible, driving force that makes us meet the challlenge, makes us want to
stay and help.

This is our daily round.

J.L. BOOTS,
Reporter,

Seoul Station of the Chosen Mission
of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
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BROADCAST NUMBER ONE.

Korea Talking ! Tune in Everybody ! Something Good to Tell

!

Whether this broadcast reaches you as a guest traveling

through our beautiful land, or whether it reaches you in some

other land as a prospective guest, or whether we may never

have the privilege of seeing you here, we send you one and all

equally cordial greetings. We want to get to know you. We’re

naturally a little bit shy, and our grandfathers used to try to

keep you people out of our land so it isn’t easy for us to get ac-

quainted, but we want to.

Of course we are most anxious to know all about you, how

you live, your customs and everything you see and do, but we

are broadcasting now so we will have to be content with hoping

that you will broadcast back again sometime. Just now we

want t;> make you love us and our land more, so our broadcast-
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ing stations are going to tell you about our land and some of the

things that are going on in it. You folks who take a train

through our country only stopping for a few hoars in the capital

really don’t know us. We hope that through these broadcasts

we can reveal a bit more of the heart thiobs of our people.

Much, however, you will have to deduce between the words.

Our stations have been busy broadcasting for many years,

some longer than others, but this is the first time they have at-

tempted it in this form. Therefore please be charitable.

We have been promised a last word after each station has

sent you a message, so will now withdraw that you may hear

from the first one of them.
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BROADCAST NUMBER TWO.

Good Luck Pine.

Have you heard the story of Good Luck Pine ? A little slave

^irl of seventeen years married a slave boy of the same age and

together I hey slaved in the same house. Five years later a son

was born. Now was their burden lightened and their lives

enriched by reason of the joy in their hearts. Lovingly did they

watch over him and provide their pitiful best for him. All would

have gone well and in content they would have worked, but

in time they were expecting another little treasure. The cruel

master, unwilling to provide for their increasing family, turned

them out of his household, lie had enough "food-mouths" to

supply with food without any more slave brats.

Soon, very soon they might expect the little stranger. Pen-

niless and despairing they searched anxiously for shelter, plead-

Good Luck Pine (second to the left),

his mother and brothers.



ing to lie given a room in a gate house or servants’ quarters—

but all in vain. They were compelled to take up their abode

under the sheltering branches of a great pine. Here the second

son was born on Dec. 4th and named Good Luck Pine, in honor

of their noble host ! But the cold wintry winds drove them on,

and that night as the evening shadows fell, the father with their

two years old boy in his arms, and the mother with her new born

babe set out for a tiny house not far away.

So pitiable was their condition that they were taken in and

fed and comforted. But a house with only one room, and that

eight feet square, is not possibly large enough for two families,

so again the little family was compelled to start out. This time

they took refuge in a small water tower on the hillside. It was

a cold and cheerless refuge indeed, but the best the world had

for this family. There they stayed for several days, while the

father begged in the nearby village for food. Then their former

master heard of their plight, and, for what reason who can say,

reinstated them in his family.

Their troubles were not over, however. Sometime later,

after the birth of another son, the poor mother began to show
signs of the dread disease leprosy.Their m ister again turned

them out upon the world. They were fortunate in finding an-

other place where they lived and worked another year. There

a daughter was born to them. After that the disease male such

rapid progress that the mother was plainly stamped as a leper,

and their new master lost no time in driving them out. Every

door was shut in their faces, for what household could allow the

presence of a leper ?

After enduring much hardship they determined to try to
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build a small Korean mud room for themselves. Lon# before it

was finished the father was suddenly taken ill and died. What
was there now for the little family save death from exposure

and starvation ? However the mother and her now eleven year

old son begged and builded until at length the four walls were

up and covered. Did ever marble palace afford such joy and

satisfaction, or represent such a labor of love ? The great prob-

lem now was to provide food for the children. The oldest son

went every day to gather brush and straw for fuel while the

mother begged in the village for food. But as her disease be-

came more advanced and her appearance more and more repul-

sive the people refused to give to her and often the family

had no bread but their tears.

Dark doom was fast settling down upon them and cold des-
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pair was in their hearts. What more had they to hope for ? At

that lime a rumor reached the mother concerning the Taiku

Leprosarium. “Do the Jesus-believing people really care for

leper outcasts? 1 cannot believe it until I see with my own

eyes.” So saying the brave little woman made the difficult and

painful journey to Taiku. She saw the Leprosarium with its

brick dormitories and tiled roofs, with its chapel and dispensary

in the basement of which was plenty of rice and fuel, assuring

comfort and food for the inmates. In the chapel she saw the

one hundred and seventy five lepers assemble to pray and sing

and study the Bible. If before she had doubted the testimony

of her ears she now doubted the testimony of her own eyes.

She contrasted the Leprosarium buildings with her poor mud

hut, the fields and bits of woodland surrounding the place with

the bleak and bare surroundings of her bit of a house, and her

heart fainted within her. With trembling eagerness she sought

the superintendent and told him her story. She was heard and

was taken in and today is enjoying the protection of the home

after her long struggles and sorrows.

Her children are being cared for temporarily in a small

Korean house by a Christian woman. These and other untaint-

ed children if kept clean and fed properly will not develope

the awful disease of their parents. One of the burdens of our

hearts is to see a permanent home founded For such unfortunate

children as Good Luck Pine.

There are great numbers on the waiting list of the Lepro-

sarium ? Many of them have stories just as sad and heroic as

this of Good Luck Pine’s mother. Is there no hope for them ?

The management greatly desires to enlarge the work of the



Giving Chaulmoogra Oil injections at the Taiku Leprosarium,

institution which, though operated with the utmost efficiency on

the funds available, is utterly inadequate to deal with the whole

problem which is nothing less than stamping out leprosy from

this land of Korea. The Central plant at present accommodates

one hundred and seventy-five in t .vo dormitories, one for men

and one for women. Here these unfortunates are given clean,

warm rooms and clothing and food and useful occupation.

The women clean, wash, sew, and prepare the food. The men

till the fields and do the general work of the place. All are

taught to read and have their own books, chief among which

are the Bible and hymnbook. Yen 50.00 (about $25.00 in Ameri-

can gold) will build the new quarters needed for each new leper

received and Yen 12.00 will cover support for a year.
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A group of Christians organized by a man converted

in the hospital.

Itinerant doctors should be sent out through the country to

points easily accessible to the lepers of the locality, where they

may gather at stated times for regular treatment. Funds

should be provided for buying the costly and as yet rare Chaul-

moogra Oil.

May we not all join hands in this work of mercy and blot out

from this land the ancient curse of leprosy ? Shall we not avail

ourselves of the privilege of sharing in the Mission of Him Who

said that through Himself “The blind receive their sight, and

the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the

dead are raised up. and the poor have the Gospel preached unto

them”.
Taiku Station.
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BROADCAST NUMBER THREE.

Witnesses.

Among Andong’s clans there is one that goes by the name

of Su. It is a proud clan, claiming to have been founded by the

renowned “Toi-kei.
M Among its many boasts the clan members

brag that they have never failed to accomplish anything they

have once undertaken.

A wonderful old library built by Toi-kei stands in a rocky

defile overlooking the oak-fringed Naktong River. Across from

the library a tablet of stone proclaims to all who can read

(which is neither you nor I.i that several hundred years ago,

when the “vile Western doctrine” (Roman Catholicism), had

penetrated to nearly every corner of the kingdom, by virtue ol

Toi-Kei it was not able to come into this region. In front ol this

tablet, the students frem the library,: which wts in reality a

The old library on the banks of the Naktong.
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‘•university/* were allowed to take the old classical examina-

tion for office- an honor bestowed upon but one other place out-

side of Seoul.

At the time of the Independence Movement members of

this clan were active and as a result quite a few found themselves

m the Toi-Kei prison. Now the imprisonment was intended by

the authorities to be a punishment, and it was considered by

Koreans as a sign of patriotism ;
but in the sight of God it was

an opportunity. For among the companion prisoners were some

of the Korean church’s ardent evangelists. The prison became a

veritable “school of the prophets,” and the members of the

Su clan interned there, came, saw and were conquered.

Upon release this new group soon put up a building within

sight of the famous library. The older members of the clan,

thinking that this church represented the aforesaid “vile West-

ern doctrine,” were so greatly incensed that they threatened to

tear down the building. The new group were undaunted so

the older members decided to carry out their threat.

They chose the time when Presbytery was in session in a

nearby village. They were brave give them credit for that-

these gentlemen of the "old school” ;
hot when given a choice

between going to jail or paying a light claim for damages they

paid. Perhaps they were afraid of the gentle influence of a jail

sentence on their own hide-bound prejudices since the church

had proved stronger than the clan. Their heretofore unstained

clan banner had gone down in defeat.

One of the most notable men of high family was Yee Tai

Yung, whose family had held the governorship of North and

South Kyung Sang province. While he was away in Seoul
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Yee iai Yung and his wife.

studying, he heard that some members of his family had pro-

fessed Christianity. Though much enraged, he was persuaded

by a cousin to attend church the next Sunday. As the word got

out that he was a Christian, he resolved to eat an eai ly break-

fast the following Sunday and then flee. But he did not succeed

in escaping his Christian cousin. As he was again compelled to

to go to church and every one looked on him as a convert he

thought that he would have to find out what this new doctrine

13



was. Borrowing a New Testament, he read it through but with-

out understanding it. He read it a second time but still had no

desire to accept it. Hearing that there was an Old Testament

also, he procured it and began to read it.

Before Yee Tai Yung had finished reading he became con-

vinced of its truth. He studied in the Bible Institute, was put

on a circuit of churches as helper, went to Theological Seminary

and on graduation became the pastor of the Andong city

church. He had been here but a short time when the Foreign

Mission Board of the General Assembly of the Korean Presby-

terian Church chose him as its fourth missionary to its field in

Shantung, China.

As an educated man of the Classical School, Pastor Yee had

of course, an extensive knowledge of the Chinese characters and

could learn the spoken Chinese more quickly than a West-

erner. He can also understand the Chinese customs and ideas

better. His wife is a graduate of the Girls’ Academy in Taiku,

and we look for great things from them.

Sorry as we were to lose them, we felt that this was a call

to a greater work, the very selfsame kind of call that brought

us to Korea !

Before going to China, Pastor Yee had read the New Testa-

ment through forty times and the Old Testament eleven times.

He was enthusiastic in pushing our local campaign of Bible Read-

ing. Over four hundred finished reading the New Testament

within the year. One missionary child under ten years of age

read the whole Bible, and another under eight read the whole

New Testament.

In years gone by our people inaugurated the “Volunteer
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Zealous church members building their own church.

Colportage Plans.” Every Gospel sold was followed up by thj

prayers and friendly interest of some friend or neighbor, a

splendid method of self-propagation. As many as 12,000 have

been sold in one year. One fat old high-class lady, for years the

only believer in her village, filled her Sedan chair with tracts

and Gospels and walked the fifteen miles home from the Andong

Bible class.

The Women’s Missionary Society of a church in thecountiy

desired the services of a colporteur as an evangelist in a certain

town. They promised to sell five hundred Gospels in return for

his help. Did you ever try to sell a book to help pay your school

expenses ? Then you know that these women did not choose an

easy task.

The Bible in the hands is a good thing ; it is better in the

head ;
but when hid in the heart what a blessing ! Andong has
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set high standards in Bible selling, Bible reading and Bible

study. In 1921 our Bible Institute had an enrollment of 275- the

largest of any Institute in the country that year. The more

Bible we can get into the hearts of the leaders the more light

will shine in the dark places. We are praying for funds to erect

the “Rodger Earl Winn Memorial Bible Institute” so that “The

Light” may be set on a hill to make up in some small measure

for the passing on of the former Principal of our Institute. Who

can determine the number of “ Yee Tai Yungs” among our stud-

ent body ? Or even a greater than he might be waiting for just

the incentive needed to thrust him out as a flaming evangel.

Andong Station.

The Andong Broadcasting Station.
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BROADCAST NUMBER FOUR.

Augers for Aristocrats.

An extensive and difficult engi-

neering feat is being carried on in

North Choongchung Province of Kor-

ea. Attempts are being made to

pierce the centuries’ old crust of pride

and conservatism which have thus far

rendered the people almost imper-

vious to the Gospel message. Confu-

cianism with its ancestor worship has

been one of the chief causes why the

church in this province has been the

most backward in all our work.

Auger No. 1. Tract Distribution.

Between seven and ten thousand

tracts are distributed annually in th.s

district, and the Temperance leaflets

thus circulated have done much to create the attitude of mind

which is resulting in the formation of anti-liquor and tobacco

societies in non-Christian communities throughout the province.

In one place where about fifty of the young men have joined one

of these societies they are now saying, “Having stopped drinking

there is only one thing more for us to do—to believe on Jesus !”

In another district one of the bitterest persecutors of the

church for many years, was convinced of the truth of the doc-

trine, but because of his alcoholic tendencies felt unable to take

the step. Having organized and become president of the anti-
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liquor society of his village and conquered drink, he became a

Christian and is now the leader in that church.

Auger No. 2. Evangelists.

Mr. Oh, a former magistrate and Chinese scholar of high

class family, went to the little village of Pong Nim, which

no foreign missionary or Korean evangelist had ever previous-

ly visited. The “Jesus Doctrine” had been heard of as some

strange western cult, but ancestor worship and Confucianism

was all that the country gentlemen of that village knew as

being worthwhile, and as fit for scholars and men of good social

standing. They welcomedt he stranger, however, who quickly

won their respect and admiration by his courtesy and superior

knowledge of the Chinese classics. To their surprise he was

enabled to show them that these famous writings were not

only equalled by, but surpassed in thought and precept by the

teachings of this western doctrine.

An Aristocrat’s Church.
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By the end of the second month, some forty of the younger

men had definitely decided to believe, were keeping the Sabbath,

and regularly attending the nightly services held by the evan-

gelist. They were put to the test when on the fifteenth day of

the first month, according to good Korean custom it was their

duty to pay their respects to the old men and drink wine with

them. They performed their filial obligations, but not one of

them tasted the drink.

Auger No. 3. Medical Work.

This is the auger which Christ used so effectively in over-

coming the prejudices and oppositions of those around him,

bound by superstition and idolatry. Many and varied are the

instances which might be cited of the relief from physical suf-

fering being the opening wedge for the entrance of the Gospel.

A young aristocrat, who came from a wealthy family, had

for six years been an opium addict. He had squandered his

father’s wealth, his own means, and with his wife and children

in poverty, had sold anything he could get his hands on to

obtain the drug. He heard of the re-opening of the foreign

hospital in Chungju, and driven to despair, he decided to go there

and see if anything could be done for his cure, even if it was

a Christian institution. For three weeks the foreign nurse

battled with him, to hold him there when the desire for the

drug seemed overpowering. Time and again the Korean pastor

and others labored with him to give himself over to the Only

One who could restore him completely. Some weeks after

he left the hospital, wholly cured physically, and miraculously

cured spiritually. Arriving home, he immediately threw out the

family gods, set up family worship, while he himself, every
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The Opium Addict and the

“Auger” that helped him to free himself.

morning at dawn and every evening, went to a nearby moun-

tain and poured himself forth in prayer. His wife, son. and

daughter-in-law all became Christians; the village church

doubled in membership and he has put forth systematic efforts

to reach the numerous opium addicts among the Koreans of

Chungju.

Auger No. 4. Children of Non-Christian Parents in

Church Schools.

These are as yet augers small in size but latent with possi-

bilities. While as yet neither they nor their parents have
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accepted Christianity for themselves, they are not adverse

to it.

A young girl of fourteen, the daughter of a sool (beer) merch-

ant, began to be such a regular and persistent attendant at the

little Christian meeting place in the village, and to manifest such

a startling change of mind and habits, that her parents beat her

repeatedly, thinking she was going crazy. Her repeated ex-

hortations to them to quit their business and believe in the one

and only true God, angered them so that they decided to visit

the meeting place and see for themselves just what this per-

verting doctrine might be. They came, they heard, they were

conquered ;
and went home and threw away the means which

had hitherto enabled them to gain a lucrative living.

Auger No. 5. Bible Women.

These are the silent augers-with no particular grinding

noise they are silently boring through the thick encrustation of

indifference and resignation, characteristic of the women of

this province. These care not for applause or approbation, and

have but the one object to make an entrance for the Gospel

message of deliverance from bondage and sin.

One of these who has traversed the district from one end

to the other, has only one-third of an eye, and an abundance

of pock-marks, making her appearance anything but prepos-

sessing. In contemplation of her untiring zeal and devotion

to her Master, her facial deformities are lost sight of, and

many are those in all parts of the province who rise up to call

her blessed. For the training of these women to carry the

Bible message to their own, Bible Institutes are held twice

every year, when the women gather from the city and country
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The silent “Augers.”

churches for weeks of hard study. They bring their rice and

their hooks, and what joy it is to see their faces light up

when some Bible truth comes to their understanding wit

force. They are the hope for the evangelization of the wo-

men of Korea; and in this province, at least, it is usually the

women who come out first, before their pride-encrusted hus-

bands and grandfathers gather courage to do so.

“Wanted more engineers fully equipped

explore new territory more metal gold and silver

to sink deep to keep excavations made ...from

filling up.”
Chungju Station.
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Severance Medical College and Compound.

BROADCAST NUMBER FIVE.

From Butcher’s Son To Surgeon.

A generation ago there lived an old Mr. Kim, near the Big

Bell which since A. B. 13.16, has hung in a pavilion near the

center of the city of Seoul. An old legend relates that a child

was thrown into the molten metal before success attended the

casting of the bell. It is not strange that the people seemed

to hear the wail of “Mother,” “Mother,” as the bell tolled at

the evening hour. Almost as loud were the sounds which from

time to time issued from Mr. Kim’s office as he applied the treat-

ments which he had learned from books written hundreds of

years before the old bell was cast. In one case it was a red hot

copper coin placed upon the head of a child, in another needles

(Chims) of varying sizes thrust into an inflamed joint or even

the abdomen. Some patients who had profitted by sad experi-

ence with old Mr. Kim preferred to drive out or ward off the

spirits of disease with many forms of incantations.

Pak the butcher’s son, who lived near Mr. Kim, was ac-

customed to the groans of animals but he could not stand the

mal-practice of the doctor of the old school. A determination

seized him to learn more of the work of Dr. Avison, the foreign

doctor whom the Emperor had deigned to honor as his physician.
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But how could Psk, the sen of a >uichcr.hcpe to feme a

medical education when the occupation of his father was the

lowest in the social scale ? Nothing daunted, Pak wended his

way to the hospital which had recently been built outside the

South Gate of the city. Dr. Avison greeted him most kindly and

after careful q lestioning decided that th ere was a place even for

the butcher’s son.

Pak’s delight knew no bounds as he was admitted to the

ranks of the six young men who were making an effort to get a

modern medical education at the hands of one teacher for all

subjects • There were no text books except such as grew out of

the lessons as they were given, no medical vocabulary except

such as was made lesson by lesson between the teacher and his

pupils, no class rooms except such hospital wards as might hap-

pen to be empty, and little equipment except the patients and

the operating instruments, a single microscope, simple chemical

apparatus and the drugs to be found in a small drug room.

Great as were the handicaps there seemed no difficulty too great

for the teacher.

Many years were required to complete an education that

would warrant the bestowal on the young men of a doctor’s

degree and the right to practise their knowledge on the bodies

of their sick fellowmen, but patience won the day and Pak re-

ceived his diploma together with the other six classmates in

June 1908, the first graduating class of the Severance Medical

School.

The day before graduation the teacher had a long talk with

Pak and his classmates. “What about your future ?” Asked

the teacher. “We have been thinking about that very matter,’’
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The first graduating class exercises,

replied Pak, “And the first thing that occured to us was the

long weary years we have worked to gain this place and the

heavy financial burden we have borne and the relief that came ns

we looked forward to the opportunity to make money.” Even

though the teacher remembered his own thoughts were much

the same at the time of his graduation many years ago, he was

a little downcast, but soon Pak continued, “Much as we desire

money we cannot forget the years our teacher has struggled,

has taught us all we know and has made us what we are. A

second class will be coming on which will have to be taught and

it is up to us to stay here and help to teach this class.

The teacher said to himself, “The job is done, I thought I

was making seven doctors and lo, I have seven men. For

what is man ? In what way does a man differ from a beast ?

Is it not that man has a sense of responsibility for other.men.
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Nurses Training School. Severance Medical College.

The day after the graduation a photographer who had been

present sent the teacher pictures of the ceremony showmg

Prince Ito making a speech, the American Consul mak.ng a

speech and others making speeches. “I made a speach,” said

the teacher, -where is my picture?” It was explained by a note

from the photoprapher which read, "I tried hard to get a pic-

ture of you but you were never still long enough.” “Well

how could I be still,” said the teacher, “At such a time, big

with the promise not only of Korean doctors for Korea but of

Korean teachers of medicine and surgery in a real Medical

School founded in such a small way.”

Pak and four of his classmates stayed to help with the teach-

ing of the next class. One died soon after and one went into

private practice leaving Pak and his two associates to carry on
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The faculty in 1923.

the work for several years till the one had to leave because of

political complications, dying later in the interior of Manchuria

where he had carried on a hospital.

Pak the butcher’s son, now the surgeon, left to open a hospi-

tal amongst the Koreans in Manchuria. One of the first class is

still with the school as the head of the department of Ear, Nose

and Throat. He has just returned after a year of special study

in the New York Post Graduate Medical School, where, rubbing

against American Medical Men taking the same courses, he has

held his own and won the good words of his teachers as the

equal of any of them.

The Institution, now a Union Medical College, Hospital and

Nurses’ Training School, in which six missions join, has graduat-

ed 118 doctors and 54 nurses. The Medical College now has a
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Students Volunteering to dig the foundations

for an additional building.

charter from the Government which has just given its graduates

the right to receive license to practice without State Examina-

tion, on presentation of their diplomas, a recognition never be-

fore granted to a private Medical College in the Empire of

Japan.

It had but one teacher in 190H, it now has a staff of fifteen

Westerners, several Japanese, and fifteen graduate Koreans be-

sides many Korean lay-assistants and a group of over sixty

medical students.

The first contribution from among our alumni, toward our

new building fund came recently from Pak the butcher’s son.

“Tune In’’ and help the good cause along.

Seoul Station.
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BROADCAST NUMBER SIX.

Collections.

Weren’t you proud of those new collection baskets at your

church at Easter time ? Velvety black, lined v\iih Ihe loveliest

shade of silk which made the beauty and fragrance of some

friend’s rare garden come to mind as you dropped in your shin-

ing silver coin. And the satiny finish of the handle - in its rich

coloring, and the traceries of old Father Time, you were carried

for a moment to some sunlit forest aisle through which you

wandered in the first flush of youth’s love with all of the uni-

verse walling you in as you gazed down the vista of life.

But you were brought gently back to the “joyful offering”

being given to the maker of the gardens and forest vnstnesses by

the softly measured tread of the ushers as the last strains of the

music filled the air with their reverent thanksgiving blended

with the minister’s dedication of his people’s “silver service.”

But you and your “high-brow” church in America are not

the only ones to have collection baskets to be proud of ! We had

one right here in Chairyung that was redolent with some of the

fragrance of Oriental gardens. 'Ihe “organ” tones, were

rather squeaky it is true, but the soughing of the wind in the

pines on the hill made a solemn undertone as our “Collection

basket” was brought up to the missionary for his blessing, and

the change that was needed before this offering could become a

“sacrifice acceptable, an odour of a sweet smell, well pleasing,”

at least to the missionary.

You got that awful whiff did you as you moved up on the

windward side to get a better view ? Yes, I’ll admit it’s pretty

bad, but if you want a nearer view of our Unpai church’s collcc-
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A few of the Articles dropped in the Collection plate,

tion basket you will have to get out your handkerchief. Now

you can see what is back of that great lumbering ox, his sides

still heaving with the exertion of pulling that cumbersome,

heavily laden cart. The two enormously high, broad wheels, are

red with the sticky clay of our Whanghai roads so you will have

to be careful not to brush against them as you lift the lid of that

huge black jar.

Why what’s the matter ? Did you see a ghost ? No, smelled

one that hadn't become quite etherealized yet

!

Well, that’s a

good one ! But bless me, that jar holds what’s more to the Ko-

rean’s mind, than gold, sweeter even than honey and the honey

comb. That is Korean pickle, better than all Heinz’s 57 va-

rieties combined, and I’m sure not all his factories could produce

that odour.
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Won’t you look in this other jar ? Really this is not so bad.

This is the Oriental Worchestershire sauce made out of moulded

bean curd, the mouldier the better. Now don’t turn up your nose

at that. Didn’t you ever buy Limberger or other cheeses ? A

picture of them in the January “Geographic” reminds me of the

dried bean cakes in a Korean home. Do we use that stuff ?

Sure, most of us have acquired a taste for the “kimchee and

chang” by the time we are invalided home. It simply must be

done for Koreans are very hospitable and really the taste is not

so bad if you once get it past your olfactory nerves.

But come with me inside the missionary’s home while these

great bundles of cloth and clothing are being opened and sorted

out for sale, for that is the why for of all this.

“The rickety old loom in the low mud huts.”
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With over two hundred houses washed away, the old church

almost worthless for any purpose and a debt on the new one, the

women took up this collection to lift that debt and now its up to

the missionary to turn the fruit of their labor of love into real

filthy lucre, (the only way to describe this medium of exchange)

.

There are yards and yards of the narrow, coarse cloth that the

Koreans are using so much just now in an effort to patronize

home industries. And this is certainly the real thing. We

marvel that such strong fabrics and such dainty silks can be pro-

duced on the rickety old looms in the little low mud huts so tiny

that the family must almost move out even for such a small one.

And made up garments, new and second hand, in all styles

and fabrics ! There is a filmy blue silk skirt with a red over

skirt and a pale pink jacket. It is the wedding garment of a

young widow who has given the Lord all that is left to her of her

one time dream of happiness. And that pale blue outfit was put

in the collection basket by a young bride who is the only be-

liever in her father-in-law’s household. I doubt not every

article here represents real sacrificial giving such as neither you

nor I know any thing about

!

Just lift one of these long black switches ! If rumor proves

true and Dame Fashion decrees Coronation braids after the

shorn locks of the present, wouldn't some raven haired maidens

just love to have those glossy lengths ? From of old you have

heard of the mothers of the church giving their wedding rings

and their silver hair pins but our women g!ve their wedding gar-

ments and their very hair !

And they have been doing this all fall all over the territory.

One of our lady workers has held fifteen Bible Classes with an



A “Poor" Church.

average of a hundred women studying, and they have given

free will offerings averaging a yen apiece. Let me give the

amounts in the last five classes. $55.00 for lamps and mats

;

$300.00 for a school
;
$50.00 for an evangelist to the unbeliev-

ers; $50.00 for stones for a new church; and 380 yards of home-

spun cloth.

Away back in 1895 when this Yellow Sea Province was being

opened up to the true gospel, Mr. McKenzie dying at Sorai left a

beautiful little church as his monument. It was the second to be

built in Korea, and the first to be built entirely by the Koreans

themselves. The church stands to this day in a grove of trees

where devil worship was once held in Sorai village, Sorai-by

the-Sea." Thus was self-support started in Korea. Dr.

Underwood did the first itinerating in this province ever at-

tempted in Korea and before long the people themselves took up

the preaching on their own responsibility. In just one year,
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“Sorai-by-the- Sea.
”

1897, the churches in this province had increased from six to

thirty-one as the result of the seed sowing of two Koreans,

neither of whom received money from church or mission Sorai

church mothered all the Chang-yun district watching over it with

much care and solicitude and reaping a great blessing herself.

Beside the church expenses and outside evangelistic preaching,

Sorai set an example to all Korea of maintaining a church school

twenty-five years ago. Now, besides local schools, the 180

churches in this province have their own Academy here in Chai-

ryung, and the 17,200 adherents give an average of a little over

six dollars gold per capita for church and school expenses. If

only the baptized membership were considered it would amount

to over eight and half dollars gold per capita. The average

member of our American churches gives only five dollars and

forty-six cents.

With the people as poor as they are, it isn’t much wonder

they have to resort to such a collection basket as our squeaky

old ox cart. A whole summer of unprecedented floods has made
the sacrifice even more real.

“This poor widow hath cast in all the living that she had.”

Chairyung Station.
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BROADCAST NUMBER SEVEN.
A Visionary and a Stone Thr. wer.

Many in these modern days are try-

ing to communicate with the spirits of

those who have departed this life. Men

possessed of such an idea have existed in

the world for a long time and have dwelt

in many nations. Korea has had her

share. We have in mind one who in his

youthful years thought he would make an

attempt to get into communication with

the spirits of the other world. He be-

lieved that if he used the proper means

he would he able to unlock the closed

doer between the world in which he lived

and the other one into which he wanted

to peep. So he hied himself away into a

lonely spot on a high mountain as far removed as possible from

mundane things and there gave himself up to meditation and con-

centration of thought on this one thing. He spent many hours

a day at the task and was not satisfied with the number of hours

in the daytime, so he continued his fasts and his vigils far into

the night. Sometimes he got sleepy. In order to prevent going to

sleep he would pour cold water on his head and down his back.

He kept this up for weeks and sometimes would thus force

himself to stay awake for several days and nights at a stretch.

Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, he did not succeed in his

desired object but he did succeed in ruining his eyesight, so that

he became nearly blind after a few years. He gave up the quest

The Visionary.
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after visions and spirits and settled down to a humdrum life of

business.

About this time a strange doctrine began to be preached in

the streets and inns of the city of Pyengyang where this man

lived. His name was Kil. He listened with mingled feelings to

the strange things that were being brought to his ears. Some-

thing in this doctrine, which was said to come from across the

seas and which was represented by certain queer-looking and

queer- acting foreign devils, seemed to catch his imagination

and remind him of his own former efforts to communicate with

another world This doctrine seemed to set forth a spiritual

world and the possibility of communicating with it and even of

being transported to it after the shackles that bind one to the

flesh should be thrown off. His own spirit seemed to respond

to such leaching and he began to investigate it. Little by little

he was brought under the spell of it and then decided to give it

his full allegiance.

He was a man of good education from the Oriental view

point, and was possessed of good native ability. He became a

church member, then an officer, then a paid assistant. A theo-

logical class was being organized then and he became a membei

of it and in due course graduated as one of the members of the

first class and was soon ordained to the ministry and installed as

pastor of the Central Church in Pyengyang where he has now

continued for sixteen years.

It should be said that his eyes were operated on some years

after he became a Christian by a missionary doctor and his eye-

sight was partially restored. He is able to read, but generally

has some o.ie lead him about whenever he goes abroad.
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The first graduating class, 1907.

(The Visionary and Stone Thrower are the two central figures.)

He is a great preacher and has had a wonderful influence in

shaping the destinies of the Korean church.

Mr. Kil was one of the signers of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence promulgated by the Korean people on March first 1919.

As a result he spent a year in prison in solitary confinement.

He was allowed his Bible and spent most of his time in prayer

and study of the Bible. He memorized the outlines of all the

books from Genesis to Samuel and memorized the entire book of

Revelation which he repeated seven hundred times while in pri-

son and said, after he returned, that he was going to continue it

till he had repeated it a thousand times.

He is the visionary who became a great preacher of the

Gospel.
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Our title also contains the words “Stone Thrower.” Many

a Chinaman in America has had stones thrown at him by the

town boys as he proceeded down the street to his laundry. Is

it surprising therefore that some of the early missionaries, who

were always greeted with the title of. “Foreign Devil.” should

have met with an occasional missile ? A group of boys in the

streets of Pyengyang so greeted the first missionary who put in

an appearance on the streets of their city. One of the boys’

surname was Lee. It might be difficult therefore to tell to what

hemisphere he belonged, but when his other name is found to

be ‘Ki-pong,’ one at once locates him in the Orient. This bad

boy” adopted the religion of the man whom he had tried to hit

with a stone. He became a servant of another ‘foreign devil

and then gradually worked up into the position of a helper to

the missionary and the native church. He, too. entered the

first class of the theological seminary and graduated as one of

the classmates of Mr. Kil. Soon after he was commissioned as

the first missionary of the Korean Presbyterian Church and sent

to Quelpart to lay the foundation of the church that has develop-

ed there. He endured hardness as a good soldier of the Lord.

After seven years he was compelled to return to the mainland

on account of health conditions and there he has remained evei

since. He was later elected moderater of the Presbyterian

General Assembly of Korea. One of the men to cast a ballot for

him was the missionary whom he had once stoned. Thus the

‘stone thrower’ became one of the first seven ministers o. the

church, the first missionary to be commissioned by that church

and later the moderator of its highest judicial body. As these

words are being written there comes an invitation to attend the
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The new Seminary Building.

twenty fifth anniversary of Mr. Lee's entrance on Christian

work. The invitation is signed by three elders and five deacons

of the church that he is now serving.

These stories are but typical of many others. The theolo-

gical seminary has grown from small beginnings to be one of

the largest in the world Its student body averages about 200

per year. Already 307 have been graduated. The four Presby-

terian Missions of the country co-operate in the school. A fine

new building has rec?ntly been erected and dedicated to the

work of training laborers for the work of the ministry. The

present first year’s class has an ‘eleventh hour man’ in it, that

is to say, he is now in the fifty seventh year of his life. Did you

ever hear of a man of that age entering a theological school in

any other country to prepare himself for his ‘life work’ ?
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The old is crumbling. What will take its place ?

•‘We live in deeds, not years ;
in thoughts, not breaths ;

In feelings, not in figures on a dial.

We should count time by heart throbs.”

A few years ago a father and son graduated in the same

class in the Seminary ;
they were father and son in the flesh ;

brothers in Christ ;
classmates in school. Thus the laborers are

being provided for the church and the church fitted to be the

bride of the Lamb.

Pyengyang Station.
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BROADCAST NUMBER EIGHT.

The Infectious “Yak ”

“Where are all those people

going—climbing the hill this

morning ?” asked old Mother

Kim, as she looked out of her

kitchen door one bright morning

in May. “Hush ! Speak low

come near and I will tell you,”

replied her neighbor. “I think

they are following the foreign

devil up Taichun Moro for a meet-

ing.” “Foreign devil ? What

foreign devil?” exclaimed Mother

Kim. “Why don’t you know?

The tall white-faced thing that

came flying into town on his spirit wheel about a month ago.

For my part I hardly dare look in that direction. They say he

went to the big well in the village and put “yak” (medicine)

into it, so that anyone who drinks it now is compelled

to follow him, willynilly, and believe the doctrine that he

teaches and there is no telling what the result may be. I don’t

know what they do up there under those trees. (Lowering her

voice) I shouldn’t be at all surprised if it is true that he has the

Mother Kim.

evil eye, and that people can’t get away who once listen to what

he says. Why they are going up there in tens and twenties ! Be

careful Mother Kim not to let any one of your family drink of

that big well.”

This conversation took place in the little Korean town of
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An ••overflow meeting” in the beginnings of a church,

enchun some twenty-five years ago, and now in the year 1923.

is piain to be seen that the effect of that ••yak -virus,

icrobe. call it what you will -has so effected the Korean

opt. that high or low, far or near, they are obeying tts ,m-

dse, spreading the ••disease” and working with t.me hear

,d money to pass on the “good news'’ that came to them to

ghten their darkness and uplift their lives.

’

In that one village instead of the meeting place under the

•ees on the hill two great churches stand as a symbol of the in-

uence of that message, filled Sabbath after Sabbath by the

amides, children and grandchildren, friends and neighbors of

he first few who drank of that wonderful ‘•yak” -infected

vater Over 3,000 people gather week by week. Outside of

he town in a radius of five miles, fifteen other churches, too.

lave sprung up.
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“At 7 p.m. the Missionary Society will meet” is the announce-

ment. Come with me. There the needs of those who have not

heard the Gospel story are presented. The southern provinces

are a burden on one boy’s heart. After the meeting four boys

are seen in a corner. “Cannot we live on millet instead of rice?”

suggests one of them. They decide after some thought to sell

part of the rice and they save four yen ($2.00). Other students

follow with their pledges. At length the student-missionary’s

salary is raised, a man from among them is chosen and he is sent

forth with the prayers of his fellows. The going was a power

in two ways the power taken ,but still more in the power left.

As missionary workers it is improbable that the people of

any country surpass the Koreans.

Where are they working ? Korea, Japan, China and Siberia

have to be named. In Korea it is the whole country. In the

north, e. g. the station of Syenchun, there are two Presbyteries

within its bounds. One of these supports (on non-foreign money)

seven Korean missionaries. The other making the same record

numerically, has two ordained men at work in the region of

Kirin, Manchuria.

In Japan, a worker is supported in Kobe who visits his

fellow-Koreans in fifteen places. There is also work in progress

for Korean students in Tokyo, where there are 1,450 students in

the capital alone.

In Shantung, China is the “pet” work of the Korean church.

It is not work for Koreans but for Chinese. Actual foreign mis-

sionary activity is seen here. When the Korean General As-

sembly was organized in 1912 it went on record as a missionary

body in opening work in China. Four ordained men and their
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Ready for Itinerating.

families are wholly supported by the Korean church. A self-

supporting doctor of medicine and his wife live in the missionary

compound.

Naturally there has to be a vent in different ways to all this

pent up power. Good seed cannot be broadcasted all the time

without lodging somewhere and bearing fruit. 494 baptized

Chinese, 9 church buildings, 10 chapels, 25 prayer-meeting

places, 15 Chinese evangelists, 3 Bible women and an adheren-

cy of Christian Chinese in Shantung is part of this fruit.

Though national independence is no longer theirs, their

generous pride as Christian people to give something for others

(Is not this the missionary spirit in essence ?) is on the

increase. The Korean became a missionary when he became a

Christian. In blessing others, he doubled his own blessing. In

social introductions “Are you a Christian?” often was asked
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Mountain Travel.

early in the acquaintance-making. Thus at once the living Word
was passed along. In the spread of the Message of Life in the
peninsula this has been one of the most far-reaching factors.

In addition to this at opportune times, the Christian has en-
tered with tremendous zeal into special campaigns for the un-
reached population about him, pledging his time freely, to go out
unencumbered by business to preach the way of eternal life.

“I have preached in my own town and in all the villages

around and now I am just waiting for the Lord to call me to

Himself,” said seventy-eight year old Kimsi of Syenchun.

Some time ago the gate-house of one of the missionaries was

graced by the presence of a typical gentleman of the Korea

of the past-the gardener’s father, who came to spend a sum-

mer vacation. Despite the filial hospitality extended by the son

the old guest affirmed one time on leaving that he could not
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A small country class.

stand it to live with him all the time where he was continually

persecuted by people trying to make him a Christian. One s

curiosity naturally wants to know the sources whence such

“persecution” arises. The Korean Christians believe that if

their religion is good enough for themselves it is good enough

to pass on. This ‘‘passing on” becomes, in fact, a real part

of their religion. If one were to hunt for the source of this

attitude towards their beliefs one would not have to go far.

The Family Altar is responsible for a good share. In fact

these Koreans have a way about them of never letting the

Bible rest for any length of time. Not content with daily and

weekly acquaintance with that Book many hundreds of them—

thousands, would be truer -spend a week or so every year in

group Bible study classes.

Syenchun Station.
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BROADCAST NUMBER NINE.

Moving Mountains.

“We simply can’t keep on this way another winter,” one
of the Committee was saying. “These buildings are a disgrace
to any one.” “Well,” responded another with an ironical smile,
“all I can see to do is to build another set of buildings.” “Build
them out of air, I suppose,” said the first.

Thus the committee of the directors of the boys’ and girls’

Lower School in Kangkei opened their meeting. They had as-

sembled in the yard of the old Girls’ School, to see what could
be done to make the building a little better able to accommodate
the increasing number of students. They had already been
over at the Boys’ School, trying in vain to face the same prob-
lem there. Something radical had to be done. The schools

couldn’t spend another winter in the buildings they had. The
Boys School was using a long old Korean building built about

20 years before, in front of the old church. Until three or four

years ago, three of the six rooms were used by the lower school

Korean Girls Ironing.
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and three by the Academy. In those days there were only 30 or

40 boys in the former and 15 or 20 in the latter. But the Acade-

my had been forced to seek a better place and was temporarily

using the Bible Institute. The lower school began using all six

rooms- but soon found them too small. When a hundred and

fifty boys crowded into the three rooms which could be thrown

together for chapel, the last few boys had difficulty in getting

seated without the use of a shoe horn. So they had to use the

old church building for their overflow. This was alright in the

warmer months, but it wouldn't do for the winter, Tor the build-

ing couldn't be satisfactorily heated. Of course there were no

desks or other equipment, and everyone was ashamed when

government officials came to visit the school.

The Girls’ School was the large old Korean building over by

the big new church, which had housed the two first missionary

“The large old building.”
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families while the brick residences were being built. They had

used this building for many years, but only last spring was per-

mission obtained from the Board and the property given over to

the church by the station. The one large room, the smaller one

and the room in the old gate house couldn’t begin to satisfy the

needs of the hundred and twenty girls who studied there.

One can readily understand the dilemma that the committee

found themselves in, and the suggestion that they build out ol

air seemed almost as sensible as a suggestion that they rebuild

at all. “Wait a minute,” said one of the other men, ‘ 1

believe we could put the thing through. Let us see. how much

could we get together ? First, the old church and boys’ school

property- that ought to brir.g about three thousand yen. Then

there’s the thousand left to the schools by that old lady last year

and the fields willed to the school- they ought to bring in an-

other three thousand. Then we could take up a collection.

Look here, how much would a decent building come to ? It H

cost a good deal more than we have anyhow, ” said the first,

“It couldn’t be finished before it freezes up.” “But see here,”

said the third, “We’ve got to do something. It will cost a lot of

money to fix up these buildings to be anywhere near usable, and

then they’ll have to be torn down sooner or later anyhow. If

we’re going to build, we should do it now, if it’s at all possible.

Let’s go see the contractors and see what they say.

So, after a good deal of discussion it was decided. A local

Chinese contractor promised that if he had the plans within a

week, he could have the building ready by the end of October.

Plans’ were drawn up by one of the missionaries and submitted

to the contractor. His first price was quite out of reach-so the
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plans were cut down to what was felt to be the minimum of

what would be needed to meet the circumstances. The figure

was still beyond the resources of the schools, and the matter was

brought before the church officers’ meeting. It was received

with enthusiasm and the officers took over the responsibility,

deciding to put certain fields, which had been left to the church

into the scheme. The building committee was appointed, the

plans perfected and the contract let.

The site for the new building is the girls’ school pro-

perty, with small plots back of and to the side of it, belonging to

the church. Within three days the wreckers had started tearing

down the old house. The contractor, poor man, had the misfor-

tune of losing almost all his logs for;the building, during a

flood. We were afraid for a while that he would not be able to

finish the job, but in about two weeks he was able to get some

The new School.
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more It did throw him out so th?t he was not able, even with

extra men and night work, to finish within the time limit set.

Some of the plastering was done after frost, and will have to be

done over again in the spring. The contract also called for set-

ting up the old building again with ten rooms instead of eight,

and with taller pillars. This building will be used for Mission-

ary Society and similar meetings, or perhaps as a dormitory for

country girls or a school annex. This, with the grading of the

school yard has also been left till spring.

The main building is Japanese style frame with plaster

walls, tile roof and good concrete foundation. It is two stories,

with six rooms on each floor, four of which can be thrown to-

gether by vertical sashes. The boys' and girls’ schools do not

intercommunicate and the yards will be divided by a high fence.

The total capacity is 200 boys and 200 girls. The entire cost, in-

cluding annex, lavatory, desks and other equipment is something

over Yen 13,000, and it has been raised without a cent from

America. The missionaries were not even asked to contribute

to the collection that was taken up. When it is remembered

that the Kangkei church has a baptized membership of only

something over two hundred, one realizes that it is an accom-

plishment worth talking about, and one which suggests greater

possibilities for the future.

All the family is delighted when the baby first sits up alone,

and again there is more excitement when he stands alone,

"without holding on," but when he actually begins to walk

around alone, he graduates from the baby class and becomes a

little boy. Everyone likes to watch the growth of the native

church in mission lands, and wants to see it begin to do things
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“Moving Mountains.”

The Koreans often build their own churches, bringing slate

from the mountains to roof them.

for itself, and finally stand up on its own feet— so that it can pay

its own pastors and manage its own affairs. But when a church

begins to strike out for itself, relying upon its own resources,

we feel that it has passed beyond its infancy.

Kangkei Station.
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BROADCAST NUMBER TEN.

The Top-Knots Among The Fig-Tails.

“Brr-tszz-tsz-brrrr-r-tszz-tszz-Hingking talking - no—not

Sing- Sing-HINGKING- H-l-N-G-K-I-N-G- ! Hello, get me ? One

thousand mounted bandits heading for Hingking, reported ten

miles away—Shan Cheng T/.e raided, several houses burned,

one Korean killed for refusing supplies to the robbers -Chao

Yang Chen besieged for ten days, two spies captured and be-

headed, supplies exhausted - now garrison strengthened

—

bandits siege finally broken.
”

Above message caught out of the air December 1922— then a

week later the following :

“Raid averted— Hingking safe- bandits heading northeast

toward mountain retreats."

If John Smith had had on his head-piece as the above flashed

through the ether, and had Hingking been equipped to send, in-

quisitive John would have scratched his head wondering where

‘Hingking’ might be—not Hongkong- they said ‘Hingking— and

down would come Rand McNally’s latest to see if Hingking

might be a dot on the landscape in some cornor of Japan or per-

haps China or— no, it hasn't enough z’s, v’s, q’s, and x’s in it to

be a town in Russia.

Transplant said John suddenly to Manchuria, ship him from

Moukden out to Fushun. the city of coal, make him change his

Sunday clothes for something not so new, put him to bed on the

hot floor of a smoky-black inn, haul him out at four a. m., pack

him without breakfast into a cart to which are tied by ropes a

series of discouraged half-size mules which drag the cart after

them shrewdly guessing what is the accepted road because ruts
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“The accepted road because ruts indicate

that carts have gone that way."

indicate other carts have gone that way— then make John walk

a few miles over some mountains, and that first night he may

be excited by the strange surroundings, sleep with his watch

and wallet under his head, but at least he will not have to be

rocked to sleep. Two or three more days of this breakfastless

meandering eastward will bring him to the entrance to Main

Street, Hingking, a regular shoe-string of a street that reminds

you of your minister’s last Sunday sermon or the map of Chile.

Were John interested in business he would have been told

by the carters and tradesmen along the trail that the Hingking

merchants have the reputation of being ‘hard-boiled,’ not given

to doing business at a loss or trading without a margin of profit.

If John happened to be a student of comparative religions he

would wander about some of the badly kept temples and shrines

to Buddha or the God of War or some other weather-beaten
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deities. Church union, (now said to be advocated in America),

has proved to be a success here, and the gods oi' two or three re-

ligions have been assembled in one building-something like a

public-market at home where you can buy your meat, vegetables,

and groceries under one roof- and a Taoist may stumble over

the feet of a Buddhist or a Confucianist or some other votary’s

favorite.

But John’s keenest impression would be the inefficiency of

the local barber shops. Half of these Chinese apparently have

not read the newspapers since 1911, to know that in China long

hair has been recommendeo for women and girls only. And of

these hundreds of Koreans along the streets buying smelly

dried-fish or salt— most of the boys seem to have made use of

the tonsorial shears and clippers, but many of these old brothers

have their hair jerked up in the back except for a frowzy neck

fringe, and a little top knot of black hair wound around a little

metal post about two inches high which they guard from ac-

cident by an openwork cage affair of woven horse hair. Top-

knots and Pig-Tails, oh ye antiquities ! and hair cuts still at pre-

war figures ! And odder still to see Chinese buying merchandise

from one of these five Korean shops on the main street—some-

thing like a Scotchman trying to sell at a profit to a native of

Jerusalem.

Pig-Tails and Top-Knots, China and Korea, the blur of white

and the background of blue- two peoples intermingled, two

peoples varying in millenium old customs, habits of thought,

language, and ideas— yet strangely related, similar, sympathetic,

with the link of the same written character, the same philo-

sophy, the same books on Confucius and Mencius. Koreans are



Hingking Bible Institute and Dormitory.

strangers in Manchuria, most that are in this section have ar-

rived within the last five years. Conditions making it im-

prudent to remain longer in Korea drew thousands across the

Yalu, or the prospect of an agricultural Canaan urged thousands

of Korean farmers to leave crowded paddy fields and try untilled

unbroken hillsides in Manchuria, needing only to be scratched

to yield a harvest.

With the progress the Koreans have made of building rice-

paddies out of river beds and marsh land has gone on the pro-

gress of the Korean Church. About seventy churches are with-

in the confines of the South Manchuria Presbytery of which

Hingking is coming to be the center— a district with a radius of

of a hundred miles, and farther still to the northeast as evan-

gelists have organized groups of emigrants in Kirin Province.

Will the Koreans stay in South Manchuria ? It is a ques-
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Korean Students of the North.

tion often asked, and the restlessness of the people and moving

hither and thither make the answer difficult, yet the most of

these movings are from this place to that, up into Kirin Pro-

vince, some even into the borders of Siberia. One man when

asked if he did not often think of his native land with thoughts

of returning, replied, “As long as there is a church and a school

for my children, I want to stay here, but take away the church

and the school and I'll go back to my native land.”

The reply of this church officer you might take as the senti-

ment of the average Christian Korean up here, and with respect

to schools even many non-Christians would move away if the

hope of schools was withdrawn. A self-supporting presbytery

-not the recipient of home-mission funds but itself a contributor

to both the home and foreign work of the Korea Church, is an

indication of a live, going proposition, and the church grammar-

schools give promise of being the feeders for an academy, the
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A country Parish.

desire for which is eternally in the minds and upon the hearts of

the Koreans. Let us hope it becomes a reality.

"H1NGKING”- ‘somewhere north of Korea’ as read the

address on a letter-envelope, a word suggestive to the mer*

chant of a place of rice and beans, to the tourist meaningless, un-

heard of, but to the man with far-sighted spectacles who is

thinking about the Kingdom of God in other countries as well as

the U. S. A., a vital missionary experiment. May it ever in*

creasingly become the center of righteous plots and machina-

tions to broadcast the News about God’s Son to the Koreans of

South Manchuria.

Hingking Station.
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BROADCAST NUMBER ELEVEN.

(Jood-bye !

Thank you so much for listening so patiently thus far.

These do not represent all the broadcasting stations in Korea

for there are many more. They do however represent those

being operated by the Presbyterian Church of the U. S. A. We

hope that these words have helped you to understand us better

and to know of some of the things that are going on among us.

We also hope that you will give greater support to these sta-

tions and their personel who have come from your country to

help us. Their broadcasting to us in the past has had tremendous

success and we are very thankful to them and to you who have

made it possible for them. But when we think of the work yet

to be done, the new fields yet to be captured in His name, we

feel very weak and need your help for many years to come.

Our “good-bye” is not a final “goodbye,” but just a friendly

“Come again !”
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ITEMS FROM THE ANNUAL STATION

REPORTS OF THE CHOSEN

MISSION

4 1933

In the midst of their isolation

»

SINPIN loneliness, and grief over the

loss of their beloved colleague, the

Rev. Lloyd P. Henderson, who was shot by an

unknown assassin on October 16th, 1932, the

hearts of our missionaries in Sinpin go out to

their stricken Korean flock. They write.

“ Robbery in the country has driven the farmers

distracted. At night they are robbed and in the

daytime they are forced to feed the robbers, till the

grain for the household is eaten up, their clothing

takW, and everything about the house carried

off. This spring many Koreans just picked up

what was left and came into town, leaving the
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farming to go to ruin, in order to save themselves.

Consequently the city is full of Koreans
;

the

attendence at the city church is enlarged but at

the expense of the smaller churches from which

they have come. Every week sees cartloads of

Koreans going out to Moukden or other places

where things are comparatively quiet.

“ The Sinpin church in the hour of trouble gave

more generously to the Korean foreign mission

work among the Chinese than in years gone

by. They contributed $26 Mex. for this work
and the women’s society gave $35 more. To the

two leper hospitals in Korea they sent ten yen
each. In spite of the most unsettled conditions

in years, the class beginning February first was
attended by over two hundred, about half of them
coming from the country.”

Kangkei reports a year character-

KANGKEI ized by growth and forward
movement. Funds decreased but

work increased. Two families and two single

ladies were resident in the station; the third

family was in the United States on furlough. The
Boys’ Acadamy conducted by the station is the



only high school, government or private, in this

part of the province. The Women’s Bible Institute

reports a record attendence of 50 students. Twenty
four Bible classes were held in country churches by

the two single women. The baby clinic has been

one of the most prominent activities of the social

welfare work of the station. The medical work
has gone forward during the year. Reports from
gratified patients have been most encouraging.

Two Korean pastors were rescued from the

ravages of disease and restored to the service. A
marked increase in the number of new patients

and in receipts are reported. There has been a

revival in the local church. Property for a second

church has been bought by the Korean Christians.

This year marks the passing of a

SYENCHUN figure notable not only in our

own community but throughout

the whole church and the Korean nation, Pastor

Yang Chun Paik, a member of the first class

to be graduated from the Theological Seminary

in Pyeng Yang and the first Korean moderator

of the Presbyterian General Assembly in Korea*

His death occured on January the 17th.
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history. Two hundred and ten classes for women
held in the country churches enrolled 11,279

students of the Word, and the house to house
preaching which accompanied them resulted in the

winning of many new believers.

A new development is the Girls’ Bible Institute

which met for one month last fall, enrolling 95

girls from 15 to 19 years of age.

A survey of the churches in Mr. Mowry’s field

followed by the setting up of a five year program
with goals to be worked for has resulted, after

only three of the five years, in such remarkable

growth, after years of standing still, that other

workers and other churches are considering

adopting the same methods.

The educational work of this station which
tncludes a Higher Bible School for women, Acad-
emies for Boys and for Girls, a college for men, and
a Theological Seminary is too extensive to be done
justice in this brief summary. Special features are

ihe Bible Clubs conducted by Mr. Kinsler and his

staff of student helpers, enrolling two thousand
poor children, and the charity work which has
grown up in connection with them.

The agricultural work of the station is extensive



and varied and is influencing the lives not only

of missionaries and Koreans in Fyengyang

territory but also of those in other stations through

out the country.

Two items are gleaned from many of interest in

the medical section ; the new dispensary building,

considered almost too large when built, is already

too small for the clinics. The much needed

isolation building is complete and has been approv-

ed by the authorities.

“ The opportunity for work in

CHAIRYUNG Whang Hai Province is great in

the extreme. The Lord is moving

upon the hearts of this people and I really believe

a wave of revival is sweeping over our terri-

tory. . . . Chairyung is no doubt belter known

for its large and splendid Bible Institutes for men

and for women than for anything else.” The

men’s Bible Institute enrolled 222 young men

;

among them, one elder, 13 church leaders, 71

deacons, 136 Sabbath School teachers. The

Women’s Bible Institute enrolled 225 of whom

10 were graduated this year. The Women’s

General Class registered 848 and 1500 attended
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the night meetings. Tent meetings have continued

to be successful
;
in one town six families burned

their “ spirit nests ” and fifty individuals confessed

their belief in Jesus as Saviour.

A large temperance parade, a bean milk

demonstration, and health and hygiene lectures to

the 225 Bible Institute women were efforts in the

field of social welfare.

Over 60,000 copies of the Life of Christ were
distributed during the forward movement cam-
paign.

The evangelistic work of the year
SEOUL in Seoul station began with the

tent meetings held last summer, in

cooperation with other missions, just outside the

the Manchukuo Exposition grounds. Two thou-
sand two hundred and fifty three people handed
in their names and addresses as desiring to become
Christians. The meetings were followed up by
visits in the homes of inquirers who live in

Seoul.

During the year at least 42 weeks of evangelistic

services have been held in the territory, 50 Bible
Classes of five days or more, each, and many
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churches have been visited by the missionary. The
city Presbytery class enrolled less than one

hundred but as many as seven hundred attended

the evening meetings.

Twenty of the 95 students in the Chungsin

Girls’ Academy during the past year are Sunday
School teachers. The John D. Wells Academy for

Boys reports growth
; 424 students were enrolled

and a greater appeal than heretofore was made to

Christian students, one reason assigned for this

being the strengthening of the faculty with positive

Christian men.

A new development in welfare work has been

the opening of country and village medical clinics

in connection with the evangelistic work
; 42 clinics

with an attendence of 1276 people are reported.

Each clinic is opened with prayer and tracts arc

distributed with invitations to attend church

services.

Numerous and important union enterprises are

also being carried on with the help of members
of Seoul station, including Chosen Christian

College, Severance Medical College, the Nurses

Training School, and the Hospital. Pierson

Memorial Bible School, the Christian Literature
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Society, the Presbyterian Board of Religious

Education, and Seoul Evangelistic Center.

This has been a year of building

CHUNGJU in Chungju. The well planned

Bible Institute building, with its

five recitation rooms and chapel, the brick walled

dormitories with their twelve large rooms, the

walled in court, the bath and laundry and keeper’s

house all make a most useful plant. The Korean

Christians have built a parsonage, a spacious

kindergarten, and a combined street chapel and

junior church, not to mention a number of country

churches.

The young people of the city church have been

faithful in teaching in 8 Sunday Schools in nearby

villages, attended by 500 pupils.

Since Dr. Lowe received his local license, the

attendence at the dispensary grew from 175 in

September te 575 in May.

There are 13 Christian Endeavor societies and 3

Junior societies in the district.

The Men’s and the Women’s Bible Institutes,

general Bible classes, and country church classes

all have shown a marked increase in attendence
;
in
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the evangelistic meetings held in connection with

them many signified their desire to believe in Christ.

Two large temperance parades in Chungju

advertised the cause of temperance to the city

with banners, songs, and the distribution of tem-

perance literature.

A junior church was started in the city church.

Seventy thousand copies of the Life of Christ

and 100,000 leaflets were used in the evangelistic

work during the year.

Taiku is the heart of the south-

TAIKU east of Korea, a great city with

prominent churches, fine mission

buildings, and many Christians. Two new mission

buildings, a recitation hall for the Boys’ Academy
and a hospital were dedicated this spring. The

Taiku Mission Hospital with its affiliated Leper

Hospital is one of the finest medical plants in the

orient. The corner stone of a third building, a

large dormitory for the Women’s Bible Institute,

was laid in June. This dormitory will probably

be available for use at the time of the National

Sunday School Convention which convenes in

Taiku this fall.
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Mrs. Crothers taught music. The attendence was
larger than ever before

; 47 women studied the

first term. Many of the Bible Institute students,

both men and women, were given work to provide
means for them to attend the Bible Institute.

With two doctors the hospital has had a fine

year of work. Our Korean doctor is successful in

operating and has attracted many patients. They
report 17 major operations, 155 in-patients, and

3,338 dysenpary patients during the year. The
baby clinic has proved very successful and is now
held in three different centers in the city in order

to reach more mothers.

In our field we have distributed 70,000 copies

of the Life of Christ booklet. The gain in

adherents over last year has been 1,196.

noted for a number of years past, is over. This

past year the number of communicants in churches

connected with our own mission rose from 66,834

to 74,738; and the average attendence from

125,564 to 139,040. Current contributions, in this

MISSION
STATISTICS

Statistical reports from the sta-

tions of our mission show that

the slump in church membership,
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hard year, dropped less than Yen 3,000 from Yen

595,621 to Yen 592,909.

Of the 176,146 enrolled in Presbyterian churches

connected with our mission stations, 100,005,

almost 60%, enrolled in Bible Classes. It will be

noted that this number exceeds the baptized

membership (communicants) by about 3396. This

is in part accounted for by the fact that some

attend more than one Bible Class during the year,

but also by the fact that there is a large group

of Christians, not yet baptized, but enrolled in the

churches as catechumens and new believers.

of the Chosen Mission

of the Presbyterian Chur'

Fiftieth Anniversary Ye

in the U.S.A.

1934
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Summary Mission Report

of the work of the Chosen Mission

for the year 1937-38, June to May

To discover, evaluate, and correlate certain

interesting facts and so present them as to

constitute a summary of the work of the Chosen

Mission for the year ending in May, 1938, is

the purpose of the writer. The need for brevity

constitutes a serious handicap when one is writ-

ing of the work of one of the largest missions

under our Board, but we hope to give what

may be called a general view which shall

be at one and the same time accurate, com-

prehensive, and informing without being too

detailed and tedious. Believing that the all-

seeing eye of the Heavenly Father keeps

constantly in view the place of our labours;

beholds with tender regard the labourers them-

selves; follows with deep concern and sym-

pathy the activities carried on; shares every

problem of the work; and delights in every

accomplishment and future prospect, we shall

attempt to report upon these things.

Our Parish

Chosen is a small field of about 85,000

square miles and a population of some 22,000,

000, and our Mission is responsible for about
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half of it. With the closing of our Sinpin

Station in Manchuria, our stations were reduced

to eight, all in Chosen ; three in the northern,

two in the central, and three in the southern

part. Seoul and Pyengyang are the oldest and

largest stations and contain all the union institu-

tions; Kangkei and Andong are the youngest

stations, and though each is more than 28 years

old, still offer some of the physical hardships

and thrilling experiences of pioneering days.

Kangkei heard the whistle of a locomotive for

the first time during the past year. The other

four stations, Syunchun, Chairyung, Chungju

and Taiku, make up the total of eight. This

is our parish.

Our Personnel

The number of missionaries that make up the

membership of these stations is 128. This is

the smallest number since 1916, and is 34 less

than the largest number (162) reported in 1925.

Last year no less than 29 of these were on

furlough, leaving a force of only 99 to carry

all the work of the Mission. Death, resignation,

and retirement also took their toll during the

year. Rev. F. S. Miller died after 45 years

of service, much of which had been given in

Chungju Station which he established in 1905

and in which he died. Rev. and Mrs. N. C.
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Whittemore, another pioneer family, were forced

to resign because of the ill health of Mrs.

Whittemore. Likewise, Dr. and Mrs. Ludlow
were compelled to retire and leave the field

after only 77 years of service in medical work
because of Dr. Ludlow’s illness. We record

these losses with deep regret, but we are

grateful for the many years of splendid service

God vouchsafed to these workers.

To compensate for these losses we received

but one new missionary, Rev. Otto De Camp.
In fact, so few have been our new recruits in

recent years that, at present, we have but three

non- voting, junior missionaries in the whole
Mission. One of our largest stations, Pyeng-
yang, reported that the only man missionary
sent to that station for evangelistic work in

the past 20 years came out 10 years ago. Our
missionaries are rapidly getting both aged and
scarce.

Our children, whether on or off the field,

are, also, an important part of our personnel - a
more important part than we sometimes realize.

There are now 201 children 16 years of age
or over. Of these, 25 are already regularly

appointed missionaries, located in 7 different

countries, of whom 14 are right here in

Chosen, the land of their birth. If we add to this

number the 14 ordained ministers in America,
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those now studying in Seminaries and Bible

Institutes, and the wives of pastors, the number

will be 48, or 2*>% of the total. This is a

record of which we are justly proud.

Much of the credit for this splendid record

is due to the two Schools for foreign children

;

one in Seoul, and one in Pyengyang. Some-

thing like a thousand children have studied in

these schools in the past 25 years. I he Seoul

School had 84 pupils last year, including

representatives from 8 different countries,

while the Pyengyang school had 108 pupils;

51 from China, 11 from Manchuria, 2 from

Japan, and the rest from Chosen. These schools

serve the Orient, and their graduates serve the

world.

This section would hardly be complete without

a word concerning our national workers. Though

they are not strictly a part of the mission

personnel, they are an inseparable and indis-

pensable part of our working force. The most

recent statistics give a total of 1,998 such

workers, of whom 324 are ordained ministers.

By virtue of their numbers, they have, for

years past, done most of the work and con-

trolled the official organs and courts of the

church in Chosen.

These then, both missionaries and nationals,

are the labourers upon whom God looks down
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in great love, as they suffer for Him, work in

His vineyard, trust His promises, and rely on

His power.

Our program of Activities

The program of activities carried on by this

working force are church, school, hospital,

social service, agricultural, and literary woik,

and all done with an evangelistic emphasis.

Some of this work is solely the responsibility

of our mission and some of it is union work.

Although most missionaries have an assign-

ment to work in some local church, the major

part of the work of a strictly evangelistic

woker is with the churches in the country

districts; itinerating, holding Bible classes,

preaching to the unsaved, organizing new

groups, etc. Such work has been carried on

about as usual during the year, though in some

cases, either because missionaries were unable

to meet certain requirements of the officials, or

because visits of missionaries made difficulties

for the churches, visits were discontinued

temporarily. All reports show, however, that

in church attendance, zeal for Bible study,

organization of new groups, influx of new

believers, and even in the construction of new

buildings the past year was a successful one.

Reporting of the past year's statistics, the
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statistician says, “All our stations show a gain

in the average attendance at the principal serv-

ice. For the fourth consecutive year a gain

is shown in the total communicants, five out of

eight of the stations sharing in this gain. The

total gain for the whole mission was 2,022.

For the first time the contributions from the

churches connected with our mission alone

totaled more than ¥ 1,000,000, showing a

gain of 88^£ over the year 1932."

In the field of secular education, conditions

were not normal during the past year because

the mission was in the process of withdrawing

from secular education as per its policy

determined in 1936. Never- the-less, our four

girls’ and our four boys’ schools of middle

grade ran all or part of the year. In Pyeng-

yang, no students were received in the entering

class of either the boys or girls school in Mar.

1937. Thus, the enrolment was greatly reduced,

but they ran until Mar. 1938, at which time

both were closed. The government took over

the pupils in each case, and is using the

property of the boys’ school temporarily until

it can provide other quarters in a year or so.

The other six schools all took in new pupils,

though it was not the mission’s wish that this

be done in five of them. Until Mar. 1939,

these schools will continue to run under the
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joint auspices of mission and other national

groups as provided by their constitutions, after

which time the mission will withdraw from all

except the girls’ school in Seoul which will

continue another year. The future of the

schools and the disposition of the property will,

in each case, be determined by the special

conditions relating thereto.

In both Kangkei and Chungju, serious

property problems have been created by the

taking over of church schools by non-christian

bodies who refuse to vacate the buildings which

belong to our mission. In Andong, the church

primary school was completely closed.

The strictly religious, or Biblical, education

has so far fared better, though how long they

can escape the fate that has befallen the other

schools only time can tell. Large Bible institutes

and normal training schools were held in all the

stations of the mission with attendance ranging

all the way from 200 to 2,000, and Bible

conferences were held in all country districts

and in many individual churches. In the Bible

institutes, alone, an increase in attendance of

324 men and 176 women was reported. If

conditions permit, we hope in the future to put

even more emphasis on this type of education,

now that we cannot carry on secular education

any longer.
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The Women’s Biblical Seminary in Pyengyang t

is the capstone of our work for women and

may serve as a typical example of the work

done in other institutes. Here we find an ideal

combination of theory and practice. During

their three years of study, the pupils engage

in hospital visitation, street chapel preaching,

holding noonday meetings in factories, conduct-

ing Billie clubs, Sunday School teaching, and

many other tasks in and near the city.

In spite of the fact that four of our six

mission hospitals were without any foreign

doctor during the past year, all of them show

increases in income and in the number of

patients treated. Two of these hospitals have

not had any foreign doctor in charge for some

years; the other two have doctors who were on

furlough. When, or whether, we shall ever be

able again to staff all these hospitals we do

not know, but we do know that it is exceeding y

difficult for lay missionaries to superv.se the

work in them. Such supervision, however good,

is not satisfactory, and besides it detracts from

the work that such missioneries should be do-

ing in the fields for which they were prepared.

Either more mission doctors or fewer hospitals

will probably be the way out in the long run.

Social welfare activities of many kinds are

finding an increasing place in the mission



program. Almost every station reports some

such work, though most of it is done in the

two large cities of Seoul and Pyengyang. This

work includes temperance; tuberculosis stamp

sales; work for blind, deaf, and dumb; baby

clinics; work in factories and with employed

girls ;
and visitation in cafes and restuarants and

even brothels; to say nothing of the share our

mission has in the work for beggar boys, fallen

girls and travellers carried on under the auspices

of the Salvation Army.

After nine years of effort, a great victory

was won for temperance in Chosen when on

April 1, 1938, the law prohibiting the sale of

both liquor and tobacco to minors, which has

been in force in Japan proper for some years

past, was made to apply to Chosen also.

The value of the work among labouring

classes, especially women is clearly revealed in

a year-old project in Seoul in work with bus

and street-car girls. This work is done by a

Korean woman under the supervision of and

with the assistance of some of the missionary

ladies of the station. Some twenty such girls

meet regularly once or twice a week in a

missionary home where they study Bible and

English and sewing, and sing and play and

pray together. Already 12 of these girls are

attending church regularly, and they have asked
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for an English Bible class teacher for them.

Work for blind, deaf, and dumb is done

both in Seoul and Pyengyang. In Seoul it is

strictly evangelistic and confined to the blind

among whom a blind evangelist preaches and

teaches holding a Sunday morning service at

the Central Presbyterian church at which the

average attendance is about 20 and the enrolment

twice as much. In Pyengyang a blind-oral

school has been developed during the past year,

wholly under Korean auspicies and largely

self-supporting. A campaign for a ¥ 5,000

building has yielded about ¥3,000. Endowment
funds for current expenses are also being

sought; about ¥10 or 15 is required per pupil.

Although the first days of wild enthusiasm

for the rural work and the agricultural program

are over, there is still need and opportunity

for practical efforts along well-defined lines in

this field. Some of our younger missionaries

are giving considerable time to the Morning

Calm products plant and a demonstration dairy;

to the publication of the “Farmers' Life”

magazine; to animal husbandry; and to plant

and tree culture. All these enterprises serve to

supply demonstrations, inspiration, and informa-

tion to the whole country. Particularly, at this

time of national emergency, it is desirable that

the Koreans be taught methods of canning and
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drying that will preseive for use fniits and

vegetables that would otherwise be wasted.

Many of our missionaries are active in the

work of producing and distributing Christim

literature. Such books as “Principles of

Religious Education” ;
“Essential Facts about

Jesus Christ”; and “The Constitution of the

Korean Presbyterian Church” (all in Korean)

were published during the year in issues of

from 1 ,000 to 2,000. No less than 1 1 other books

await publication. Furthermore, our Mission

supplies both the editors and business managers

of some of the magazines published in Korea

and much of the material printed in them.

Language study is assuming a larger and

larger place in the life of all missionaries,

both new and old. This country has become

bilingual to such a degree that it is imperative

that all new missionaries become proficient in

both Japanese and Korean, and that as many

of the missionaries on the field as can possibly

do so learn Japanese to the best of their ability.

Looking to this and, our only new missionery

to come out during the year was stopped in

Japan for a year of study in the language

school in Tokyo before coming to Chosen to

reside. Likewise, many of our station conduct

language classes (both Korean and Japanese)

and many individual missionaries are studying
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Japanese with a private teacher. The mission

is conscious of this great need and is doing

much to meet it, but more needs to be done.

Since some of our missionaries devote nearly

all their time to the work of union enterprises

in which our mission co-operates, and still

more give some time to such institutions, brief

reports of this work are required here. For

convenience safe we shall make the conventional

division of evangelistic, educational, medical,

and literary work.

Strictly speaking, all our evangelistic work

is union in-as-much-as there is but one Presby-

terian church in Korea in and under which

the Northern Presbyterian, Southern Presby-

terian, the Australian Presbyterian, and the

United Church of Canada missionaries work.

To report the work of the whole Korean

Church is beyond our scope, but mention should

be made of some of the work, and especially

the changes, of enterprises and organs of the

Korean General Assembly. The Presbyterian

Board of Christian Training continues to

function, and, among other things, published

the “Childs’ Life” magazine, supervises the

Bible Correspondence Course
;
and the “Christian

Herald”
;
and conducts Daily Vacation Bible

Schools. Each of the magazines had a subscrip-

tion list of about 4,000 ; the Bible Course



enrolls about 10,000 pupils, and boasts some

800 graduates; while there were 880 Vacation

Bible schools held by 4,364 teachers for 64,146

pupils.

Both the Korea Sunday School Association

and the Christian Endeavour National Union

were temporarily disbanded during the year.

When and under what conditions they can

resume their organization and activities we do

not kuow.

In union education, our mission co-operates in

four institutions, viz., Union Christian College

and the Theological Seminary in Pyengyang, and

Chosen Christian College and Severance Union

Medical College in Seoul. The first of these

was closed in Mar. 1938, and the other three

carried on only under the greatest of difficulties

during the past year.

In accordance with the action taken previously,

no entering class was received in the Union

Christian College in Mar. 1937. The request

of the “Founder” that the school be closed,

presented Sept. 2, 1937 was granted Mar. 19,

1938 and the college came to an end Mar. 31,

1938, when 11 pupils in the literary, and 21

pupils in the agricultural department were

graduated. Most of the remaining pupils were

transferred by the government to other schools.

All the land, buildings, and equipment reverted
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to our Mission which had provided them. Our

mission likewise bore the heavy expense incurred

in closing. The college had rendered outstand-

ing service to Chosen for 32 years. Nothing

but absolutely impossible conditions under which

to operate could have causd the abandonment

of so valuable an enterprise. We are grateful

to God for the opportunity that was ours for

so long and for the abiding fruitage of those

years, and we trust that He may make this

great sacrifice work out, in the long run, for

His glory and the advance of His cause in

this land.

The past year, has been, perhaps, the most

difficult year in the history of the Chosen

Christian College. With the vice-president,

dean, heads of all departments, and nine members

of the regular teaching force under detention

by the police a good part of the time and later

forced to resign, it has been all but impossible

to maintain the regular teaching schedule.

Never-the-less, the college did carry on with

considerable success. Mr. J. T. Underwood

passd away during the year and bequeathed to

the college $50,000, bringing his total gifts to

the school founded by his brother, the late H.

G. Underwood, up to $400,000. Miss Norton,

of Norwich, Conn., also left the college $ 1 5,000.

some smaller, but none-the-less welcome, gifts
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have been received from Koreans, mostly for

scholarships.

After graduating 103 pupils in Mar. 1938,

bringing the total number of graduate to above

800, and receiving an entering class of 170,

selected from 369 applicants, the roll stood at

475, eighty per cent of whom are Chxistians,

about equally divided between Presbyterians and

Methodists.

Even the Theological Seminary has not been

without serious problems, but God wonderfully

blessed it this past year. Forty men were

graduated in Mar. 1938, and the new term

began in April with 191 in attendance, 92 of

them in the first year. Death, retirement, and

furloughs have made many changes in the

faculty, and still other changes are pending.

The medical work, both in Seoul and Pyeng-

yang, is union. These two hospitals serve more

patients than all six of our mission hospitals

combined. An extract from the report of

Severance Union Hospital reads thus: “The

year has been a difficult one. The peculiar

times in which we are living in Chosen keep

everyone on tension; the swing away from

western ideals and the inability to import

necessary drugs make it difficult to do satisfac-

tory work; and the growing spirit of nationalism

and self-sufficiency of the Koreans, all combine
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to create a spirit of unrest. But, despite these

acknowledged difficulties, distinct progress has

been made both in services rendered and in the

improvement of the plant. In the medical

college, there are now 192 pupils enrolled, and

in the nurses training school there are 146

pupils. During the year, the hospital served

2,921 new cases a total of 40,775 days in the

inpatient department, of which \5% was fite

service. The out-patient department served

23,955 new cases on an average of about 4

days each, with a free service of \2%. Of a

total budget of ¥ 352,000, local sources

produced ¥ 293,391. At present, our mission

has but one medical doctor, two dentists, and

three nurses on the staff."

The year’s work in the hospital in Pyeng-

yang has been marked by fewer difficulties

and equal success. Surely the Great Physician

looks upon all this work with tender, approv-

ing eyes.

Our mission has a large share in the work

of the Christian Literature Society of Chosen,

even supplying the Acting-Administrative

Secretary at the present time. A report for 1

1

months reveals a total of 2,073,485 copies of

new and old titles, comprising 5 7,856,355

pages produced during the year. The "Korea

M ission Field ,

’
’ whose editor-in-chiefand assistant
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editor are both members of our mission, put

out 13,000 copied this last year. The closely

related British and Foreign Bible Society also

serves the whole of Korea. The past year saw

the final revision of both the Old and ^New

Testaments completed on Sept. 22, 193/— a

notable event. In the distribution of Scriptures

there was an increase of 10,373 over the

previous year, the total number of volumes

circulated reaching 872,821.

It may be interesting and informing to indicate

at this point that our mission’s financial outlay

for all the work reported above was ¥ 547,

828.56, of which, in round numbers, ¥ 400,

000 was for the maintainance of the missionaries,

and ¥ 100,000 for the support of the work.

Something of the problems that are present

and of the prospects for the future has emerged

in what has been written. Both the problems

and the prospects are in God’s hands. He will

see us through and lead us on. Both we and

the work are His, and He and His grace are

sufficient for us and it. If (^od be for us,

who can be against us?

Our closing words are to be Scripture; words

which seem very apt to describe the work of a

great mission. “Now there are diverse gifts,

but the same spirit; diversities of administra-

tions, and the same Lord; diversities of
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workings, but the same God, who worketh all

things in all. But now they are many

members, but one body. Ye are the body of

Christ, and severally members thereof/’
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THE KOREA DIGEST

The Chosen Mission is one of the youngest

of our Centennial Mission family, yet it has

grown to be one of the largest. For an

interesting mission history, for the splendid

apostolic faith and zeal of early workers, for

the providential choice of high standards and

methods, for the work, and for divinely opened

paths to the hearts of this wonderful Korean

people, we give due thanks to God. For the

387, 162 happy Christians worshipping God,

Sabbath by Sabbath, in over 3,000 churches; for

the 27 presbyteries united in a great General

Assembly ;
for the thousands of young people

helped by our schools and for the multitudes

alleviated and converted in our hospitals, we

are grateful. We trust that the record of the

past 53 years of the Chosen Mission may add

its share to the lustre of the crown of rejoicing

in the home church this centennial year.

We were strengthened by the visits of Mrs.

James Duguid, Dr. and Mrs. J. Ross Stevenson,

Dr. C. L Leber, and Dr. J. L. Dodds, all of

whom are representatives of the Board and who

entered into the Mission problems in a most
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sympathetic way. Oh, that we could make the

impression in the churches at home that the

Korean furloughed missionary of the Korean

Church, Miss Kim Soon Ho, made as she spoke

about the work in Shantung, China, in churches

and schools throughout the land!

•‘To the elect who

SINPIN (pronounced arc sojourners of the

Shin-bin) dispersion, grace and

peace be multiplied

The evacuation of the youngest station of

the Mission was a disheartening experience and

the first of its kind in the history of the

Mission. At the end of last summer, Mr.

Clark attended the meeting of Presbytery and,

in February, with Mr. Chamness of Taiku,

made the long journey again, when they packed

and shipped out all personal belongings and

station equipment, including house fixtures.

The 50 miles of transportation over thawing

roads, on springless Chinese mule carts, follow-

ed by two transshipments on the railroad,

resulted in no little damage by the time the

Clarks’ possessions landed in Chungju and the

Cooks’ in Pyengyang.

The church leaders of the forsaken South

Manchuria Presbytery have been comforted and

cheered by frequent correspondence from Mr.

Cook to the Presbytery regarding the future of
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the Bible Institute and continued financial

assistance. The monthly letters on phases of

Sunday School work, Old Testament book-study,

and many other helpful materials for sermons

and personal work, as well as tracts have been

sent by Mr. Clark, as before. The Mission is

waiting and praying for God’s leading as to

the future of the work in Manchoukuo.

“Not by might nor by

KANGKEI -power, but by my
(Kong gay) Spirit, saith Jehovah of

Hosts”

.

A missionary convention on the mission

field ! The Kangkei Presbytery held its first

missionary convention, last August, with a real

Korean Foreign Missionary as the “Stanley

Jones”. He was Rev. David Hong, an ordained

minister of the Chinese Lutheran church. Four

hundred delegates studied “World-wide Mis-

sions and our part in it”, and also “Personal

Work with the Sword of the Spirit”. The

motto of the convention was “The Light that

shines farthest is brightest close by”.

Kangkei presbytery, grappling with their

problems among a scattered population, has

discouragements in some places but high lights

in others. The need for trained laymen is

being met by bigger and better Bible Institutes.

The cracked and crumbling Bible Institute

building and its three hundred year old
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ramshackle house used for a dormitory has at

last been replaced by the thoroughly rebuilt

hospital building. The improvement over three

years ago and the increase in number of

students were both more than 100^£. 70 men

wrestled for five weeks with Leviticus, Daniel

and Revelation. Then ninety young women took

their more leisurely three-months course

searching the Scriptures.

In order to meet the problem of adequately

instructing the great scattered mass of adherents,

some fifteen district evangelistic Bible confer-

ences are held each year.

Nineteen of the 45 new students entering the

Yung Sil Christian Academy stated as their

purpose the preparation for the Christian

ministry. The new high in registration, 140,

surely taxes the capacity of the old building.

With the ten-year-old dream of a modem

hospital with isolation ward, X-ray, running

water, electric lights, steam heat and all other

trimmings, fulfilled in brick and jmortar, two

fine young Korean doctors have been carrying

on valiantly in the Kennedy Hospital after the

resignation of Dr. Byram, but the need of a

medical missionary to make the purpose of the

new plant effective, is ever urgent.

Syenchun “So mightily grew the

Sun-chun) Word of the Lord”
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Syenchun, this year, lost their first members

through retirement, Dr. and Mrs, Cyril Ross.

Dr. Ross has just received his Th. D. at

Dallas, Texas. Inquiring Korean friends smile

over his studying and wonder what kind of

post-graduate work Pastor Ross will take when

he gets to Heaven.

During the absence on furlough of Dr.

Chisholm, Mr. Hoffman became superintendent

of the “In His Name” Hospital, in addition

to his evangelistic assignment. Two new

Korean doctors have been added to the staff

and the work has been departmentalized. The

evangelists have carried on their witnessing

and 117 accepted Christ. A new dispensary

building is more urgent than ever.

Miss Hanson held many Bible conferences in

country churches and also visited seven churches

where Bible women of her training are at work.

She found a remarkablespiritual awakening in

the territory. The Women’s Bible Institute

had a record enrollment of 165. The students

helped with cottage prayer-meetings throughout

the city. The Men’s Institute enrollment was

164. Two Korean pastors were appointed as

teachers by the Presbytery which paid all their

expenses and helped financially with the

running of the Institute. A new dormitory

had been built and is much appreciated.
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The Posung Girls’ School, which had an

enrollment of 305, because of government

recognition and a three-year course, has been

full to overflowing and had to turn away 50

promising girls. The staff of Korean teachers

was so exercised by the need of a new recitation

room and so enthusiastic in their desire to raise

the money that the Board of the school let the

contract for it. The money will be raised by

the students, their parents, alumnae and other

Christian friends, as soon as the promised

permit for the campaign comes.

The Sinsyung Boys’ School, also, setting out

to raise 50,000 yen, for an endowment fund,

went over the top with 80,000 yen.

Pyengyang “The Lord is my light

(Pee-yahng) and my salvation”

.

The past year has been full of difficulty

because of the attempt to withdraw from

educational work according to Mission decision.

Two attempts have been made by Koreans to

have the schools transferred to them. The

first failed because of disagreement among

themselves and the other request was presented

to Drs. Leber and Dodds and the matter is

now in the hands of the Board. The

Presbyterian schools of the city contributed 59

1

yen toward the supprt of a Korean evangelist
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in Manchuria.

The evanglistic work has made fine advances,

this past year, as seen in increased congregations

and many new buildings. Many of the country

churches have large and flourishing congrega-

tions numbering hundreds of people, with their

own pastors and church woikers, one of these

is erecting a new church building costing 3,0(10

yen while another has an auditorium seating

2 000 people. 653 Gideon Bibles have heen

placed in 53 of the Korean and Japanese hotels.

A Bible conference for women Bible teachers,

held in the Fall, was attended by 133 women

who, with some student help, went out and

held 251 conferences enrolling 12,569 women

and girls. In March, three general Bible

conferences were held with a total attendance

of 2,617 women and girls.

The Men’s and Women’s Bible Institutes

have had full attendance and the problem of

proper housing is becoming more and more

acute. The Men's Institute has a higher

department which has proved very popular

with the students. The Theological Seminary

had the largest attendance in years (131). '1 he

Women’s Biblical Seminary, with a greatly

increased enrollment is in desperate need of a

new dormitory. The students visit in 4

hospitals and hold noon-day meetings in 17
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factories. They have meetings for government

school girls, conduct 3 Bible classes weekly

for nurses, an Orphanage Sunday School,

meetings a week at the street chapel and a

weekly meeting for bus gitls. 1 *»* als0

conduct a Bible club for over 300 children

every afternoon.

The Lula Wells Institute has had another

successful year in helping young women of

limited opportunities to get an education. The

Bible Clubs for poor children continues to be

a popular method of giving Bible instruction

,o hundreds of boys and girls otherwise

difficult to reach.

The Union Christian Hospital, with its

annual budge, of over 200,000 yen and 2068

inpatients and 19,457 dispensary patients, has

outgrown its buildings and is urgently

requesting a new plant to care for its needs.

“7V/y Word have / hid
Chairyung

(Chair-young) '» hearl

The outstanding feature of this station is

the marvelous enrollment in the Bible Institutes

This year, after a most hectic day of

registration, which reminded one of a run on

a bank, it was found that 445 had been

enrolled in the Men’s Bible Institute,

class rooms were crowded to capacity. 18 men
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received their diplomas at the graduat.cn

ceremony held in the West Church. The

Women's Institute also had a r - ord attendance

of 416. The dormitories were inadequate to

accommodate the crowd and six rooms had to be

secured outside. Two day-students walked 12

miles a day in order to study.

The 8-day Women’s Provincial Conference

was attended by 1040 eager women and the

attendance at even the sunrise prayer meetings

was over a thousand strong.

The interest in church attendance is greater

than in years. New believers continue to come

into the church, buildings are being erected,

new groups are being formed and new interest

in church work in general seems apparent in

the country churches. A growth from 20

people to 160 in ten years was the case in one

church. A tent meeting held at Sang Hong,

three years ago, resulted in a church of 94

baptized members, with an attendance of more

than twice that number. In the seven churches

visited by Mrs Harvey, in the Fall, many

delinquents were brought back and a number

of decisions made for Christ. Tent meetings

have been most successful.

“Inasmuch as ye have

Seoul (Sole) done it unto one of the

least of these

"
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Many of the Christian projects for all Korea

radiate from the Capitol. With the changing

scenes, both economic and educational, rn this

modern city, many opportunities for Christian

service have arisen which have been met in

unique ways. Homes have been opened to bus,

factory, street-car and store girls. Classes in

Bible, English, Music, Kindergarten and Home

Economics have been carried on for

classes of people in homes and schools. 50,000

attractive leaflets, printed in Japanese an

Korean, on the meaning of Christmas were

distributed to shoppers on the gayly decorate

streets of the city, Christmas week. Under-

privileged children have been taught in Bible

clubs. A volunteer preaching band of city

women endeavors to reach every woman in the

city, especially those in a large slum section

outside West Gate.

Many of the students of the Chungsin Girls'

Academy are receiving practical Christian

training under the direction of Miss Lewis as

they teach in 12 different Sunday Schools.

Twenty girls were baptized and many more

received as catechumens, this year ;
many have

themselves to the Lord during revival meetings.

There is still a crying need for a recitation

building for which the teachers and students

are earnestly praying.

10



Of the 400 students of the John D. Wells

School, 79 were awarded medals for perfect

attendance, this year. There is a real plan for

Korean support of the school which comes from

a friend of Dr. Koons who has followed his

work through the years. Christian pastors’

sons, sons of church leaders, young men

training for the ministry come to the Chosen

Christian College in increasing numbers.

Applicants for entrance examinations to the

Severance Medical College [numbered 290, of

whom only 47 could be admitted. The growing

interest of the public in Severance is shown

by recent gifts from Koreans of 20,000 yen

for scholarships and a pledge of 47,000 yen

for a charity clinic and hospital. During Dr.

Ludlow’s 2 5 years in Korea, approximately

50,000 patients have received treatments in the

surgical department, 2,000 operative clinics

have been held, and hundreds of lectures in

surgery given. The evangelistic opportunities

in the hospital are great, as of the 2900

in-patients 2125 were non-Christian. The new

hospital Bible woman, with her fine preparation

in Lambuth Institute in Osaka, is very earnest

and adaptable.

Chungju “God chose the weak

(Chung-joo) things of the world ”

11



Chungju station has witnessed many changes

in personnel, this year. Because of the

resignation of Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Hunt, the

retirement of Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Miller and

Mr. Soltau’s time being fully occupied with

the work of the chairmanship of the Executive

Committee, the station depended largely upon

the help afforded by Mr. and Mrs. A. ;D.

Clark, Dr. Iiernheisel and Mr. Cook. In his

itinerating, Mr. Clark did good work on the

side by promoting the sale of Christian

literature. Mr. Cook was impressed by the

changes in the country districts he had

travelled, twenty years ago.

At least 22 country Bible conferences have

been, held, of which Miss Davie conducted 11.

A little personal work done at a small railway

station resulted, a few months later, in a group

of over a hundred and the erection of a church.

Many other new churches have been erected

and some rebuilt. The personal work done by

the students of the Women’s Bible Institute in

five sections of the city resulted in over a

hundred new decisions for Christ. Seven of

the students were financially helped in Mrs.

Lowe’s Work Department in the making of

Korean dolls.

When Dr. Lowe returned from furlough, he

found the work of the hospital in the best

12



condition since his arrival in Korea seven,

years ago. In spite of the serious illness of

Dr. Yoon and many changes in the staff, the

work has progressed and a record of 760

patients was reached in the one month of May,

over J/4 of whom were non-Christians who

afforded many opportunities for witnessing

for Christ.

The six weeks of rain, last summer, followed

by a typhoon, brought an opening for service

not often experienced, when refugees swarmed

on the hill. Miss Esteb opened the doors of

the hospital to the panic-stricken people, thus

winning many friends for the hospital.

“Arid he shall be like

Andong a tree planted by the

(Ahn-dong) rivers of water, that

bringteh forth its fruit in its season

It was 27 years ago this summer that the

first Christian service was held in Andong

city, with seven people in attendance. This

year, after ten years of sacrifice, and in spite

of delays of drought, flood and hail, a fine new

granite church is nearly completed, the third

rebuilding for the Central Church. In view of

the increased cost of materials, they have made

a second contribution, over and above the 1100

yen already contributed, giving until it hurts,

as in the case of the Bible woman who turned

13



in her rice fields which she hade ounted on as

her old-age insurance and the one-legged man

with the one-legged wife who gave 500 pennies.

The Bible Institute continues throughout

most of the year, beginning in September with

Junior Bible Institute of 33 girls, then the

Men’s Bible Institute, followed hy the Women’s.

For the first time, the stutents of the Men’s

Institute put on a temperance oratorical contest.

Five prizs were given, the first being 200

•Gospels and the fifth being 120 Gospels. The

winners will realize their prizes after they

return to their homes, where they will sell the

Gospels.

A new plan is being tried for colportage

work, using Bible Institute students as col-

porteurs on a commission basis. There is still

another plan used by one itinerator for getting

people interested in selling Gospels. When Mr.

Crothers spends Sunday at a country church,

instead of putting money in the collection,

'he gives 80 Gospels. These sell for 80 sen,

which is sent to the Bible Society for 160

-Gospels. One church by this means raised 10

yen in the year. Since last Septmber, this same

missionary has given away 1840 Gospels in

Sunday offerings.

There has been a 50^ increase in the first-

class patients of the hospital and Dr. Baugh,

14



besides administering to bodies and souls in

hospital and dispensary, has been starting

new group of Christians in a nearby village

Children too poor to go to the church school

come daily to Mrs. Baugh's home and learn to

read and write and recite Scripture.

“Lengthen thy cords and

Taiku strengthen thy stakes
"

(Ta-goo) Through the coopera-

tion of Presbytery, many of the country

churches having been turned over to Korean

pastors, the itinerating missionaries have bee

P 9
The Bible Institute

freed for tent evanghsm. 1 he m

is pushing the work and has provided two

suitable tents, besides receiving t e oan

one from Seoul. Evangels.s from Bible Inst tutu

and hospital and many Bible women have been

active in this work. Many new church groups

have thus been started, this year.

During the year, nothing has been of grea er

vvnrk of the station than tne
importance in the

, « aa

setting off, in the Eastern clrcurt, of about 1

churches to form the new Kyung-tong

Presbytery, the center of which is Kyungju.

the ancient capitol of Korea.

Mr Bruen, with his zeal for person 1

evangelism, has tried to keep in touch w„h a

large group of backsliders through corres-

pondence.
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Some of them are thus being won back to

Christ, after many years of delinquency. Miss

Bergman arranged for 36 Bible conferences for

women in country churches which were taught

by a fine corps of 45 trained Bible women.

The magnificent new hospital plant with its

complete modern equipment reflects the

accomplishment of Dr. Fletcher during the

past eight years of service. In-patients have

spent 100,000 days 'in the wards and 200,000

treatments have been given to out-patients. Due

to faithful witnessing by the whole staff as an

evangelistic band, 5000 decisions for Christ

have been won during these years and through

the follow-up work, 28 churches and groups

have been started. At the Leprosarium, a

Memorial Reception Lodge has been built by

the lepers. Resident lepers have increased from

400 to 660 within the list two years. The

pastor at Leprosarium has oversight of seven

churches for lepers scattered over the province.

This year, the Sin Myung Girls’ Academy

enrolled 187 students, the largest in the history

of the school. The faculty has very nearly been

brought up to government standard. Financially

the past year has been a real miracle, for with

less than one-third of the normal budget from

the Mission, the school has enlarged its facilities,

faculty and student body, and closed the year

1 (>



Without a deficit. A fine music departmen ts

added much to the popularly of the school.

With the fine new plant and equipment and

with government designation, the Ke> -Sung

Hoys' Academy has increased to a student body

o£ 500 hoys. Many of the pastors in the four

presbyteries of South-East Korea are graduates

of this school.

The past year has brought much of

uncertainity and change, yet we stand amazed

at what the working of God's Sp.r.t has

wrought in this land and look forward wrth

confidence to the work that still warts to be

done in His Name.

Write us. We’ll be glad to answer.

Rev. Arch. Campbell

Mrs. H. W. Lampe •

Mrs. S L. Roberts • •

Mrs. J. B. Livesay • •

Mrs. H. H. Underwood

Kangkei

Syenchun

Pyengyang

Chaiiyung

Chosen

Christian College, Seoul.

Mrs. F. S. Miller

Rev. A. D. Claik •

Mrs. J. Y. Crothers

Rev. E. Adams • •

No street address needed for any

above.

Chungju

Chungju

Andong
Taiku

of the
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SOMETHING COOL TO LOOK AT

¥ * *

¥ ¥X *

¥ ¥ *

¥ ¥

X ¥

Our photograph shows a water-fall at Rensen, Gisei-fu in Keiki

Province, called Saijin-no-taki (Chai-in Pokpo), from which origi-

nated a tragic legend about a thousand years ago. The height of the

said water-fall measures some 60 feet, and is equally as famous as the

Bokuen Water-fall (Pak-Yuu Pokpo) in Kaijo.

i* 1 1



March 4, 1933

ANNUAL SPRING FESTIVAL AT CONFUCIAN TEMPLE

t
The annual Spring Festival at th« Kyung Hak Won (in commemoration

T of the death of Confucius) took place at 10 a.m. on March 2 in the presence

! of Governor-General Ugaki
;
Mr. Ikeda, Director of the Police Bureau

;
Mr.

Ohno, Chief of the Educational Affairs Section and many other prominent

persons.

The above photograph shows a scene of the ceremony.

I

March n, 1933

The above photograph shows Marquis Pak Yung Hyo, the first Korean
member of the House of Peer3, who was present at the session of the said

House on March 7, this being the first experience of the kind for the Marquis.

PEERSFIRST KOREAN M. P. ATTENDS SESSION OF HOUSE OF



PERSONAL REPORT OF BLANCHE I. STEVENS, SYEN CHUN, CHOSEN

MISSION YEAR 1932 - 1933.

^ It is a joy to be able to begin this report of my twenty-

second year as a member of the Korea Mission with thanksgiving

for restored health and strength. Hot even one day’s illness

during the year has kept me from legular &uties

•

y Advocates of

Sorai vacation would doubtless give large credit for this happy

state of things to the three v/eelcs of rest at Sorai Beach,

which I did not intend to take, but which nevertheless did follow

the Annual Meeting held at Sorai last July, to which I was a

delegate. I, myself, am inclined to give more credit to the

better balanced proportion between indoor and outdoor life, made

possible by the development of gardening and domestic animal,

projects for our Home Vocations course to which I, of necessity,

and also of glad choice, devoted a considerable amount of time,

both before and after the period of the Annual Meeting and vaca-

tion at Sorai. Be that as it may, it was a pleasure to visit

again this summer colony after a period of seven years, and to see

the interesting developments there. I fell again under the spell

seaT'ah^sky^n^ Arainy season mists, and joined the regular
residents in thanksgiving for this place where the wonderful
beauty of God’s world may be so deeply enjoyed while we obey
Christ’s command to come apart and rest a while.

Early in August I returned to Syen Chun expecting to devote
the remaining twenty days of school vacation to correspondence
and to putting affairs at our house and at the school office in

order against the return of my house-mate, Miss Ingerson, from
her furlough in the United States, and the opening of the second
term of school. I found, hov/ever, a very sick baby in our gate-
house, the precious only son of our man-of-all-work. Pneumonia,
the immediate cause of danger, v/as complicated by. whooping cough,
so it was impossible to put him in the hospital with other sick
babies, or in the isolation ward which was occupied. by other
contagious cases v/hich would have endangered him still further.
Fresh air and the careful nursing v/hich were his only hope were
not sufficiently available in his ovm home, so it was decided to

convert an unoccupied room at our house into an isolation v/ard

and to make the fight for his life, though hope of recovery
seemed slight. Dr. Chisholm, the Korean doctors, and the graduate
nurse from the mission hospital visited us daily, doing all that

was possible, and I devoted almost all my time and attention
to the case, but after ten days of alternate hope and despair,
the distracted mother took her little one home that he might die

under their ovm roof, in accordance with the ancient customs. of

his people. At mid-day of a beautiful August Sabbath, the little
spirit fled and the body was soon carried to the burying ground
on the hill beyond the town.

The days that remained were all too short for the preparations
planned and soon Miss Ingerson was here, the happy excitement of
welcome passed, and school begun again. The fall term as usual
was much interrupted by student excursions and holidays of various
sorts, and my routine work more than usually so because of my
going to Seoul as a delegate to the Federal Council, and to Pyeng
Yang to attend the v/edding of two of our second generation miss-
ionaries, Miss Katherine Blair and Mr. Bruce Hunt, in September.
During that month, also, it v/as our great pleasure to entertain
for an all-too-short visit, Miss Helen Smith, for sixteen years
our correspondent of the Chicago district. We had looked forward
long to this visit and were greatly disappointed that other engage -

ments before and after for which dates were fixed reduced our
share of her eight months in Korea to five short days. But we
were very glad to have had her even* for so short a time as the
first occupant of our guest room, furni shed only after Miss Ingerson.
return from furlough.

An outstanding event of the autumn months was the celebration
bf the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the school in
October. It was of very great personal interest to me for I had
been an eye-witness of the development of the school during twenty-
one of those tv/enty-five years and knew during my first years
here all of the early graduates who returned to celebrate the
event with us. Mrs. N.C. Whittcmore, one of the four principals
who in succession preceded me, was a guest in our home and an
honored guest at the celebration. One of the memorable social
events .pf the year for us v/as the tea v/hich we gave for the

* ai*3 the beauty of blue mojjntain range* appearing and disappear ing In the
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graduates of the old school the next day after the celebration.
They remained for the week-end and enjoyed a succession of feasts

together, which one of them told me reminded her of the holiday
celebrations of old Korea."* Among them v/as one ol the first class,

who, after an exciting career which led to her departure from Korea

in 1919, had married in California and had returned to her native

land for the first time, the preceding summer. Another of our

early graduates had returned from California with her^ husband and

f j ve children for a visit of several months the year before, and a

third one has just returned with her two children this spring. here

are not so many in that little group of graduates who received their

diplomas from the old middle school before Posyung lost her name and

her official existence for a time in 1916, but the record of their

careers makes exceedingly interesting reading. Of the total of

forty-two graduates, five have lived in the United States and three

are permanently settled there. One returned to become a well-known

Br'blc teacher in her own land and is now the wife of one of the most

•promising of the younger pastors of the Korean Church. The fifth

returned to die after a long illness, several years ago

.

We had scarcely bidden goodbye to our anniversary guests and turn-

ed to our ordinary school tasks again when we were called from the

chapel service one morning to be told of the telegram announcing the

tragic death of Mr. Lloyd Henderson who fell by an assassin 7 s bullet

while on his way from his station in Sinpin, Manchuria, to join his

wife and two children who waited for his coming here. When Mr. and

Mrs. Henderson came to join our mission in 1920 they were assigned

first to Syerf Chun and lived during their first year in my home
.

^

Through the years they have "been as a dear younger brother and sister.

The sorrow and suspense of that dark week between the receipt of the

nev/s and the arrival and burial of the ashes sent out from Manchuria

to us here, and the sad days which followed, were for me, as for us

all, an intimate experience of what the Psalmist meant when he

spoke of walking through the valley of the shadow of death, and our

hearts longed to comfort her who must needs, for all our love and long

ing, walk that valley without human companionship . We could only

pray that to her, as to His child of old, God would give the faith

to declare: TI I will fear no evil: for thou art with me.” Were it not

for such faith, such sorrow must be too great to be borne.

It had been my intention, during all the four years that had

passed since my return from my last furlough to take advantage of

the provision for a six-months 7 furlough at the end of five years,

in order to return to the United States to he with my father and

mother on the occasion of their golden wedding anniversary in June,

1933. With that in mind, a request for approval of such a furlough

was asked for and granted by the mission at its last Annual Meeting.

With the present unprecedented financial conditions growing worse

instead of bettor, at the time this request reached the board, it

seemed best to its members to raise tho question as to whether I

should not give up my intention in view of all the circumstances.

After correspondence with my family, it was so decided and Um to

remain in Korea for the full term, which, ruder a recent ruling,

may prove to bo eight years instead of seven. So, since last Nov-

ember, with the furlough definitely postponed, I have been giving

attention to the immediate development of plo.ns for a Home Vocations

High School fer which we hope to secure a charter within the year.

My teaching schedule for the fall tern was much lightened by the

return of Miss Ingorson, who took over my Bible Class in the Home

Vocations year, and her course in Home Nursing and Public Health

replaced mine of last spring in gardening. ’ My class in "Morals"
which took the form of lectures and discussions on the questions o f

women's responsibility in the home for the health of her family, for

the education of her children, for uhei.r social relationships, and .

+ c.

their religious and moral training, her responsibility in the commun-

ity outside her homo for righting conditions which menace the wel-
fare of the home, and her responsibility as a member of the Christ-
ian Church, was continued throughout the year. The time released
from teaching was claimed in large part by the demands of book-
keeping and records which had fallen behind when the earlier heavy
teaching schedule and the supervision of project work had claimed sc

much time, for, with all the efficient help given by our office
secretary, of the keeping of accounts and records and the making of
reports, there seems to be no end.

" It had been our intention to begin the winter term with a week
of special meetings for Bible study as usual, but we were unable to

get the leader we expected at that time, so the meetings v/ere post-
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poned until the time of the Presbytery Eible Class. Rev. Chung In

Kwa, known to his friends in the United States as James Chung, oi tne

Religious Education Department of the Presbyterian Church in Korea,

who was coining as a special speaker for that Class, kindly consented

to give us three days at the close of his other engagements, so we

had our Class early in February instead. The prayer groups which

v;ere organized after the 3ible Class last year, were organized at the

beginning of the term this year in preparation for it. Some of the

old leaders remained and others were chosen to make up the number

necessary so that each group would contain not more than ocn or

eleven members under one leader. The leaders met with me xor a

scries of meetings and then each met weekly with her own group.

Y.'hen the Bible conference finally was held, Mr. Chung took the whole

student body for morning lectures and the evening meetings, and Lr.

Hoffman for the afternoon periods, and a part of the chapel periods.

Rev. Kim Y/ha 3ik, of the Sin Syung faculty, also, spoke to the group

the closing afternoon period. A special feature of which the students

took full advantage was the period for discussion and asking questions

of the leader which followed each class hour. Hr. Chung spoke very

largely from his own experience and his understanding of the exper-

ieycces of a growing Christian, and his sympathetic manner of dealing

with the questions presented drew from the girls eager questions and

discussion of their own problems. Often the discussion period con-

tinued quite as long as the study hour and had to be brought to an

end because of the arrival of the lunch hour. Wc enjoyed every

moment of his talks and were further privileged in having him in our

own home for most of his meals during the three days of his engage-

ment in the school. The general topic of the conference was "Christ

as Saviour", Mr t
Hoffman presenting the doctrine of salvation and ex-

plaining its implications, Mr. Chung describing and illustrating with
many stories from his own experience the successive steps in the

experience of a Christian. This conference seemed to us the very
best one wc have ever had and we owe much to the skillful and conse-

crated teachers v/ho gave of themselves in leading it.

The joint Board of Control of the two schools, the Sin Syung
Academy for boys, and the Posyung Academy for girls, took the occas-

ion of the meeting of the Pyung look Presbytery and mid-winter Bible

Class in Syen Chun for celebrating my twentieth year as principal of

the Posyung Academy, of which I became principal in September, 1913,

two year 3 after my arrival cn the field. The celebration was held at

the Horth Church at or.e o T clock on January 30th, presided over by

the President of the Foard, Rev. Kim Suk Chan, pastor of our South
Church in Syen Chun. Many very kind and appreciative words were
spoken, to which 1 was spared a lengthy reply by the shortness of the

time allowed, Presbytery being due to convene promptly at two. After
the meeting and the taking of a picture of the group most intimately
concerned, a tea was served to about one hundred of the guests at

the school. Many lovely gifts were sent to my house, presented by
churches, organizations ,

the alumnae, present student body, teachers
and individuals, each reminding me of some happy fulfilment of the

promise that for every tic broken for Christ T s sake, another shall
be established in hundred-fold measure: "And every one that hath
left houses, or brethren, or sister, or father, or mother, or chil-
dren, or lands , for my name T s sake, shall receive a hundred-fold, and
shall inherit eternal life."

February and March were full with budget making and financial
reports preliminary to the meeting of the School Board, which was
held as usual at our house cn February 21--an all-day session.
Fro -commencement correspondence for our graduating students, many
of whom required letters of introduction to other schools, and ad-
visory interviews, accounted for many more hours. Two visits wore
made to Pycng Yang, chiefly in their interest. It was my unusual
privilege this year to attend the commencements of five of our other
mission institutions in "Pycng Yang and Seoul: those of the Scung
Eui Academy for Girls, the Higher Eible School, from v/hich three of
our former students and one former teacher wore graduated, and the
Theological Seminary in Pycng Yang, and, after our own commencement

,

those of the Chung Sin Academy in Seoul. An unexpectedly prolonged
engagement with the dentist in Seoul took the v/hole of the Spring
recess, so that I was unable to return to my preparations for the
opening of the Spring term until the very day before our entrance
examinations were given.

Before I left for Seoul, on the day following our commencdmcnt

,

applications for the entrance examinations already received indicat-
ed the probability that the total number would break all records,
but I was quite unprepared to loam upon my return that there were
nearly twice as many applicants as last year, which had been the



record up to that time. The faculty strongly urged the acceptance-^
** *’”

of a secqhd division in the first year. Sinoe our charter allov/s ~ T
a student body of two hundred, there were no difficulties as to our'
official permission to do so in the way, but the Questions of space,
especially dormitory accommodations, and of teaching force, were
serious at that late date. We finally decided to accept the two- -divi-
sions. Bible Institute dormitories were borrowed for--th« Spring
term and arrangements made for the immediate re-erection of~ the con-
demned missionary residence given to us three years ago, as a new
dormitory. After all examinations were over and the students assem-
bled, v/e found that we had 98 boarding students and fifty-one day
students, making a total student body of 149, as compared with 106 at
the sane time last year. An extra teacher, able to teach the Japanese
and Botany of the first year divisions, and the gardening course in
the Home Vocations Class, with government qualifications in Horticul-
ture, was found almost immediately and there was no difficulty in se-
curing a permit for him to teach for us, so v/e are not only able to
carry our schedule this Spring but have expert advice at hand for our
gardening projects.

The chief responsibility for the projects remains, however, still
with me, and again this Spring I am devoting a considerable amount
of time to developing them, even though I have been able to turn over
the actual teaching to an expert. Instead of this teaching, I have
an English Class again and am enjoying knowing my seniors as one can
only come to know them, through daily contact in the class room. I
have also been concentrating upon plans for meeting the demands for
a lengthened course and enlarged facilities for the school. Since
hope of increased funds fer meeting these demands from American
sources seems quite cut off, it becomes a very serious problem indeed,
how to increase without adopting a scale of expenditure" which cannot
be maintained. Various plans are under consideration and a few are
being tried out. One of them is fer the development of demonstra-
tion projects in connection with the proposed courses of the Home
Vocations Department of our school by members of the faculty at no
expense to the school itself. The school will stand ready to offer
the advice of such experts as may be available and will ask only
that records of the experiments undertaken be kept in such form that
they may be available for teaching purposes and that students may see
what is being done in order to learn what they can from observation
and, when they are ready to undertake practice projects of their own,
that they may have a pattern to follow, or warning of mistakes to
avoid. The whole expense of the project is to be borne by the demon-
strator and any loss involved is to be his own responsibility . In
this way it is hoped to enlist the interest of every member of the
faculty in our Home Vocations projects. Since one of the purposes of
the Home Vocations projects is to teach the students how to increase
their family food supplies and to beautify their surroundings v/ithin
the limits of incomes nov/ prevailing, it seems to us a very practical
idea to try these projects out first in the homes of the faculty.
And so, since even the teachers must have the benefit of a demonstra-
tion before they can be expected to embark upon untried experiments,
I have tried to take the lead along two lines during the past year.*
And I, myself, was encouraged to undertake my first project by the*
agricultural department of our college at Pycng Yang. A gift of ten
baby chicks appeared quite without warning one sunny May morning last
year on my back porch. The little orphans calling loudly for their
breakfast quite won my heart and I accepted them at once, but it was
not until several days later that I learned who had left them on my
doorstep. V/ith them for a start and ten more like them which I
asked to have sent to make a flock worth keeping, I began my chicken
project. When Kiss Ingerson came last fall, she readily consented
to cooperate and we now have the beginnings of two chicken projects*
white leghorns for eggs, and Rhode Island Reds for the table. Our
second domestic animal project is as yet, only one nanny goat also '

purchased from the Agricultural College, but she earns her way
already by giving us more than two quarts of excellent milk for

table every day. The school boy v/hose particular care she is
is most enthusiastic over keeping his record and hopes the goat willrivax the hens in making a record for the year.

We have been experimenting with students 1 gardens at the school
for tv,o years already, so our personal contribution along this 7 ineconsists chiefly in growing as good a home garden as we can andletting the students see what v/e do. One new project, however hadits beginnings in our own garden this pasx year. We had some unusual,
ly fine asters, grown from seed wc had purchased from one oi thereliable seed companies in the United Stages, and when the-'-- TDrodur^ri
a c ^ean

> plump seed, we decided that in this year ofprohibitive exchange, it would be a good thing to offer it for* s«leand to use the proceeds to establish the Posyung Academy FlowerSeed Project. ^
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APPRO PR I ATI0N3 FOR THE FISCAL YE A 3 1932-1933

May 17, 1932.

No. 781.

To the Chosen Mission.

Dear Friend s

i

This letter is intended to accompany the regular printed Appro-
priation Letter for the fiscal year 1932-1933. Long before this you
have received our cable of March 22, advising you that it would be
necessary to reduce the expenditures during the first quarter of the
year by ten per cent. On May 2 the Board took a further action ex-
tending this reduction for another quarter so that it will cover
the first half of the year. *t has been most comforting at this
end of the line to receive the replies of the Missions. No one has
seemed to wonder that this step had been necessary and it has been
accepted as less burdensome than might have been feared. We do not
find any comfort or cheer in the fact that so many other Boards
and Churches are in worse condition than our own. Our Presbyterian
Board of National Missions reported an accumulated deficit of
$523,000. and the Board of Christian education escaped serious
deficit only by drastic reduction of force and work. Report from
the Methodist Foreign Board is very adverse and several other
Church Boards are in tho same regrettable condition. The whole
matter is to bo made the subject of careful consideration at the
meeting of The International Missionary Council in Herrnhut, Germany-
June 23-July 4, indicating that it is not at all a condition
peculiar to our own country. The Moderator of the Scottish General
Assembly for next year writes me that the Foreign Board of that
Church has a deficit of L15,000. this year and that their work will
have to be considered with great care.

Meanwhile we receive many cheering and encouraging items of
news; churches which are not falling behind but have even surpassed
their subscriptions of last year; indeed, visits to presbyteries,
which many of us have been making, have sent us all back cheered,
Some hard times are ahead, but we have a Master who specializes in

helping people out of tight places. We hope tho approaching General
Assembly will send out an inspiring message to the Church based on
tho promises of God and tho response of His servants. Whatever
happens wo still fall back on the fact that "wo have received this

commission from God." We are not out on our own errand and there is

no room to discuss whether the work will be done. The only dis-
cussion is about how rapidly and thoroughly we can do it. The
Episcopal House of Bishops in their pastoral letter point out that
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v;hen other social institutions are being restricted it is time for
the Church to expand its work, because it brings what they all need
in th6ir time of depression. I observe with interest that all the
Church bodies are reasserting their sense of obligation.

Before this you have learned that we came out of the year with
the surprisingly small book deficit of $65,000, This is quite
fully explained in the appropriation letter which is mailed at this
time and also in the statement from the Treasurer* s office which
* as sent you earlier. It involved the use of all undesignated
legacies, leaving us with no excess legacies to apply on special
neods* This is a bad policy with which none of us agrees. it was
adopted solely as a relief in a critical emergency. We cannot run
living work on gifts of the dead. Tho other advantage was tho
favorable exchange on which, of course, we cannot depend. However,
this year it gave us a saving which we could use to good advantage.

You notice that there continues to be a recession of gifts.
For the ninth time we have had this slipping back. ,Ve have set
ourselves with great earnestness to discover ways of preventing
this.

There has been a good deal of discussion in the Council and
Board over the thoroughness of the cut and how widely it would have
to apply. Several requests have come from union institutions that
they be exempted from the reduction or that appropriations be made
in gold without reference to exchange. The history of the years
indicates that the gold appropriations would as often have worked
adversely to the institutions as favorably and it has been especial-
ly difficult to arrange exemption in behalf of union institutions
when we cannot do it for our rogular work. Except where thero are
definite contracts which involve the honor of the Board it has
seemed wise to propose that the Missions be free to apply the re-
duction to all the work with which they have connection. Whether
it shall apply to certain institutions or not is for the Missions
to say. The Board is very zealous not to determine for any Mission
where the reduction should be made. 7/e are anxious about the
living conditions of the missionary force. Wo understand fully
the first impulse to take the cut out of the missionaries thomsolvos
but we have already urged that this be safeguarded. Our primary
gift to the mission field is not money but lives and we cannot
safely sacrifice these lives for the sake of being able to give
monoy. Our whole religion is founded on thu idea of sacrifice and
we must take our full share of it, but there is a way of sacrific-
ing which is wasteful economy and we trust the missions will
exercise all care at this point.
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The total appropriations assigned to your Mission are:

Class

Class

I

Less 10 $ reduction on first
months,

ir

. . . .$174, 283.37
six
. . . . 8, 714 ,.17

$165, 569 * 20

. . • » 51,111- 64

Total - -$216,680-.

Classes V-X,
Chosen Christian College,
Severance Union Medical College, . •

Mission Academies, •

Less 10$ redaction on first six

months ,
•

Yen 134,062.
10 , 000 .

1 , 000 .

10 , 000 -

Yen 155, 062 . 00

,

7 , 7 53.10
Yen 147,308 .90

Interest on Special Endowment Funds:

Union Theological Seminary Fund , Py engy ang

$10,000. - int. at 4g-$, $450., Yen 1

Helen Marquis Mem’ 1 Fund , Py engy ang

,

$1,957.54 - int* at 4 $88.09,

John Do Wells Mem’ 1 Fund, Seoul,

$1,979 . - int. at 4|-$, $89.05,
Endowment John L. Wells School for

Boys,
$1,500. - int. at 4^$, $67.50, "

,125.

220 .

223.

169 ,

Harkness Evangelistic Fund ($2,000.), ...»
To tal

1,737.00
5 ,000. 00
- - Yen 154

You will notice that the Harkness Evangelistic Fund is

priated without reduction. It has been found necessary this

appropriate interest on special funds at the rate of 4 a per

Tho Treasurer's office reports that the shrinkage in inc

invested funds makes this not only nocossary but actually

allowance

.

Sincerely yours,

84 gold

,045.90

appro-
y o a r to

cent,
on
g one r ous

Cl eland B. McAfee
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May 17, 1932.
(Dictated May 13)

No. 782.

To the Chosen Mission.

Dear Friends

:

Thi 3 letter is being dictated just before I start for a speak-

ing trip on the way to the General Assembly which meets at Denver on

May 26th. Our Foreign Mission Day is, as visual , the clos ng y

,

June 1st. You will have word of the Assembly before this lottor

reaches you. I am to give tho address and I think we are all

especially anxious that it sound as high a note of courago an

assurance as tho Christian faith warrants . Our problem is to make

clear to the Church that the reduction of our appropriations does not

justify a further recession in gifts. Already word has come from

some donors that they understand we are reducing our appropriations

ten per cent and they assume that they may reduce their gifts by

that
P
much. I expect to remind the Assembly. of a very old story of

a color-bearer who, in his excitement, carried the colors far

than the regiment had gone. When he was ordered to bring he colors

back ho replied that the regiment ought to come t0 th« 'ol
J k

shall point out to tho Assembly that we have brought the 1,aok

to the regiment but with tho distinct expectation that they will

command that they bo carried forward again, ^e are conducti g

this time a good many pastoral conferences across the

\

which any problems connected with foreign mission work are P^« ente

and discussed as candidly and fairly as m «ur power . Thus far

there has been no discordant note or inoication of lack of con
^

fidence. Possibly any who would feel this lack would no

the conferences but there have been a great many intelligent an

- ». .... ,» «...

find ourselves reassured. I believe the Ohurch will do It! utmost

next year, although it may prove to be a very hard year. We will

keep each other very much in mind and prayer as the year goes on.

H5P0HT OF Tire BOA HP* S T?>F A3U35HS

On April 28th we mailed to you the report of the Treasurers of

the Board telling how it occurred that the deficit reported ..as

oJly 5e5%66. in
S
spite of the fact that there was a recession of

gifts amounting to ^373,712.18.

RV.PORT OF PORV.TGK MISSIONS OO NFSHBUCS OF KOhTK AMERICA FOB 19 32

Wo will be mailing you very shortly the report of the Foreign^

Missions Gonferonce of North America for Janua
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full a report as for the preceding years, hut we hope it will have

value to you# It has heon sent to all the Mission and Station

So ere tarie s

•

MATERIAL FOR THE YEAR BOOK OF PRAYE.R

The editor of the Year Book of Prayer calls the attention of

all the Missions to the fact that all changes of locations and work

of missionaries, which should be noted in the Year Book of Prayer,

should bo in New York by August 1st# Such material should be sent

to the Secretary of the Board in charge of the correspondence with

the Mission on a separate sheet and marked "For the Editor of the

Year Book of Prayer#"

GENERAL ASSEMBLY MINUTES -PART I I - B 0 A R

D

_REPO RT

S

The second volume of the Gonoral Assembly Report contains the

Reports of the Boards# Dr# Mudgo has asked how many copies should

be sent to the field and the Council has voted that it be sent only

to station secretaries# To the larger stations an extra copy will

be sent. We have sent a list of these secretaries to Dr. Muage and

the Reports will probably be sent out some time during the summer.

There is a great deal of very fine material for the understanding

of the home church in this volume but I fear it is one of the most

neglected volumes which comes to hand. Probably it will be easier

to road this year than usual because all the Boards have tried to

condense their reports. Let me urge as many as possible to look

through the volume.

THE PREFERRED PROPERTY LISTS

While the indications are that we will not be able to make any

great appeals for property for this year yet it does not seem wise,

to close the door on such appeals nor to seem to go out of business

as an expanding work. The Board would like to know whether the

present property lists are acceptable in view of the fact that they

must be so limited and will welcome word of any changes the Missions

may wish to make in them. At a recent moeting of the Council it was

pointed out by visiting missionaries that if tho Mission coul ave

foreseen that the list would bo so short it would have changed the

order of the objects somewhat. Thinking the first five or six would

be in the Board' s list it allowed certain things to got farther

down the list than would have been done otherwise. If there are

changes to bo made in the printed property list, in view of the

probability that it will have to be a short one please be sure that

the new statements get to us at onco«

MISSION STATISTICS

The statistics for tho Annual Report of tho Board are always

more or less of a nightmare. There are just enough people who do

not realize tho value of them to make them seem an unutterable bo

On the other hand, there are certain phases of our appeal and

understanding which are dependent on the accuracy of these figures.
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Recently we sent out the blanks with a covering letter to the

statisticians hut since that time the office where the report is

prepared has sent in a number of suggestions. For example, it is

never sure of the figures of the national force and requests that

"the total national force should include the national teaching staff

and the national medical staff. This is done so irregularly that

as the total stands this year there appears to be a falling off of

1682 from last year. Whether that is accurate or not no one can

tell. There are a number of other questions but they arc details

which probably we cannot always protect.

"NO RETREAT FUND"

The Board adopted the following letter which we are asked to

sond to all the Missions*

"The Board, at its regular mooting on April 18th,

gave expression to its grateful appreciation of your

spontaneous and general response to the movement started

lest October to establish a f No Retreat Fund. 1
• A total

of more than ^17, 000. was contributed from the field,

and we know that this has meant much of very real self-

denial; but wo are also assurod that the heartiness of

your cooperation in this matter has been an inspiration

to Board members and officers and to the Home Church,

and has exerted a very real influence in bringing the

Board through the fiscal year with so much smaller
deficit than we had fearedo"

THE R5V. T. STANLEY SOLTAU’S NEW BOOK

I have received and read with keen interest Mr. Soltau* s new

book, "Korea: The Hermit Nation and its Response to Christianity."

It is published in London but I hope it will soon have circulation

here in this country. It seems a good piece of work which will

enrich the Korea shelf of any library.

T)F A T> H OF THE HON. RANSFORD 3. MILLER

Of course, you have soon the news of the death of Mr. Miller

on April 26. He was sixty-four years of ago and was held in very

high honor in tho State Department. He is spokon of in the New

York Times as "the foroign service adviser and leading expert in

the State Department on Japanese affairs." The funeral was a

notable gathering of national figures with the Japanese Ambassador,

Mr. Debuohi, heading the list. Several of us here recall his

kindness during visits to Chosen. Shortly beforo his death I wrote

him oppressing my pleasure in the final release of the church

building at Taiku in whose interest ho spent a good many hours with

me. I did not hear from him and I suppose it was because he was so

near his death. I did not know until these accounts came out that

he went to Japan first as Secretary of the International Committee

of t he Y .M . C . A

•
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EXTENSION FURLOUGH 0 F .M^ISS
.

H3Lg N 0. KINS LFR

I was glad to receive on April 16th a letter from Miss Kinsler

intimating that she could hope to return to Chosen during this

summer. She reported her own health as so much bottor that sho

felt able now to meet the demands of the work and her brave father

here It is difficult for her to leave, but we are glad of the

prospect of her coming. The following action was taken:

"Miss Helen C. Kinsler, of the Chosen Mission,

having been detained in the United States on account

of health, the Board approved her return to the field

and extended her furlough from May 1, 1932, to the

date of sailing August 20, 1932, home allowance and

pension payments to be restored from May 13 , 1932, to

the date of sailing as provided in the Board s Minute

of April 7, 1930." [Adopted May 2, 1932).

EXTENSIO N n 71 n AMA McICgl

Miss McKee's physician in Los Angeles writes
tf the* f i e 1 d!*

seems better but is not quite ready yet to go back to the tJLeli

'

in the hope that she may recover strength sufficiently to mak

wise for her to go the Board took the following action.

"On recommendation of the Board's Medical Secretary,

the furlough of Miss Anna M. McKee, of * he
.f?

Se “«“

1

,
8B
^

a ’

was extended, without allowances, from Apri 1 1 , 1 9

3

-

’

”
August 1, 1932; her two years in this country expiring at

this date.” (Adopted May 16, 1932.)

EXTENSION FURLOUGH 0 F„ M IS^_MLLIS COVINGTO N

wxnsrs ijss z --- 80

action v.as taken:

"Record was made of the decision of Miss Hallie

Covington^ of the Chosen Mission, in her letter of May

2, 1932, to remain In America for a further year, for

family reasons, financial allowances having Been dis-

continued from June 16, 1931 to June 16 ’ *?'
ed

furlough, without financial aUowances, was continued

from June 16, 1932 to September 1 6 » * 9 *8 '

, J®' May
in this country expiring at this date. l

16, 1932.)

yyf.CTiTiVE omiMTTTMF, A ctons v. 623-629 and^Ml^lll

•

I recoived your Chairman's letter of April 20 “
all

for°no Bo ard^ ac t ion!
8

^We
8

not e” that ^tho recommendation to hold a

delegated mission meeting at Sorai was adopted.
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V. 823. STUDY ALLOWANCE FOR HISS X. M. S3 TEB

This action has been referred to the Furlough Study Committee

and the grant will "be made.

V t 8 24. MAS, HOSE F. BAIHD

The Board has very gladly taken it for granted that Mrs, Rose

F. Baird would continue as a regular member of the Mission and in-

cluded that fact in its action in order to make it perfectly clear.

There has been some correspondence both with your Chairman and Mrs,

Baird regarding financial arrangements and the following action was

taken to cover the fiscal year 1932-1933 after which there will

probably be information which will make it possible to consider the

matter anew for the following year:

"The Board voted to amend its action of March 7,

1932, and assigned to Mrs# Ro se F • Baird, of the

Chosen Mission, who continues in active service in

the Mission, two -thirds the salary of a married mission-

ary, or #1,320. gold, for the fiscal year 1932-1933, in

accordance with the suggestion of Mrs. Baird in her

letter of April 19, the Treasurer on the field to make

the necessary adjustment regarding payments already

made on the basis of the former action." (Adopted May

16, 1932.)

V.8 27. TTj^O LOG I CAL SEMINARY, PYENCYANO

I am not sure that I understand the import of this action re-

garding the Theological Seminary, but since Dr. Roberts is here he is

apt to clear it to me before anything very definite occurs.

y . R 28 . WWTTTEMOHS HOUSE, SEOUL

I have written your Chairman and Mr. Whittempre quite fully

about the attitude of the Board toward this very natural request.

We hope the matter can be adjusted to the convenience of these two

workers whose task is too important to be endangered by housing

wo rri es

.

T.614. VISIT OF REV. HENRI H. FERGER

We are welcoming the rather frequent actions of the Missions re-

garding the visit of Mr. Ferger and I hope after his visit you will

find that he is exactly the genius we counted him when he set out on

this journey. & letter from the Philippines indicates that they

feel that he has shown better judgment in the selecting of scenes

than anyone they have had and they ask for a whole series of still

pictures from his moving pictures.
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LETTER FRQM YOUH CHAIRMAN TO T HE MEMBERS OF THE MISSION Q.F

FEBRUARY 27 , 193_2^

I have been much impressed with the sanity and good counsel of

the letter which your Chairman sent to each of you under date of

February 27th. It must be very difficult for you to maintain a

neutral attitude when there is so much to drive you to one side or

the other. The condition is so acute in India, as you know, that a

number of missionaries have felt they could not endure the demand

for neutrality and they have been forced to leave India. I notice

that 135 missionaries in Japan signed a very practical statement,

putting themselves on record regarding the recent course of that

country, but I hope without embarrassing either themselves or their

colleagues. There is a story of Principal Rainy, of Scotland, when

once he protested strongly against something which was done and was

told that he ought not to resent it, to which he replied: I am

not willing to have my brethren smitten on my cheek. This is

always the danger. If we could take our positions all by ourselves

it would be much easier, but we are always involving somebody olse

and I can sympathize with your anxiety at this tino to express your

full Christian conviction and at the same time not to imperil work

which is dearer to you than life.

DEATH OF MISS HILDA HELSTROM

It will he no news to you that Miss Helstrom died on March.

24th at Pasadena. She had been living with her sister Miss Corinn

Helstrom and we had tried to make the closing weeks easier for her

by certain lines of aid, of which her sister wrote very appreciative-

ly. We have no details except that Mrs. Thomas C. Winn writes that

"for several days she had slept much and passed aH
![

her sleep." She was a member of your Mission from 1909 until her

retirement in 1927. The Board made record of her death on its

minutes.

REPORTS QP TH-q 3RVSRANCS UNION MEDICAL C0L13GE AND TH^ CHOSSN

CHRISTIAN COLLRGR. SRQUL

I am glad to have the full report from Mr. Owens of the meet-

ing of the Field Board of Managers of the Severance Union Medical

College. I am naturally very much concerned, over the fences
Dr. Avison probably took back with him some information which

prepared the College for this experience. It is difficult to P

words the actual depths through which some of our good support! g

friends are passing. Dr. Horace H. Underwood's letter of April 13

is here also! giving the Minutes of the Field Board °*
s t

the Chosen Christian College, which I have read with g«at interes

I am interested to see how the plan of a President's Council will

work. There seems no reason why it should not succeed. I am not

familiar with it in other institutions.
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REPORT OF COMM I T IE'S ON CLOSING THE BOOKS

The Special Committee authorized by the Board to close the books

met on April 14th and made the following appropriations to close the

books;

MAINTENANCE EIGHT KOREA ACADEMICS
^

From Miss Helen E. Babcock, $3^5.91

4th Ohurch Aux., Chicago _ 130.0|

0

$455.91

Specifically for Girls’ School, Taiku,

from Alexander Circle, Pittsburgh, gift

of Miss Rose M. Stewart, • •<•*•••• 100 »- Q1Total ----- ,jp555.yi

HOSPITAL, TAIKU
. n

From Second Church, Kansas City, Missouri, ^duu.uj

UNION CHRISTIAN COLLEGE, PYENGY ANG

For Current Expenses, from First Church, Pittsburgh;

Sunday School, -
$598.82

Men of Church,

1

*KRn'nn
0hurGh ' • - • - '9:"

T otal---$2 > 648 < 82

VO MEN’ 3 ACADEMY RECITATION BUILD ING, SEOUL

From Plymouth S.S. Primary Dept. Logansport

Presbytery, * X * 00

GIFT FOR HOSPITAL, CHAIRYUNG_

”$500. gold were appropriated for equipment for the Hospital,

Chairyung Station, Chosen Mission; this sum having been

reported as received on the field from V/.M.S. Los Angeles

Immanuel Church as a gift to Dr. and Mrs. Roy K. Smith,

the physician in charge.” (Adopted May 16, 1932.)

A PPROPRIATIONS FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL EASTER OFFERiNG
~ (Appropriated by Special Committee April 14)

1. Residence for Evangelistic Missionary at Pyongyang $3,750,00

From Sunday Schools.

2. Memorial Bible Institute, Chungju (balance), . . • 6,639.40

2. ”$435.60 gold were appropriated for the J. G

•

Purdy Memorial Bible Institute, Chungju Station,

this sum being a special gift for this purpose

through the Sunday School Easter Offering.

(Adopted May 16, 1932)



Chosen Miss ion* -No • 782 . -8- May 17, 1932,

3. ",$1,500. gold wore appropriated for tho ,$1,500.00

Dormitory for the J. G. Purdy Memorial
Bible Institute students, Chung ju Station;
this sum being a special gift for this
purpose through tho Sunday School Easter
Offering.” (Adopted May 16, 1932.)

4. "^2,663.40 gold were appropriated toward 2,663.40
the Hospital addition, K angle oi Station; this
sum being a special gift for this purpose
through the Sunday School Easter Offering#”
(Adopted May 16, 1932.)

Saster Sunday came so near the end of our fiscal year the

gifts are only now coming in. In the report of the Committee on

closing the books you have two appropriations and with the three

appropriations at the meeting yesterday you have a total of

$14,988.40 and we hope there may be more still.

I will try in my next letter to tell you of the reaction at

the General Assombly. Just now the one sure thing is that God

reigns and the work of Christ is to go on. I am glad to sec a

recent article of Dr. Speer’s in which he says that wo have no right

to ask the question ’’Shall foreign missions continue?” Christ

answered that question a good many years ago. Our main business is

to decide in what way they shall continue through us. Tho re is

nothing the home Church needs more than to keep its spiritual lifo

revived by thought of tho present groat achievements of the Gospel

and they are no whore more marked than on the mission field. I hope

you will all feel that you are contributing to the power and life

of the Church at home.

Sincere ly yours

,

Oleland B. McAfee



The board of foreign missions
OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S. A.

156 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

A PPROPRIA TION LETTER 1932-33

BOARD GENERAL LETTER

No. 46

May 3, 1932

TO THE MISSIONS:
I.

Under date of March 22, 1932, a statement was sent to all the Missions with regard to the financial situation

of the Board and the prospective deficit of the year 1931-32. From November 1, 1931 to March 1, 1932 the

receipts from living sources for the regular budget had been averaging from 10.3% to 12.5% below those of the

preceding year. If the ratio of loss of 12.5% shown on March 1st had continued for the rest of the year, the loss

in receipts from living sources, as we reported to you, would have been $420,000. As offsetting the reduction in

receipts there were gains in exchange, beyond the amount anticipated, due to the extraordinary situation in the silver

using countries. Taking into account these gains and the savings which could be anticipated in Classes I and II, and

applying on the year all undesignated legacies in excess of the $125,000 from legacies already included in the budget,

it was estimated that the deficit at the end of the year would be approximately $200,000.

In the light of this situation and of the judgment of the Board and many advisors in the Church with regard to

the financial conditions for the ensuing year, the Missions were notified by the Board that it would be necessary to

reduce the expenditures for the first quarter of the year beginning April 1, 1932, with the exception of Class II, by

10%. It was left to each Mission to determine haw the reduction should be made, whether wholly on the native

currency classes or otherwise as the Missions might determine.

With regard to these reductions the action of the Board as reported to you was as follows:

“That inasmuch as the Missions must be informed at once as to the scale of authorized expenditure

for 1932-33 and pending the consideration of the final appropriations for the new year, the Missions be

advised to reduce their expenses for the first quarter of the year by one-tenth of the total amount asked

for the first quarter in Class I far 1932-33, and by one-tenth of the amount of native currency granted

for the first quarter in 1931-32 with the understanding that each Mission is free to impose this total reduc-

tion wholly on the native currency appropriation or to provide for it otherwise if the Mission itself so

determines. It must be understood, however, that this action involves no request on the part of the Board for

the reduction of missionary salaries but that any such action, if taken, in providing for the total reduction

necessitated, is taken by the Missions themselves.

“That the appropriations for Class II (Home allowance, travel, etc.) be exempt from any reduction

for the new year but that the Missions be requested to consider whether intermediate short furloughs and

other exceptional furloughs may not be omitted or reduced to a safe minimum and all furloughs be arranged

on the full term basis.”

The only consolation of the Board in taking this action was found in the exchange situation. It was realized

that the gains in exchange in Class I, which by the Board’s action were to be left wholly in the control of the Missions

for the first quarter, would make it possible for most of the Missions to provide the full native-currency-equivalent

in purchasing power af the regular salary, and at the same time leave enough to make it possible for them to provide

for the reduction of 10%, at least in large part, lightening thereby the reduction to fall on the native currency classes.



The necessary adjustments were left wholly to the Missions with the requirement only that the total expenditures for

the quarter should bear the 10% curtailment.

II.

We are happy to be able to report now that the year has issued more favorably than had been anticipated. By

order of the General Assembly the books of the Board must be kept open after March 31st to receive any contri-

butions applicable to the old year and delayed in their transmission either in the mails or through the intermediate

treasuries of the presbyteries, synods and General Assembly. Even up to April 9th there had been no indication

from these receipts of any appreciable change for the better, but on Monday, April 11th, $176,000 was received

as compared with $1 12,000 the last day a year ago. The anticipated decrease of $420,000 was reduced thus by

increased receipts to $335,000, and the estimated deficit of $200,000 was reduced by these unanticipated receipts

to $1 15,000. Further savings effected by the Missions and reported to the Board, and further reductions in admin-

istrative and promotional expenditure, and further savings due to the loss of some missionaries and reduced cost of

travel, have brought the deficit of the year down to $65,566.

III.

The problem which the Board has faced in consequence has been whether in view of this more favorable out-

come of the year it would be necessary to continue the 10% reduction beyond the first quarter of the new year. The

Board would not fear to carry forward the deficit and would not be too greatly influenced thereby in the determina-

tion of the new year’s budget. The grave fact which must be faced, however, is the steady decline of contributions

from living sources and the financial situation which our Church in common with the whole nation, faces for the

coming year. The receipts from living donors for the past year, as already reported, show a decrease of $335,000

below the receipts which the Board estimated in making its budget for 1931-32, and which it had received in

1930-

31. These receipts in 1930-31, moreover, were $223,319.24 less than the corresponding receipts in 1929-30.

The receipts from living donors have fallen from $4,757,590.27 in 1923-24 to $3,004,805.30 in 1931-32. There

has been a steady decline year by year the last nine years, with the solitary exception of the year 1928-29, when

the receipts from living donors advanced some $53,000, only to recede the ensuing year in the sum of $227,000.

The following table will show the actual receipts for the regular budget from all sources in 1930-31 and in

1931-

32, together with the estimated receipts for 1932-33, assuming that the receipts from living sources in 1932-33

show no further loss but will be the same as in 193 1-32:

Actual Actual Estimated

1930-31 1931-32 1932-33

1 . Receipts Living Sources:

Churches $1,841,943 99 $1,584,739 42 $1,584,739 42

Sunday Schools 103,796 40 83,719 36 83,719 36

Women’s & Y. P. Organizations 1,242,666 58 1,165,931 20 1.165,931 20
Individuals 151,578 36 170,415 32 170,415 32

Totals—Living Sources $3,339,985 33 $3,004,805 30 $3,004,805 30

2. Legacies 150,000 00 276,883 00 125,000 00

3. income from Invested Funds 363,930 00 350,154 00 310,000 00
4. Rentals on 156 Fifth Avenue 44,781 00 35,455 82 30,000 00
5. Interest on Bank Balances 23,400 00 10,825 66 10,000 00
6. Annuities 40,410 00 22,102 00 25.000 00
7. From Harkness Evangelistic Expansion Fund 25,000 00 25,000 00 25,000 00

$3,987,506 33 $3,725,225 78 $3,529,805 30

IV.

The following table shows the necessities for the year 1932-33. Some of the items of estimated expenditure, such

as pension premiums and supplements, orphans of missionaries, the emergency health provision for the care of mission-

aries and unforseeable furloughs ordered by medical advice are irreducible. Any possible reductions in furlough travel

in Class II, such as were suggested to the Missions in the letter of March 22nd, already quoted, cannot be estimated.

Every item of expenditure at the home base has been critically examined and every possible reduction has been made as

indicated in the following table of appropriations as they would stand without any curtailment in Class I and Classes

V to X.
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Class I

Class II

Classes V-X
Pension Premiums—Missionaries

Pension Supplement—Missionaries

Work in Europe

Class III

Emergency Health

Cooperative Work on the Field

Purchasing and Shipping Department

Wooster Homes
Orphans of Missionaries

Home Administration and Promotion:

Promotion

Administration

General

:

Proportion of General Council s Expenses

Cost of Annual Report

Cooperating Agencies in the U. S. A

Estimated receipts above

Savings 1931-32 in Classes I and II

Possible savings in exchange

—

For ’32-33—$100,000. and balance of

’31-32—$40,000

Estimated deficit after probable savings taken into account

Deficit of 1931-32

Less Surplus of March 31, 1931

$1,531,294 32
613,178 13

956.000 76
90.000 00
33.000 00
9,500 00

87,036 00
55.000 00
11,353 80
15.000 00
1,000 00
8,000 00

389,434

$150,000 00

140,000 00

104,000 00
6.000 00
11,878 50

$3,921,675 51

3,529,805 30

$ 391,870 21

290.000 00

101,870 21

65,566 00

$ 167,436 21

2,552 00

Estimated deficit March 31, 1933 $ 164,884 21

As indicated in this table if the reductions made for the first quarter were now restored and no reductions made

for the remainder of the year, the deficit at the end of the year would be $164,884.21. This is based, however, on

the assumption that the receipts from living sources for the year would be the same as for the past year. The experi-

ence of the last eight years and the present economic conditions make this a very hazardous assumption. If the receipts

from living sources for the year 1932-33 should show the same average decrease as for the preceding nine years,

$200,000 would have to be added to the deficit, making it $364,884.21. The decrease from living donors in

1931-32 was $335,180. If this decrease should continue in 1932-33 the deficit would be not $164,884.21 nor

$364,884.21, but $500,064.21. There would be, of course, available against the deficit the estimated excess legacies

of $148,000, which it is not customary to apply against the current budget but which in the emergency of 1931-32

were used and might, though not without danger in loss, be so used in 1932-33. If these legacies were applied to

the possible deficit of $364,884.21, they would reduce it to $216,884.21. If the larger possible deficit of $500,-

064.21 should eventuate, the excess legacies would reduce it to $352,064.21. It must be remembered, however,

that these excess legacies are themselves only estimated resources.

V.

The Board feels accordingly that the only wise course is to continue the 10% reduction for the second quarter

of the year, ending September 30th, 1932. This will be the quarter of the year when the pressure and activity are

least. It will be possible for the Board before the end of September to know how the receipts from living sources have

come in. If they maintain or exceed the level of a year ago and the general conditions warrant, the Board will rejoice

to discontinue this 10% reduction for the last two quarters of the year. If. however, the receipts continue to decline
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and the general conditions continue to be unfavorable, it may be necessary to continue the reduction for the remainder
of the year.

Ten per cent reduction on Classes I and V-X, if imposed on the full total, amounts to $62,182.38 per
quarter. This reduction on the first two quarters of the year accordingly amounts to $124,364.76, which will almost
meet the deficit estimated of $164,884.21. It needs to be repeated, however, that this estimate is based on the assump-
tion that there will be no decrease in the contributions from living sources. Any such decrease will either increase the

deficit or have to be cared for, to the extent that may be possible, out of excess legacies.

A ten per cent discount on Class I estimates for the first two quarters of the year as indicated above, reduces
the amount from $1,531,294.32 to $1,455,582.99. The reduction on Classes V-X estimates (excluding certain
items which are irreducible) reduces the amount from $956,000.76 to $910,431.40. The total appropriations for
the year 1932-33 accordingly as now authorized are $3,800,394.82. These appropriations represent the amounts
asked for in the estimates for Class I and Classes V-X less 10% on the first two quarters of the year; the full amount
asked for Class II, with the exception that the Missions will effect whatever economies are possible; and the full

amount needed for the other items which have been already diminished by the reduction of salaries of Board officers

and staff and the curtailment of other expenditures.

VI.

For purposes of comparison the appropriations which have now been authorized for 1932-33 with the appro-
priations for 1931-32 and the actual expenditures of 1930-31 and 1931-32, are presented as follows:

Expenditures Approp. Expenditures Approp.
1930-31 1931-32 1931-32 1932-33

Class I $1,419,514 00 $1,523,385 00 $1,419,1 13 00 $1,455,582 99
Class II 645,275 00 723,974 00 653,361 00 613,178 13
Classes V-X 1,012,659 00 1,040,115 00 913,787 00 910,431 40
Pension Premiums 96,160 00 92,000 00 96,494 00 90,000 00
Pension Supplements 24,216 00 32,000 00 28,341 00 33,000 00
Work in Europe 10,000 00 10,000 00 10,000 00 9,500 00
Class III 99,148 00 90,000 00 96,655 00 87,036 00
Emergency Health 54,372 00 55,000 00 52,870 00 55,000 00
Cooperative Work—Field . . 15,596 00 12,894 00 13,593 00 1 1,353 80
Purchasing & Shipping Dept. 16,463 00 15,000 00 15,585 00 15,000 00
Wooster Homes 1,343 00 1,000 00 573 00 1,000 00
Orphans of Missionaries .... 8,241 00 8,000 00 9,453 00 8,000 00
Administration & Promotion 420,299 00 428,079 00 420,164 00 389,434 00
General Council 144,972 00 117,282 00 112,262 00 104,000 00
Annual Report 6,059 00 6,000 00 6,141 00 6,000 00
Cooperative Work in U. S. A. 11,985 00 12,455 00 12,456 00 1 1 878 50
Decennial Conference 25,000 00 19,736 00

$3,986,307 00 $4,192,184 00 $3,880,584 00 $3,800,394 82

VII.

The following table shows the distribution of the appropriations for 1932-33 as hereby authorized for Class I.

This is the full amount of the estimates in Class I for the year, less 10% in the first two quarters. These figures are
set forth subject to the authority given to the Missions in the statement of March 22nd already quoted, namely: that
the total of 10% reduction on Class I and Classes V-X is to be distributed by the Mission, “with the understanding
that each Mission is free to impose the total reduction wholly on the native currency appropriations or to provide for
it otherwise if the Mission itself so determines.”

Class 1 Class / deduction Class I

Japan
Asked 10% for 6 months Net Approp.

32 $ 3,898 42 $ 74,069 90
Chosen

China
37 8,714 17 165,569 20

Central China 00 2,508 85 47,668 15
China General 00 767 90 14,590 10
Hainan 00 1,170 50 22,230 50Hunan 00 1,981 60 37,650 40
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Kiangan

North China

Shantung

Shantung University .

South China

Yunnan
Philippines

Siam
India

India Council

North India

Punjab
Western India . . . .

Allahabad Agri. Inst,

Persia

Mesopotamia

Syria

West Africa

Latin America
Central Brazil

Chile .

Colombia

Guatemala
Mexico
South Brazil

Venezuela

New Children

Class I Class I deduction Class I

Asked 10% for 6 months Net Approp.

$44,884 00 $2,244 20 $42,639 80

49,406 66 2,470 33 46.936 33

99.792 00 4.989 60 94.802 40

15,920 00 796 00 15,124 00

52.606 00 2,630 30 49,975 70

14,857 00 742 85 14,1 14 15

82,032 51 4,101 63 77.930 88

91,088 46 4,554 42 86,534 04

1.884 00 94 20 1,789 80

80,164 98 4,008 25 76,156 73

98,979 83 4.948 99 94,030 84

62,309 33 3,1 15 47 59.193 86

2.419 00 120 95 2,298 05

131,406 32 6,570 32 124,836 00

1 1,078 34 l 1,078 34

53,656 13 2,682 87 50,973 26

63,543 51 3,177 18 60,366 33

20.480 83 1,024 04 19,456 79

33,984 74 1,699 24 32,285 50

34,810 83 1.740 54 33,070 29
22,267 50 1,113 37 21.154 13

37,053 33 1,852 67 35,200 66
33,171 00 1.658 55 31.512 45

6,678 33 333 92 6,344 41

6,000 00 6,000 00

$1,531,294 32 $ 75,711 33 $1,455,582 99

NOTE.— If, due to any changes in salaries made by the Missions, any missionaries wish modifications in pay-

ments in the U. S. on account of Children’s Allowances, it is understood that the individual missionary will send new

instructions to the Treasurer of the Board. In other words, the Treasurer in New York will understand that he is to

continue the present payments to children in the U. S. unless advised to the contrary.

VIII.

The following table shows the distribution of the appropriations for 1932-33 for Class II with the understand-

ing that the Missions will effect whatever economies are possible and report the same to the Board. The 10% reduc-

tion for the first two quarters has not been imposed on Class II by the Board and any savings which the Missions

may effect in Class II are not available to meet the reduction in the total of Class I and Classes V-X.

Class II

Japan
Chosen

China

$25,380 01

5 1 ,

1

1 1 64

12 322 50

Western India

Allahabad Agricultural Inst.

Persia . . .

Mesopotamia

$22,590 24
.... 5,975 00

47,5 78 25

China General 16,648 50
8,573 00

Syria

West Africa

14,458 70
62,862 95

Hunan
Kiangan

North China

Shantung

Shantung University

South China

Yunnan
Philippines

Siam

India

6,650 00
20,748 00
23,204 00
29,137 00
13,962 00
18,024 00
3,633 00

39.024 17

53,064 19

Latin America
Central Brazil

Chile

6,624 58
11,432 49
7,890 00

Guatemala
Mexico
South Brazil

Venezuela

Chinese, Japanese & Koreans in

Cables

3,375 00
9,726 67
11,556 91

3,546 67

U. S. 1 ,000 00
1,000 00

North India

Punjab

53,301 25
28.777 41

$613,178 13
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IX.

The following table shows the distribution of the appropriations for 1932-33 as hereby authorized for Classes
V-X. This represents in general the amount which the Missions received in these Classes in 1931-32, including the
unreduced grant from the Harkness Evangelistic Expansion Fund and including the income from all restricted endow-
ment funds, the total amount of the first column only being reduced by 10% for the first half of the year:

Not Cut
Classes V-X

Classes V-X Endowment Interest
Unrestricted Grant Harkness Evang.

and Restricted Grants

Japan 7,650 00 Yen 15,200 00
1 Yen 159,262 00 Yen 267 00

Chosen •• J Yen H. 5,000 00
1 Yen 155,062 00 Yen 1,737 00

China
Central China..

.

.
.
j Gold 5,000 00 Gold 1,200 00
t Mex. 52,284 00 Mex. 5,316 21

China General..

.

.. f Gold 4,800 00 Gold 3,589 00
Mex. H. 18.333 00

{ Mex. 109,368 00 Mex. 3,750 00
Hainan 28,912 00
Hunan Gold 1,450 00

l Mex. 44,745 30 Mex. 3,259 15
Kiangan . (Gold 4,800 00 Gold 3,750 00

( Mex. 88,574 99 Mex. 6,838 10
North China

. J Gold 3,500 00 Gold 2,000 00
l Mex. 44,574 68 Mex. 9,317 83

Shantung
• J Gold 250 00

( Mex. 124,438 62 Mex. 5,464 48
Shantung Univ. .

.

• J Gold 1,957 85
l Mex. 24,700 00

South China • J Gold 700 00
( Mex. 75,411 00 Mex. 140 62

Yunnan 11,839 00
Philippines

• J Ps. H. 4,000 00
IPs. 79,161 00 Ps. 809 00

Siam
• f Tcls. H. 4,395 60
< Icls. 122,765 80 Tcls. 990 00
1 Gold 1,000 00

India
. (

India Council. . . . < Rs. H. 16,666 00
(Rs. 32,432 00

North India
. .Rs. 222,406-7-0 Rs. 6,168-7-0

Punjab
• J Rs. 3,240-0-0

\ Rs. 252,634-0-0 Rs. 1,369-0-0
Western India . ..Rs. 117,308-0-0 Rs. 519-0-0
Allahabad Ag. I .

.

. . . Rs. 1,500-0-0

Persia
. (Gold 2,000 00 Ts. H. 2,666 66

( Ts. 77,598 86 Ts. 3,992 05
Mesopotamia . .Gold 7,134 00 Gold H. 750 00
Syria

J
,

Gold H. 1,000 00
( Gold 52,168 22 Gold 2,953 81

West Africa J
,

Gold H. 500 00
l Gold 36,952 00 Gold 106 87

Latin America
Central Brazil J Mil. H. 6:2508000

1 Mil. 60:0001000
Chile

Jo Ps. H. 4,000 00
IPs. 183,991 00

Colombia J Gold H. 750 00
1 Gold 21,161 00

Guatemala J Gold H. 500 00
I Gold 10,710 00

Mexico ..Ps. 96,150 50 Ps. 734 65
South Brazil

J.,-,
Mil. H. 12:0008000

t Mil. 70:612-1000

Venezuela
Jo Bs. H. 2,631 58
\ Bs. 40,824 00

Cut on Unrestricted Grant Classes V-X
Classes V-X

10% Cut—6 months
Net Appropriations

for the Year

Gold 382 50 Gold 7,267 50
Yen 7,963 10 Yen 166,766 00

Yen 7,753 10 Yen 154,045 90

Gold 250 00 Gold 5,950 00
Mex. 2,614 20 Mex. 54,986 01
Gold 240 00 Gold 8,149 00

Mex. 5,468 40 Mex. 125,982 60
Mex. 1,445 60 Mex. 27,466 40

Mex.
Gold 1,450 00

2,237 26 Mex. 45,767 19
Gold 240 00 Gold 8,310 00
Mex. 4,428 75 Mex. 90,984 34
Gold 175 00 Gold 5,325 00
Mex. 2,228 73 Mex. 51,663 78

Mex.
Gold 250 00

6,221 93 Mex. 123,681 17

Mex.
Gold 1,957 85

1,235 00 Mex. 23,465 00

Mex.
Gold 700 00

3,770 55 Mex. 71,781 07
Mex. 591 95 Mex. 11,247 05

Ps. 3,958 55 Ps. 80,011 45

Tcls. 6,138 29 Tcls. 122,013 11
Gold 1,000 00

Rs. 1,621-9-7 Rs. 47,476-6-5
Rs. 11,120-10-4 Rs. 217,454-3-8

Rs. 12,631-11-1 Rs. 244,61 l-4r-ll
Rs. 5,865-4-0 Rs. 111,961-12-0
Rs. 75-0-0 Rs. 1,425-0-0
Gold 100 00 Gold 1,900 00
Ts. 3,879 94 Ts. 80,377 63

Gold 7,884 00

Gold 2,608 41 Gold 53,513 62

Gold 1,847 60 Gold 35,711 27

Mil. 3:0008000 Mil. 63:2508000

Ps. 9,199 55 Ps. 178,791 45

Gold 1,058 05 Gold 20,852 95

Gold 535 50 Gold 10,674 50
Ps. 4,807 52 Ps. 92,077 63

Mil. 3:5308600 Mil. 79:0818400

Bs. 2,041 20 Bs. 41,414 38
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NOTE.—The Board has estimated the gold amount of the 10% reduction in Classes V-X on the basis of

the arbitrary rate of exchange for the fiscal year 1932-33. Therefore, if any of the Missions distribute the total re-

duction for the Mission on any basis other than a pro rata basis between Class I and Classes V-X, the arbitrary and

not the current rate of exchange should be used in all adjustments in order to secure the total saving that has been

counted upon.

X.

The appropriations under the two items of Cooperative Work are hereby made as follows:

Cooperative Work—Field

Anglo American Committee

Le Nueva Democracia

The Committee on Cooperation in Latin America

Christian Literature Committee

Mountain Rest

Chicago Apartments

Ventnor Homes
Missionary Review of the World
International Review of Missions

Moslem World
Literature Program for Christian Education (in Latin America)

Bureau of Christian Literature in Africa

World Sunday School Convention in Rio

Cooperative Work—U. S. A.

General Account

China Union Universities

Missionary Education Movement
Committee of Reference and Counsel

Foreign Missions Conference

Federation of Women’s Boards

International Institute of African Languages and Cultures

International Association Agricultural Missions

Foreign Students in America

1932 •33
$ 473 00

1,615 00
5,177 50
285 00
500 00
150 00
500 00
475 00
380 60
48 00

950 00
347 70
450 00

$1 1.353 80

$1,029 00
2,128 00
7,511 00
210 50
250 00
200 00
50 00

500 00

$11,878 50

The Board feels that it is only right that, where possible, its share of the support of union institutions and

cooperative work should be included in the 10% reduction for the first half of the year which it has found to be

necessary in its own work.

XI.

There has been no time within the memory of any of the present members or officers of the Board when the

problem of receipts and appropriations has been as difficult as this year. Every effort has been made to deal with the

matter in faith and courage and, as the Missions will see, the Board is proceeding on the basis of the appeal to the

Church not to allow the contributions from living sources to suffer any further decrease.

We are aware how difficult your problem is in adjusting the work to these new necessities. The Missions which

have had the benefit of extraordinary exchange rates in Class I will have in some respects a great advantage over the

other Missions. On the other hand, the Missions where exchange has been stable have had the advantage in the

native currency classes, as compared with the silver countries where the low price and diminished purchasing power

of silver have borne heavily on all the native work. It is increasingly clear to the Board that some wiser solution must

be found of the problem of missionaries’ salaries and exchange, and whether the 10% reduction is continued beyond

October 1st or not we anticipate that the Board will be sending out to the Missions in June some definite suggestion

with regard to a more equitable and stable adjustment of the salary and exchange problem in countries not on a gold

standard.

Now more than ever is it obvious that we must all work unitedly in seeking to secure the support which the

work should have, and also that by prayer and wise counsel the present situation should be used to lead the Church

on the field to assume a larger measure of responsibility in projecting the work which should be carried on and in

7
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supporting the work that is projected. Above all we need to unite more fully than ever in prayer to him to whan all

power has been given and in whose name and under whose authority we are engaged in this work.

The Board has given us instruction, which it is a great pleasure ta carry out, to express to all the Missions the

appreciation and gratitude of the Board and of the home Church for the most generous contributions which have been

made by missionaries throughout the world to the “No Retreat Fund.” The total offerings which came from the

Missions to this Fund were $17,931.00, which explains the fact that contributions from individuals the past year

exceeded those of the preceding year. The Board wishes the Missions to know of its gratitude and to assure them

again of its confidence, affection and prayer.

Very faithfully yours,

Robert E. Speer
Cleland B. McAfee
George T. Scott
Wm. Reginald Wheeler
Courtenay H. Fenn
Miss Irene Sheppard
Russell Carter
Miss Helen L. Kittredge

The total appropriations now assigned to the Mission are for

Classes I and II (gold) #216^680 *84 and for the Native Work

Classes V to X ... .X^n .
1^045 .90

These amounts represent the full sum required by the Mission for Classes I and II, less 10% on

Class I, and provide for the native currency classes the full amount asked in Column C of the Estimates,

less 10% with the exception of a few irreducible items.

It should be noted that this grant includes all income from any invested funds held by the Board in

trust for the Mission or for any part of its work. The native work appropriations now made for your Mission

and reported above include the following items of such income from endowment:

Union Theological Seminary Fund, Pyengyang,

£10,000. - int. at 4^6, £450 Yen 1,125.
Helen Marquis Memorial Fund, Pyengyang,

$1,957.54 - int. at 4|%, $88.09, 220.

John D. Wells Memorial Fund, Seoul,

$1,979. - int. at 4j$, $89.05, 225.

Endowment John D. Wells School for Boys, Seoul,

$1,500. - int. at 4j%, $67.50, 169.

Total Yen 1,737.

601 £

8
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The Board of Foreign Missions
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February 19, 1932,

No . 779 .

To the Chosen Mission.

Dear Friends:

World conditions
reason for wanting to

own, but considerable

axe so tense Just now that every day brings

communicate with a working force like your
material has accumulated for a Board letter

anyway. I think we have never had more general public interest in a

particular world condition than we have Just now in the situation in

the Far East. Most American Christians are in deep fellowship with

their fellow Christians of all the countries involved. I hear many

earnest petitions for the Christian believers of Japan, Choson and

China, while it is well realized that the Philippine Islands are

within easy range of the difficulty. Siam seems farther away and

yet such a great disturbance of the Far East might not leave any

part of it undisturbedo Meanwhile every one seems to know exactly

what ought to be done except those who are responsible for doing it.

Those who seem to know best, however, have many fatal differences

among themselves and we are coming to think that those who are

really responsible are our safest guides at this time in the details

of procedure. I have recently felt that one of the strange errors

of democracy is that we elect the wrong men too often. I have met

a number of men in the smoking rooms of Pullman cars who knew so

clearly what the President and Secretary of State should do in every

emergency that it seemed too bad that they had not been put in

office* To be sure, I have my own grave doubts about this. At any

rate, just now we aro feeling that with really Christian men at the

head of our Government and with so many earnest Christians in

responsible places in the Far East, the interests of the Kingdom of

God aro not being wholly neglected even in the midst of this dis-

tressing procedure. We have noted the cables which have passe

between the National Christian Councils of China and Japan and the

messages of various Christian bodies, and we realize with deep
^

interest that this is the first time when the Christian forces nave

taken such an early interest in the ending of armed strife. We have

been impressed with the fact that the relatives of missionaries in

the disturbed areas have been so courageous. Of course, ws have

sent every assurance to them and have kept them informed of a

direct word which has come to us.

FURLOUGH EXTENSIONS

Most of you realize that the matter of furloughs Is a perennial

problem both for the Mission and the Board. We have been making a
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list of the furloughs of tho past fivo years and discover that a

large majority of them have bi-en extended beyond tho time which
they would normally have had* This inevitably causes considerable
confusion on the field and involves added expense which all of us

are interested to avoido The reasons for tho oxtensions aro often
so very obvious that no question should be raised. When the ex-

tension is for medical reasons the Board never discusses it,

though several missionaries have suggested that return to the field

is often tho best cure for the overstrain of furlough. We Often go

back to work to recover from our vacation 1
. Purloughs aro often

extended because closing thorn at tho normal time would require re-

turn to the field at an inopportune season or would require the

missing of some important event at home. I raise the question very

earnestly whether the furloughs should not be planned with reference

to the time and conditions under which they would end. Could not

some of these complications have been foreseen? This applies

especially to the six and nine months* furloughs though it is

applicable also to regular ones. Replies from the Missions about

tho Lakeville Findings on this subject are coming in but I call the

attention of your Mission to it because the facts are really quite

disturbing. We have not yet found the way out of the confusion of

furlough plans and it will take all of us together to work them out

successfully. The principal thing is the field work and we are all

eager to maintain it in full strength as far as we can.

RE PLIES OT^ LAKEVILLE FINDINGS

The replies have come in from your Mission on the Lakeville

Findings. These are being collated with those of other Missions by

a committee of the Executive Council and will be reported to the

Board as early as possible. It is not clear how much approval we

can ask of the General Assembly at this time because we naturally

would want the mind of the Mission on the final form if that form

differs largely from what the Missions themselves have voted. A

number of our procedures are being hold up until these conclusions

can be worked out.

international journal of RELIGIOUS education

In December 1930 I subscribed for the International journal of

Religious Education for oach of the institutions of higher educa-

tion in tho four Missions whose portfolio are carried in my office.

I think I have not heard from the institutions though I hope tho

Journal is arriving. I .would be glad to know whether the author-

ities of these institutions think it wise to continue but pending

hearing from them, I have subscribed again for another year. The

Silliman Institute in the Philippine Islands has renewed its

subscription directly but the office in Chicago notes this one only.

I am, however, glad to have it come to all the schools if they

really want it and think it helpful.
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FINANCIAL CONDITION

7/e are within about six weeks of the closing of our fiscal
year. A great many personal appeals are being made both by inter-
views and by letter and many in the Church seem concerned lest the
work may be hindered by a large deficit. This is leading many
pastors and other friends to increased activity in behalf of our
treasury but there is no forecasting what the outcome will be. The
great change in the value of silver has brought certain increased
savings, especially from the Japanese yen and the Mexican dollar
which will offset some of the losses in gifts. I doubt if any one
who is not in the thick of things here can know quite accurately
what the strain is on a groat many people in America. So much
money is freely spent for various things that one is apt to be
deceived into thinking that the economic strain is not so severe
as is generally thought. Christian people are feeling it badly
because they are the ones to whom every interest appeals and who
must carry all the burdens. A pastor said in a conference tho
other day that everybody in his church who was ablo to help even
in a small degree was being asked for aid from the local church
center clear out to the edges of the country. At the same time it

has proved impossible to be indifferent to world needs, one of

the over-rulings of God’s grace in this disturbed state of the

world bids fair to be a deepened consciousness of world conditions
among Christian people. Of course# we will inform you as soon as

we can know what the program for next year must be. The estimates
are now being made up in all the offices but the Board has not yet
determined the budget for the next year and probably will not do

so until we have a more accurate knowledge of the outctme of this

year. Our courage is unbroken and our expectations are high. The
General Council has made an earnest appeal to all the churches for

a really sacrificial personal gift. Envelopes were sent out to

receive this gift. The first order of 250,000 envelopes was al-
most immediately taken up and another 150,000 have been ordered.
Whether this means that 400,000 people will really make a gift of

personal sacrifice no one knows. The General Council has informed
the Church that if $1,000,000. should be received for all the

Boards through this gift it would protect us from any sharp re-

cession in our work for next year.

RESIGNATION 0? THE REV. D^. FRANCIS 3HUNK DOWNS

Most of you have noticed in the Church papers that Dr. Downs
has accepted a call to the First Presbyterian Church of Berkeley,
California, of which Dr. Lapsley A. McAfee has been pastor for
twenty-five years. Dr. Downs gave tho matter very long and caro-
ful thought. He was, of course, under strong pressure at many
points to continue his field work with our Board. His seven years
here hav e b oen ye ars of effective se rv ice. Wh i 1 e we raus t lose him

from our own staff we feel that he is going to one of the great

opportunities of our Church. Probably the weakest point of the

missionary situation in America is in the pulpit presentation of

foreign missions. We have as many eloquent preachers of the
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Gospel as ever, but the budget plan of benevolence makes direct
presentation of foreign missions less imperative in the actual
program of a given Church. 7/e always welcome with great joy mon who
disregard this limitation and keep the Church on fire for missions.
Dr. Downs will do this in a pulpit which has been notable for its
missionary interest, and will maintain it at a high level. He
leaves us on March 16, beginning in Berkeley on Palm Sunday. This
is within one month of his seventh anniversary as a secretary.

ELECTION OF THE REV, DR. JOHN A . MACKAY

For several years the Board has had its eye on Dr. Mackay who
has done notable work as a Christian leader in Latin America. ;/hen
he was asked to consider a call to the secretaryship two years ago
he thought it impossible. Conditions have so changed that he is now
able to accept the call and he will bo a new Secretary of the Board
from June 1st. His exact portfolio has not yet been determined but
he comes to us with such expert knowledge of Latin America that he
will certainly be an important factor in that field, whatever Glse
he does. \V 9 hope also that he will be a very important figure in
our home advocacy of foroign missions. He has concerned himself
especially with the Philosophy of Religion and has made a very deep
impression in his addresses and lectures on every visit to America.
Dr. Mackay was a member of the Jerusalem Council and took an active
part there as you will find if you will look into its Report. He
is a graduate of Princeton Theological Seminary and is transferring
his ecclesiastical connection from Scotland to one of our presby-
teries. 7/e count his coming a real re enf o rcement to our staff,
especially since he can divide his strength between the home base
and the foreign department.

REPORT TO THE BOA RD ON MEDICAL ./ORK BY DR. E . M. DODD

The Board has received from Dr. Dodd an admirable and arresting
report of his deputation visit of 1930-1931- Copies of it have
been sent to the medical missionaries and also to the Secretary or
Chairman of each Mission, and it would be well if everybody had a

chance to read it. My own copy is heavily marked because of its
suggestiveness for our whole work. Though Dr. David Bovaird made a

helpful contribution after his visit to the field in 1915, this is
the first time that the Board has had a field report from its own
medical officer. It brings many important suggestions to which
attention will have to be paid. I hope you will note several
references to your Mission, though it is obviously impossible for
Dr. Dodd to mention each piece of work or describe each worker whom
he has seen in action.

RETURN OF MISS HELEN KITTRSDGE AND MI3S MARY MOORE

On February 10th Miss Helen Kittredge, Associate Treasurer,
and Miss Mary Moore, Young People’s Secretary; landed in New York
after their six months visitation of the Missions. They were in
•good health and spirits and bubbling over with enthusiasm about
their experiences with the missionaries and the National believers.
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They were welcomed by a large noon day prayer meeting on February
11th here in our Assembly Room and later at an all-day meeting of
the Board held at the home of Mrs. James S. Cushman, sister of Dr.
George T. Scott. Since that time each of them has led one of the
noon day prayer meetings and on all occasions they bear witness to

the work of the Missions as they have seen it. One note which both
these visitors strike on any ocoasion is that of the absolute
necessity for a deep and real conviction of the spiritual element
of our missionary life. Without this conviction they are assured
that no one can continue long in such service as is required of
missionaries. All of us are grateful for their safe return and join
them in gratitude to many of you who gave them such insight into
the work.

I have received your Chairman* s letter of January 7, giving
Executive Committee recommendations V. 810-821 with the explanatory
letter sent to the stations and a copy of Executive Committee aotions
1.593-607; also your Chairman’s excellent letter of January 15
giving the mind of the Executive Committee on the Lakeville Findings.
The letter on the Lakeville Findings has been referred at once to the

committee which is collating these documents as previously noted in

this letter.

V . 810. REQUEST FOR APPOINTMENT REV. AND MRS. GEORGE ADAMS

I note the overwhelming vote for the appointment of Mr, and
Mrs. Adams* The only question is medical and that is now happily
cleared. We hope to appoint and assign them at an early date.

V.811. EXTENSION LEAVE OF ABSENCE MISS CATHERI NE McCUNE

Your action approved an additional six months leave of absence
for Miss McCune in view of the continued need for her presence here.

Miss McCune indicated that she hoped before the end of another six

months to be able to return to her work. On that account and with
your authorization the following action was taken:

"The Board voted to continue the field salary of

Miss Catherine A. McCune, of the Chosen Mission, from
November 13, 1931 to May 1, 1932, ih hope of her being
able to return to the field at the end of that time
and with the expressed desire that she will render
service through the promotion agencies of the Home
Base Department so far as her strength will permit
during the intervening months. (Adopted Feb, 1, 1932)."

V.817. FIRST CHURCH LITIGATION. TAIKU

You must all have drawn a long breath of relief when at last
this Taiku litigation was ended. I suppose it was not until the

congregation was actually in the building that anybody could feel

sure it was over* I received from the Rev. Herbert E* Blair an
interesting covering letter dated January 8, telling of the joy of

the congregation in getting back to their church building and I sent
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through Mr. Blair a letter of congratulation and good wishes on
behalf of the Board to the congregation* Your request regarding
the balance in the litigation fund was referred at once to the
Board and the following action was gladly taken:

”In compliance with the request of the Chosen
Mission (Executive Committee action V.817), the
Board authorized Taiku Station to use the balance of
the litigation fund of Yen 2,000. provided by the
Board in 1926 for the First Church (Nam Sung Chun) at
Taiku, amounting to Yen 502.67, to assist the First
Church in making needed repairs on their buil-ding.
The Board expressed its great pleasure that the long
and involved litigation regarding the property of the
First Church has ended with the return of the property
to its regular congregation. (Adopted Feb. 15, 1932).”

V » 8 18 . ISOLATION B UILDING, UNION CHR ISTIA N HOS PITAL, PYENGYANG

Letters from the field have brought much evidence of your
concern over the lack of a suitable isolation ward at Pyengyang in

view of the American School and the large number of missionaries.
Dr. John D. Bigger has presented very earnestly, as you asked him
to do, the strategic importance of supplying this need. Of course,
you realize how impossible it seems now to make special appropria-
tions and yet it seemed wise to recommend to the Board the action
which was taken as follows:

”$1,500. gold was authorized for the completion
of the fund for the erection of an Isolation Ward of
the Union Christian Hospital, Pyengyang Station,
Chosen Mission. The erection of this Isolation Ward
at a cost of Yen 7,000. will bring the participation
of the Presbyterian Mission nearer to the one-half
investment which the Mission desires, leaving only a

woman* s building to be erected to complete this one-half.
During the past year serious cases of contagious diseases
have occurred wherein five different homes have been
isolated contrary to the regulations of the -Police

Department of the Government, a process which is causing
unrest in Chosen. Without this Isolation Ward it is

quite likely further cases of contagion will be taken to

the Government Hospital which is not well provided for
the care of patients of this sort. This sura of $1,500..
gold is authorized in the hope that the savings in
exchange on any current building appropriations may be
applied to it and that there may be savings from the
projects included in the Easter Offering due to favorable
exchange and with the hope that some unexpended property
appropriations may be transferred to it. If these
provisions should prove inadequate the Board will consider
further ways of supplying the fund, the sum being
authorized now in order that there may be no delay in the

erecting of this necessary addition to the Hospital.
(Action V.818) (Adopted February 15, 1932).”
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I think this is quite self explanatory. It is more fully stated
than usual because such actions are so rare at this time. We are
hoping that the full amount for the Easter Offering, which will be
,$25,000. for the field, will be secured. In that case it would seem
likely that there would be a considorablo saving if the present low
price of the yen continues. We know how eager you will be to make
all savings possible. Rev. Harold H. Henderson and Dr. Bigger felt
that this amount of gold in addition to the yen now on deposit to
the building fund in Pyengyang would supply the necessary 7,000.
Yen. I hope this expectation will be fulfilled.

V . 8 1 9 . FURNACE REPAIR, CORNELIUS BAKER MEMORIA L HOSPITAL, ANDONG

I suppose it may seem to you that this request is quite as
serious as any other but we have hoped that there would be some way
of taking care of this through your repair fund in Class V within
your present appropriations. I wish we could make an emergency
appropriation but we could not find a way to do it. The following
action was taken:

"The Board did not see its way clear under present
conditions to grant the request of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Chosen Mission (Action V.819) for an
emergency appropriation of Yen 2,400. for replacement
of the furnace in the Cornelius Baker Memorial Hospital
at Andong Station. (Adopted February 15, 1932).”

V.82Q. APPLICATION TO AGRI CULT URAL MI SS IONS FOUNDATION FOR FUNDS

I note with interest your application for Yen 6,000. to this
Foundation. We are all observing it with much interest but so far
as we know there are no funds available now. Everything is in
preliminary stages and all of us are trying to cooperate as best
we can with Dr. Reisner and his colleagues. We will be glad when
the Foundation is able to accumulate funds from which it can make
appro pr i ati ons .

MEDICAL-DENTAL FUNDS

We have received a full and informing letter from Mr. John F.

Censo of December 11, 1931, and Dr. Dodd and I have gone over the
matter with great care and with utmost sympathy. It was fully
discussed in the Executive Council and was taken to the Board for
its careful consideration. The action which was taken was con-
sidered carefully and seems now the only thing that can be done. I

am sorry there is nothing more encouraging to say:

"The Board noted with continued interest the re-
newed request of the Chosen Mission for more adequate
appropriation for its Medical-Dental needs and re-
asserted its position that this is a primary requisition
upon the appropriations at the disposal of the Mission.
It regrets that it does not seem practicable to make any
direct increase for this purpose and that this item
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could hardly be transferred to Classes X and II for one

Mission unless it could be done for all and the Board

will take under consideration the possibility of such a

transfer. However, it does not at this time commend

itself to the Board because the need is nocessarily so

flucuating that it would be impossible to know what

charges might come back upon the Board’ s treasury at any

time. It would seem best to ask each Mission to dis-

cover its average needs and place this amount firBt in

its use of funds available. (Adopted February 15, 193 )•

TTUTJSFF.B CITY CHURCH. ANDONG STATION, TO JURIDICAL PERSON_OF

PBE3BYT5RY

For some reason the request which was received in your Chair-

man’ s letter of April 22, 1931, V.787 was not considered as it

deserved to be and I appreciate his kindness in reminding me of it

in his letter of January 2. We have hastened to take the action

des ired t

’’The Board approved the request of tho Chosen

Mission (Annual Minutes, 19 31, p. 56, V.787 )
to transfer

all interest in the Andong City Church, Andong Station,

to the Juridical Person of the Presbytery if and when

such a Juridical Person is formed and authorized the

Mission to make such transfer. (February 1, 1932).

The Executive Council called my attention to the Finding

(95-2) at Lakeville which suggested that all transfers of mission

property might well be to the highest available Church body, ^
in this case would be the General Assembly. The theory was that h

gift had not been to a particular plaoe but to the Christian ent -

prise in the country. Any share the Board o r Mission has In these

funds it would therefore wish to give to the agency which covered

the country most fully. The suggestion w a s that all such fun

become a Church Erection or Church Extension Fund of Jhe Jssemhiy.

That body would receive our equity in the property and when the

people of the particular Church were able to buy that equity it

would continue to become an extension fund for Chosen. Tbis * e

entirely impracticable with you. 1 am glad to call your attention

to it and to state the theory on which it is based, with which la
sure you will agree. We realize that we have a ready a ted:in the

present line so that this Andong action is wholly within bbe

cedents. I merely raise the question whether a new precedent might

wisely be established.

GIFT FOR BOYS* ACADEMY, TAIKU

The Rev. Harold H. Henderson has been very much concerned over

the financial restrictions under which the Boys' Academy at Taikuie

operating. He has made a number of earnest appeals fiends and

we have been keenly interested to note the results. The foilo^ g

action probably entirely explains itself. I call attention es
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pecially to the last sentence in it, for this will suggest the
answer which will probably have to be made to the very informing
letter of Rev, Herbert E. Blair of December 31, 1931, quoting the
action of the Mission* s Educational Committee in Seoul on December
28 and received here on February 1st, I gravely fear that no way
will open whereby we can hold out any hope of an enlargement of
appropriations which will cover your present educational outlay. We
are very eager that you realize that it is not for lack of concern
or interest that this fear exists.

"A special gift for the accumulated deficit at the
Boys* Academy? Taiku Station, Chosen Mission, of *>300.
gold was received from Mr, John Ho Scheide and at his
request was appropriated for the purpose designated,
credit to be given to the First Church of Titusville,
Pennsylvania. The Board noted that this particular
object is not on the Mission’s list except as the Mis-
sion has given authority to the Rev. Harold H. Henderson,
the Principal of the School, to be responsible for its
deficit. The irregular appropriation is made in order
to indicate anew the concern of the Board for the Korea
Academies but without suggesting any change in the
Board’s feeling that adjustment must be made whereby the
expenses of the Academies are brought within the appro-
priations of the Mission, (Adopted February 1, 1932).

"

The following cable was sent on February 1st at the request of

Mr. Henderson:

”GEN30 SEOUL 0LUHF3LA IK GUO 13 YZ ASH SBAINOAFUN.
Translation: V3E0. American gold available deficit
Boys’ School at Taiku. Notify Edward Adams.”

FURLOUGH EXTENSION OF MISS HELEN C. KIN 3LER

’’Miss Helen C. Kinsler, of the Chosen Mission,
having been in this country on furlough since July
29, 1929, during most of that time without home
allowance or pension payments, the Mission being very
desirous for her return and, under date of January 26,

1932, Miss Kinsler having expressed the hope that she
may be able to go back to the field during the next
summer, the Board extended her furlough, without home
allowance or pension payment, from January 29, 1932,
to May 1, 1932, by which time her decision can be
made. It is understood that home allowance and pension
payments will be resumed three months before her sailing,
thus completing the full year of her furlough allowances.
(Adopted February 1, 1932).”

FURLOUGH EXTENSION OF THE REV. A IIP MR 3 . CELLING T. CO OK

Mr. and Mrs. Cook have been very helpful in promotion work
here and have sensed the situation in the American Church quite
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thoroughly. It seems to me of importance that for their own sakes

as well as for the sake of the Mission they should attend the annual

meeting wh i ch occurs on June 24th# If they should go back at their

regular time they could barely go up to Sinpin and return, which
would probably mean that they would not be at the annual meeting. By

an interesting coincidence, which has not been allowed to figure in

the plan, Mr. Cook will be able during the month of May to attend the

Centennial of Lafayette College of which he and his father and grand-

father are graduates. This was not urged as a reason for his staying

but their presence at the annual meeting seemed a good reason for

the extension of the furlough, though they were entirely ready to go

back at the appointed time. The following action was taken:

"For special reasons the Board extended the furlough
with home allowance and pension payments of the Rev« and

Mrs. 7/e 11 ing To Cook, of the Chosen Mission, from May 1,

1932 to June 1, 1932. this extension enabling them to

attend the annual meeting of the Chosen Mission June 24

before going to their station in Manchuria, They inform

the Board that it would be their purpose to proceed after

the annual meeting to their station for immediate service.

(Adopted February 15, 1932)."

C I FT FOR THE PURDY MEMORIAL BIBLE INSTITUTE , CHUNGJU

You have already been told of the Easter Offering which is to be

made for certain objects in Chosen, which took the top off your

preferred property list. There is no intimation yet of the way in

which the Sunday Schools may respond but we aro always hopeful and

the following appropriation is a kind of first drop of rain which

we hope will followed by heavy showers:

",$100. gold were appropriated for the building fund

of the Jason C. Purdy Memorial Bible Institute. Changju

Station, Chosen Mission; this sum being a special gift

for this purpose from Mrs. Hattie Mo Hanley, Marlette,

Michigan. (Adopted February 15, 1932)."

TTT~E! FASTER OFFERING FOR 1932

7/e are sending to each Station secretary the material which. is

being sent out this year for the Easter Offering. I think you will

enjoy it and I am sure the Sunday Schools will be much in your

prayer as we approach March 27th#

OH OS-FTT ^CADE^IES SUPPLEMENTARY MAINTENANCE FUND

".$762.80 gold were appropriated for the maintenance

of the Chosen Academies for the fiscal year 1931-1932;

this sum being composed of amounts received under the

Supplementary Maintenance Fund for the Eight Korea

Academies, ,$587.80 from Churches and ,$175. from Sunday

Schools. (Adopted January 13, 1932)."
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”$57. gold were appropriated toward the maintenance
Chosen Academies (under the Chosen Academies Supplementary
Maintenance Fund); this sum being composed of the following
spocial gifts: $50. from Mrs. Mary S. McMillan and $7.
through the Tenth Church of Philadelphia, gifts of Misses
Martha B. and Emily Donaghy and Mrs, Eliz. McClure White*
(Adopted February 1, 1932),"

CHOSEN ACADEMIES EQUIPMENT FUND

"$10. gold were appropriated for the Mission
Academies Equipment Fund, Chosen Mission; this sum having
been reported by the Treasurer of the Mission as received
on the field by the Rev. Dr, William N. Blair. (Adopted
February 1, 1932). "

GIFT FOR BIBLE INSTITUTE, CHAIRYUNG

’’Record was made of the receipt of $125. gold for
the reconstruction and completion of the Bible Institute,
Chairyung Station, Chosen Mission; this sum having been
reported by the Treasurer of the Mission as received on
the field from five organizations of the Presbyterian
Church at Lako Forost, Illinois, This item doos not
appear on the Mission’s proferred property list. (Adopted
February 1, 1932)."

GIFT FOR EQUIPMENT HOSPITAL, CHAIRYUNG

"Record was made of the receipt on the field from
native sources of $124.10 gold for Hospital equipment,
Chairyung Station, Chosen Mission, reported by the

Treasurer of the Mission, and expenditure for the object
designated was approved. (Adopted February 1, 1932)."

GIFT FOR UNION CHRISTIAN COLLEGE. PYKNGYANG

"$500. gold was appropriated toward current
expenses of the Union Christian College, Pyengyang
Station, Chosen Mission; this sum being a special gift
for this purpose from the First Church of Pittsburgh,
Penn. (Adopted January 18, 1932)."

GIFT FOR MISSION HIGHER BIBLE SCHOOL FOR WOMEN, PYENGYANG

"$3>50 gold were appropriated for Mission Higher
Bible School for Women, Pyengyang Station, Chosen Mission;
this sum being a special gift for this purpose from Mrs.

B. 0. Lyle, Sioux City, Iowa. (Adopted February 15, 1932)."
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G IFT FOR UNIO N CHRISTIAN HOSPI TAL, PYENGYANG

”$400. gold were appropriated toward the building
and equipment fund of the Union Christian Hospital,
Pyengyang Station, Chosen Mission; this sum being a

special gift for this purpose from the First Church of

Pittsburgh, Penn. (Adopted January 18, 1932).

”

GIFT FOB GIRLS 1 ACADEMY, PYENGYANG

”,$2,500. gold were appropriated for the Pining room

and kitchen of the Girls’ Academy, Pyengyang Station,

Ohosen Mission; this sum having been reported by the

Treasurer of the Mission as received on the field from

Mrs. T. B. Pavis, of Rock Island, Illinois. (Adopted

February 1 , 19 32).”

G IFT FOR SEVERAN CE UNION MEPICAL COLLEGE, SEOUL

”.$1,500 gold were appropriated for the Severance

Union Medical College at Seoul, Chosen Mission, to

enable the College to employ a Korean physician in

charge of the Eye, Ear and Throat Pepartment; this

sum being a special gift from the Sunday School of

the First Church of Minot, North Dakota, check for

this amount to be paid to the Treasurer of the Co-

operating Board for Trustees of Christian Education

in New York City. (Adopted February 1 ,
1932).”

G T FT FOR GIRLS’ ACADEMY , SEOUL

”,$23.75 gold were appropriated toward the

Recitation Building of the Girls' Academy, Seoul

Station, Chosen Mission; this sura being composed of

the following special gifts for this purpose: $15.

from the Plymouth S.S., Logansport Presbytery, and

$8.75 from the .Vo man’ s Missionary Society, Sacramento

P r e sby ter i a 1 • (Adopted February 1, 1932).”

STATISTICS

We have been compelled to decide what we would do about our

blanks for statistics since the supply is now exhausted and we must

reprint. Several requests were made that the sheets be reduced to

typewriter size. We found that doing this would give us a large

sheaf of sheets and run the risk of loss and misplacing. It has

been decided therefore to use the same size sheets as before for

another three years but with certain changes in the columns. It is

almost impossible to make a consistent report year after year and

our sympathios are with those who must handle the statistics but

they are so important here on this side and indeed so important for

the fair consideration of what is going on on the field that it is

worth the trouble it takes to fill out those blanks. Among tho
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fullest and most suggestive letters we have had on the subject have

been those of Dr. Koons of January 6/ 7 and 8. He asked a number of

questions which have been answered by a memorandum from the depart-

ment which collates these statistics but we are all glad of the

possibility of his continuing for five years to work up the reports.

We know something of Mr. Pieters' labors and will bo glad to see

them carried on by Dr. Xoons. The whole matter is much complicated

by the existence of a self-conscious, self-controlling National

Church which wants to have its own blanks and reports while those

may not at all correspond with the items desired in our reports. A

committee of the Executive Council is studying the matter now to

see whether we can suggest any solution of that particular problem.

"RFLIfl IQN3 OF OLD KOREA " BY DjL* CHA5. ALLEN CLARK

We have been reading with pride and interest the new volume by

Dr. Chas. Allen Clark, published by Revell. Several of your

Choson missionaries are so amazingly productive along with your

heavy schedules of work that I look on you with a kind of envy. I

notice in the preface of this book that Dr. Clark is a little

anxious lest somebody think he is neglecting some of his regular

missionary work for the sake of this writing. For my own part I

feel if we would all be better off having something to carry on in

the chinks of our time and I think of Dr. Clark's writing with

sincere pleasure. This new book is a real contribution to our

thinking about the religious background of our Christian movement

in Chosen and Dr. Clark has done us all a favor in gathering to-

gether the material which he has both collected and produced. I

think he will not become rich from the royalties but I hope the book

will be widely read.

sailing dates

Re v . & Mrs. .Veiling T.Cook, . . S/S Pres. Wilson, from San Francisco,
June 3, 1932.

Dr. & Mrs. John D. Bigger, . S/S Pres. Madison, from Seattle,
August 20, 193**

Miss Lilian Ross, . S/3 Pre s . Cle vel and , from Seattle, July 9, 1932.

mif? MISSIONS COHFNRSNlE 0 F CA

The Foreign Missions Conference of North America holds an

annual session and this year it occurred at Atlantic City on

January 12-15. Two main subjects were discussed: (1), the wise use

of money in mission fields, and, (2), the changing conditions which

affect tho choice of missionary personnel. I fear there v,as no

very definite conclusion reached on either point. All that could

be said about money can be condensed into the duty of strengthening

instead of weakening the Rational Church, and this is rather obvious

The Foreign Missions' Library prepared a booklet on "Values and

Problems in the Use of Foreign Money", containing the best recen

material on the subject. Wo have secured a copy for each Mission

and I am sending it at this time to your Secretary for the files
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•Ahere it will "bo available for any of you who wish to consult it.

The great text is Romans 15:1,2. The missionary substance of this
is that we that are strong, having money at our disposal, ought to

help those who are weak at that point, but not to do it merely in

ways that we ourselves like nor even in ways which the people whom
we help like, but only in ways which really build them up. I think
if you v*ilL read the text carefully you will see that that is the

meaning of it* The great danger is that we will consult our own
pleasure and convenience in helping other people or that we will try

to win their favor by the way we do things instead of asking serious-
ly what is really best for them. There are large possibilities of

arrogance in this but there seems no escape from the course which
opens us to this danger. This is especially important in our work
just now when the best way of using money is peculiarly required.
One of the missionaries in India writes that a cut in his appropria-
tions would be a good thing because it would lead him to disregard
certain lines of aid of whose value he is in serious doubt, but not
in sufficient doubt to lead him to cut them off without necessity.
This is probably not a very widespread condition but most of us know

what it is to have a courage born of necessity.

A considerable group of missionary secretaries is at work on

the matter of personnel. We were much pleased at Atlantic City to

havo several Nationals say that no one wanted better missionaries
than we now havo. We certainly need to hold the level up somewhore
near our present highest level. A Chinese speaker said there could

be no better missionaries than America had sent. He asked that

there be more specialized training for some and that only those be

sent who had their object fairly definitely in mind. The Candidate
Department is doing its utmost to meet these high requirements.
Meanwhile you are all in our hearts and prayers and we are confident

that the work of God is going on among you and through you.

Heart i ly

,

Cleland B. McAfee



IN LOVING MEMORY OF

EVA FIELD PIETERS, M. D.





Dr. Field arrived in Seoul on a beautiful October
day in 1897, nearly 35 years ago. For years she had
planned to give her life to work on a Mission Field

;

and mind', heart and hands had been highly trained
for usefulness.

We realize that her gifts were beyond those of
many of us, and she wTas prepared to serve humanity
in many ways. In the old days at Kurikai, in “Cha
Jung Won” (the Royal Korean Hospital) she began
during her first summer to do some work for the
patients who came to the Dispensary.

In November 1898, her work began to be regular
in the Women’s Wards. The first patients sent to us
were two pupils from the Mission School at Yun Mot
Kol, who had Scarlet Fever. They were put into
small rooms near our temporary home and the Wo-
men’s Wards. Two older school-girls volunteered to

help in the nursing care. One patient died. Several
years ago, at Easter-time, in one of the Seoul church-
es, a woman spoke to Mrs. Pieters asking if she were
not Pil We Sa” who had so long ago taken care of
two sick school-girls. This woman who had brought
her children up to school, was the patient who had
recovered.
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Dr. Eva Field and Rev. A. A. Pieters were mar-ned m 1908 Their two sons were born in Seoul.

Sye„ch'„„ SSSt 1913 ,0 1921 ; in

in 1W 3nd Ml S ' Pieters
’ on returning from furlough

was fu!,r
re aSS,S

,

ned t0 Se0Ul ' Mrs - Pieters ’ tirne

taM«S rrrd m horae-™king
; teaching

in l
e iL

.

Ch°0i 1 fVmg assistance to her husband

Dr Cale’f^
preparing the manuscript ofDr Gale s Korean-Enghsh Dictionary, and in proof-re9

,

d
p

:g and Publishing that volume
; Child Welfareand Pubhe Health work

; translation; and teactog^
Bible Classes

; her skill in music and work on theKorean hymn-book time fails to tell of her
accomplishments during the years.

We thank God for the privilege of knowing her
and receiving her friendship, hospitality and loving
comradeship during all the years of opportunity

; and
foi her ministry to thousands who have been blessed
y ei, as she, in her Savior’s name and in His

s length gave such help as they were in need of,
to souls and bodies.



We are so glad that Mrs. Pieters had the joy of
assisting in the wonderful Women's Class at Chai
Ryung this Spring. It seemed like a crowning ex-
perience for her. She wrote of the eleven hundred
and eleven women gathered in from all over Whiing-
hai Province:- “It was certainly an inspiring sight to
see that crowd of women. Especially was I impress-
ed when, at the call to bow in prayer, the thousand
and more white-turbanned heads all bowed reverent-
ly while some one led them."

In the summer of 1897 I had the privilege of
knowing Dr. Field for a short time and visiting in

her home in Des Moines, Iowa, from where we both
started out on our first journey to Korea. We were
closely associated during those early days especially,

and since her return to Seoul
; and it is with a sense

of deep personal loss of a very dear and loyal friend
that I write these words of appreciation of her life

and work.



One stanza from "A Symphony” by
Eva Rose York seems to be a fitting quotation here

“I Shall Not Pass This Way Again”
“ I love the beauty of the scene.

Would roam again o’er fields so green

;

But since I may not, let me spend
My strength for others to the end,

—

For those who tread on rock and stone,

And bear their burdens all alone.

Who loiter not in leafy bowers,

Nor hear the birds nor pluck the flowers.

A lar$tr kindness give to me,
A deeper love and sympathy :

Then O, one day may some one say—
Remembering a lessened pain

—

”
'W'ould she could pass this way again.’

”

Eva Field Pieters departed this life

on J,uly 20th, 1932, at Seoul, Korea.

To those whom she held dearest her husband
and sons; and to her sister and other relatives, we
extend our deep sympathy in the loss of her earthly

presence, in which bereavement we share.

Our blessed hope is in the Resurrection and that

Life Eternal where we shall be gathered together in

the presence of our Lord.

September 21, 1932 Esther L. Shields
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PYUNSI AND HER MOTHER AT THE OLD SPINNING-WHEEL.

(See Page 88)

*

TEACHERS AND GRADUATING CLASS OF MISSION BIBLE SCHOOL, CHUNJU.

Reading from Left to Right, Back Row Mrs. L. C. Brand, Miss E. Winn,

Miss L. Austin, Miss Ada McMurphy, Mrs. McMcCutchen, Miss L. Fontaine,

Mrs. Kim and Miss M. Tate.
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Annual Per Capita Consumption for 1980 in Yen

Provinces Population

Keungki 2,107.395
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Starting from ¥77,660,690 in 1919 each
square equals an additional ¥10,000,000
of Government Revenue.

Each square represents ¥1,000,000 of

Liquor Tax.

x x x x Starting from ¥45,488 in 1919 each
square equals an additional 5,000
“ sum " of Liquor in North Choong-
chung.

(A sum ’ equals a little more than a pint.)

Totals 21,013.828
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A Prayer for Japan, China and Korea

The following prayer was suggest by S. C. Loung, a Chinese Y. M. C. A.

secretary, for use in connection with the programme of the World’s Day of

Prayer for Women which calls for prayer for Japan, China and Korea as a

group of neighbourhood countries :

—

0 God our Father
,
teach us to pray at this time jor our countries

,
Japan

,

China and Korea, for our statesmen and soldiers and people
,
jor all who have

control of policy and jor all who are leaders in the making oj public opinion.

Grant a new spirit in us men that in the midst of national trials our

search for the truth may be more earnest than our desire to guard our rights

or establish our national prestige. Give unto us a greater reverence for facts

and so stir up in us the spirit of our Saviour that each may see clearly in his

neighbour or opponent what it is which makes Thy love to abound towards him.

We confess our sins as a nation and as a Society. We have had the

pride which claimed much from others and was less concerned with its moral

weakness. We have not set first things first, but rather would have all things

added unto us now : and then we have deceived ourselves that there was a

rule of God’s righteousness in our hearts. Strengthen in us, All Father
,

the

sincerity of our penitence
, and help us to be true to Thee and to Thy laws.

Grant unto us peace in our time, 0 Lord, the peace offree men who have

cleansed their hearts by honest requital for wrongs they have done and who seek

to build Thy Kingdom oj love and righteousness by labour and sacrifice and

brotherly co-operation between men and states.

And this we pray through Jems Christ our Lord. Amen.
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Korea Through a Bunghole

Bruce F. Hunt

i^V'OULD THAT I could be always-

drunk and wake not for a mo*

ment so

sang Yi Tai Paiki (?£±fi), the

m
Chinese Bobby Burns of the Tang Dynas-

ty. “Every gallon of liquor holds a hundred

sparkling rhymes” (— k' Tf 6
1 “If

Heaven had not loved wine there would have

been no wine stars in the sky
;

If Earth had

not loved wine there would have been no

springs of wine.”

111). These and thou-

sands of other lines and couplets from the

brush of this effervescent poet are found on

the walls of Koreans throughout the country.

I am sure he is the best known poet in Korea,

for, like his Scottish rival, the common people

love him. His life was one drunken orgy of

versifying and it ended in a drunken grapple

with the moon, which he saw dancing be-

neath the prow of his boat one balmy sum-

mer evening. When he died the winds and

heavenly bodies are said to have breathed a

sigh of relief, so unceasingly had he bandied

them about in verse.

But I did not start out to write a thesis on

China’s Bobby Burns
;

I only mention him to

show what good society the liquor traffic has

been privileged to enjoy in Korea, and to

remind us how deeply it has twined its

tentacles around the very heart of the nation,

takings its place at every social and re-

ligious function, from the baby’s first birth-

day party, when daddy treats the guests,

through the sealing of the marriage vow, past

countless drunken holidays, until it finally at-

tends him at his funeral. Nor does it leave

him there, for during the centuries to come
his tortured soul must return at stated in-

tervals to take a paternal whiff of the vile

stuff, even if it can leave the actual drinking
to the generations that follow, worshipping at

the ancestral tablet.

Shortly after my return to Korea, three and

a half years ago, I had one of the severest

shocks of my life. I had been noticing, with

great satisfaction, the many bicycles employed

in pedaling "milk,” for so I thought it was. I

often saw them starting out with four or five

one gallon cans hanging to their handle bars

and a couple of kerosene tins rigged on be-

hind. Of course, I would have liked to have

seen the cans a little cleaner, and the white

"milk” washed from the sides, but I marvell-

ed at the wonderful transformation that had

taken place in this country during my nine

years’ absence, for, from a loathing of milk,

the people seemed to have acquired a craze

for it (judging from the quantity I saw being

delivered every day). So much did I marvel

at this “milk craze” that I finally mentioned it

to a friend.

“Why no,” he replied, “the Koreans don’t

drink much more milk than they used to.”

When I expostulated with him, telling of the

bottles and cans which I had seen going
out, he told me that it was a liquor craze

and not a milk craze that I was witnessing.

(In the southern provinces a great deal of a

coarse kind of fermented liquor, made from

rice and looking much like milk, is consum-

ed). The shock was so great, I took to the

stump immediately.

Accurate statistics are hard to get and when
you do get them they can be made to prove
almost anything. I have at last been able to

lay my hands on a few statistics for the year
1930 which came direct from the Government.
These, together with those found in the Gov-
ernment General Reports, are the basis for

any statements made in this article. The dia-

grams facing this article show some of the

findings. It will be noticed in the 1930 figures

that the per capital quantity of liquor con-
sumed in the South is greater than that in the

North. This is due chiefly to the fact that in
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the South the undistilled, cheaper variety of taken away from private individuals it was

liquor, which can be consumed in greater centralized in brewing companies. For a time

bulk, is more commonly used. Very little of these companies made good money and they

this kind of liquor is found north of Seoul, sprang up like mushrooms over the country.

While the quantity consumed per capita in the In this province there is at least one brewery

North is less, there is no great difference in to a “myeun” (township) and in the larger

the money expended, this being due to the centers there are several. This centralizing

more highly distilled and expensive nature of has made it easier for the government to keep

the liquor used in the North. track of what is actually being manufactured

I was not able to show the percentage of and consumed. Hence the increase in revenue

Japanese, living in the various provinces, on may be attributed, in part, to more efficiency

the chart, but a study will reveal that, where in collecting. On the other hand popular

the larger communities of Japanese are found, opinion backs up what the statistics seem to

there the drinking is greater. Also study will show on the surface, namely, that there has

show that the provinces, having the greatest been a real increase in the amount of liquor

city populations (10,000 or over), spend more consumed. This seems to be almost proved

money on liquor than those having the same by the statistics when we notice that, even

population scattered in agricultural districts. after the Government tax regulations might

The Government General Reports show that, be said to have been efficiently effective, there

with the exception of a slight fail in 1923-25, continued to be a rise in the amount con-

and another in 1931, there has been a steady, sumed.

I might add rapid, rise in the revenue from Two things seem to influence the rise and

liquor. Does this mean that more liquor is fall of consumption over the period of years

being consumed in Korea today then ten or under observation ;
one of these is hard times,

twelve years ago ? It is hard to say. The and the other is Government regulations,

fact is, that when the Japanese took over It is interesting to compare the graph of the

Korea there was some kind of a liquor tax, total revenue of the government from all

but it was not universally enforced. While sources, with that from liquor and to see that

there are records of a ¥ 200,000 revenue from a fall in the liquor revenue generally follows,

liquor tax in 1909, it was not until 1916 that by one year, a fall in the total revenue, and

the new liquor tax laws were inaugurated likewise a rise in revenue from liquor is

and, even then, it was found difficult to en- generally one year behind a rise in the total

force them all at once. In order not to an- revenue. It would indicate that “temper-

tagonize the people a system of gradual ap- ance,” in the true sense of the word, is not

plication of these laws was adopted. At first being practised ; that a bad year, financially,

licences for private manufacture were grant- cuts down the consumption of liquor, merely

ed, or continued, for amounts not to exceed because the nation can’t pay for it and that as

two “sum,” (one “sum” is equivalent to a little soon as conditions improve, the country goes

more than one “barrel”). In 1827 all of this back to its liquor. The graph for the

private manufacture was done away with and consumption in this province (Choongchung
only licensed breweries were permitted. North) bears out this observation, for in

Today worshippers at Confucian temples 1929, when North Korea enjoyed good crops,

and the village clans are alone privileged to the general graph for Korea showed a rise,

make liquor privately, such organizations be- but this province, which experienced a serious

ing allowed to manufacture up to one “sum” drought at that time, showed a big drop,

per year, tax free, for use in the annual an- The centralizing of manufacture in brew-

cestral sacrifices. As the manufacture was eries has also had its effect. In several

69
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places I found that the people's land was

gradually going into the hands of the brew-

ers. People had mortgaged their land for

drink and were not able to meet the payments,

with the effect that some became too poor to

buy liquor and others were roused to the

situation and began temperance measures.

At first the breweries were rather generous

with credit, but in late years, I discover, that

they are doing more of a cash business, and

this has turned out to the poor man’s advan-

tage, especially in the country.

The Government looks with satisfaction on

its revenue from liquor and considers it one

of the elastic sources of income. In 1919,

the liquor tax, which was second only to the

land tax, contributed 50% of the total do-

mestic taxes of the country and 5% of the

total revenue of the country. The tax rates

on liquor have been raised several times ot

meet emergencies in government finance. This

raise has generally been made to affect the

more expensive Japanese liquor rather than

the cheaper Korean stuff. We appreciate the

placing of the burden of taxation on those

more able to pay, but we could still wish for a

prohibitive tax being placed on even the

“lowest grade.”

In 1929 ¥3,962,000 worth of “sake” and
“ beer ” were imported from Japan. The
Government is trying to do away with this

import, by encouraging home production to

the point where it will meet the home de-

mands. As long as the demand is present, we
can hardly blame the Government for trying

to meet it with home products, rather than

depending on imported wares. At the same
time it does sort of go against the grain when
we see the Government, which is supposed to

be for the people’s good, sponsoring liquor

shows and offering prizes for the best liquor.

I was somewhat taken back to find our poor,

backward, poverty stricken, North Choong-
chung Province on the front page of a news-
paper, as a winner in such an exhibit

;
but

then, drink and poverty have long been
friends.

I have not been able to discover any fixed

policy of the Government on the liquor ques-

tion. In Formosa, I understand, the liquor

traffic is a Government monopoly. The Korean

Government General Reports always place

the statements concerning the liquor revenue

in the same paragraph with those concerning

tobacco. Inasmuch as tobacco has become

a Government monopoly and as liquor was
monopolized by the Government in Formosa,

one can only wonder whether the Government

is contemplating a similar step for liquor in

Korea. Most Koreans, with whom I have

talked on the subject, think that this is com-

ing. The liquor trade is being handled in

much the same way that the tobacco trade

was handled before it was made a monopoly,

they say. One official, with whom I talked,

gave it as his private opinion that while the

liquor traffic will probably not be made a

monopoly, the beers and Japanese liquor

might possibly be monopolized by the Govern-

ment.

I hope the day of Government monopoly

will never come. While I have not made a

careful study of the Government monopolies

in this country or in Formosa, it appears

to the casual observer that when anything

is taken over as a monopoly, immediately

every effort is made to increase not only the

manufacture to meet the demands, but to

increase the demands to keep up with a pro-

gram of increased manufacture
; for then,

increased revenue comes only with increased

sales.

I have been pleased to find that the teach-

ers in the public schools, while they them-

selves drink, are for the most part against

drinking for their pupils, and the school child-

ren have a head-knowledge of the evils of

drink, even if the example set them is not so

good.

In speaking with an official in the local

Government offices, I was told that, naturally,

the big revenue from the liquor traffic is much
appreciated by the Government, but that the

Government is not interested in making a
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country of drinkers and that it sympathizes

with efforts along the line of temperance. In

certain localities, at least, I know this to be

a true representation of the Government’s

attitude, we only wish that it were the rule.

To sum up :

(1) Liquor traffic was on the increase until

1930.

(2) The traffic has had a set back during

this period of world depression.

(3) Heretofore consumption has risen and

fallen in direct proportion with the general

prosperity of the land and, unless a change of

heart can be brought about, we can look for a

day when the country will be permanently

bankrupted and there won’t be any prosperity.

(4) The traffic is greatest where there is a

large Japanese population (the Government

General Reports openly attribute the increased

liquor traffic to the growing Japanese popula-

tion) or where there are salaried people. We
should turn our efforts, therefore, towards the

land and to the city populations.

(5) Drinking is on the decrease in the

country sections. We should continue our

programs of education in the country districts

to confirm the already promising tendency.

Farmers are more ready to accept and act on

information which is liable to be of benefit to

themselves and their families.

16) The Government is interested in two

things
;

(a) The revenue from the liquor

tax ; (b) Meeting home demands with home

products.

Under present conditions the Government

increases its revenue by raising the tax, and

the private producers have to worry about the

wherewithal. Should liquor become a Govern-

ment monopoly, larger revenue would come

only by larger sales, and the Government

would become directly responsible for creat-

ing the demand for liquor. The figures before

and after the establishment of the tobacco

monopoly bear this out. Pray that the Gov-

ernment will not feel called on to make a

liquor monopoly.

We can help the Government in this matter

if at the same time that we are talking

against this industry, which provides such a

fat income, we talk in favor of and boost all

those efforts in land, agricultural, and trade

improvements, which the Government is

fostering.

(7) “The preaching of the cross is to

them that perish foolishness ;
but unto us who

are saved it is the power of god.

1.

DO YOU KNOW?
What great poet of the Orient is called the “Bobby Burns of China?” (page 68)

2. Is tobacco a government monopoly in Korea? Is the liquor traffic in the same class ? (page 70)

3. Is drinking on the increase in Korea ? (page 71)

4. Who was the beloved missionary leader who arrived in Korea forty-seven years ago

this month ? (page 72)

5. What is the “Central Council ?” How is it composed and what are its functions ? (page 73)

6. How many poor families received gifts of rice from the Salvation Army at Korean

New Year time (page 78)

7. What is Mr. Gandhi’s recognized attitude toward missions ? (page 79)

8. How the Late Mrs. Ada Hamilton Clark is kept in mind at Chunju ? (page 84)
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“Lest We Forget”
Evangelization ;

the Ministry of Witnessing.

"They went everywhere preaching the Word” Acts 8:U

R. C. Coen

THEN NOW
iX^ORTY-SEVEN YEARS ago this month

P 3 ^ev * Underwood, the first.

Protestant evangelistic missionary, ar-

n'ved in Korea. He began his work

immediately in Seoul and within one year bap-

tized the first convert and held the first com-

munion service— all done secretly for fear of

the authorities. In 1888 he began the exten-

sive itineration which has been so character-

istic of the work in Korea. During the next two

years he twice went all the way to the northern

border and back, and at Sorai, in Whanghai

Province, 250 miles from Seoul, he established

the first church outside the capital. Other

missionaries arrived and began making similar

tour in other parts; Rev. J. S. Gale, 1889, in

the south-east provinces
;
Rev. J. H. Davies,

1890 in the south-west province; Rev. S. A.

Moffett and Rev. J. S. Gale, 1891, all the way
north into Manchuria, and still others else-

where. Thus in that first decade the Word
had been preached in every province, converts

were scattered here and there the length and

breadth of the land, and mission stations and

church groups were established and became
centers from which still more extensive and
intensive evangelistic work was carried on.

The great underlying principle of Christian

work in Korea has been ‘every Christian a

witnesss.’ The words “everyone” and “every-

where” have been key words. The progress

of the work may be measured in terms of the

way in which everyone (missionaries, Ko-
rean pastors and Bible women, church officers

and church members, men, women, and child-

ren) went EVERYWHERE (at home, in the
homes of relatives and friends, in guest rooms,
in market places, in trains, etc) PREACHING
the word. The results justified the meth-
ods. The early workers set the example

;

success followed their efforts ; there is no
other way.

To-day near the end of the first half cen-

tury’s work in Korea, as we take stock of our

past achievements and evaluate present activ-

ities and future prospects, we are strangely

torn between a spirit of boasting and forebod-

ing, of hope and fear. On the one hand, we
think of our force of more than 450 mission-

aries, hundreds of installed Korean workers,

tens of thousands of church officers and mem-
bers

;
of our organization of thousands of

church groups all over the land, of scores of

Christian schools, hospitals, and asylums, of

our Y. M. C. A.s, and Y. W. C. A.s, Young
People’s Organizations, the Korean Church’s

home and foreign mission enterprises, etc., we
think of all these actual and potential agen-

cies for the completion of the evangelization

of Korea and we are both glad and proud.

We have come a long way
; much has been

accomplished
;
we are all set for greater

things
; there are so many more to do the

work
;
so many more places to work

;
and

all places are so much more easily and quickly

accessible than formerly.

But on the other hand, we see that our sta-

tistics have shown but slight, if any, increases

in recent years
;
we observe that fewer people

do personal work with the old time zeal
; we

note that while the Word is preached still, it

is largely for the edification of the Christians
rather than for the evangelization of the non-
Christians ; we behold these things, and sense
a crisis in our work, question some of our
activities, call ourselves back to first principles,
set ourselves once more to the fundamental
and all-important task of “going everywhere
preaching the word,” and measure all our
workers and our work by this standard.

Let us preach the Word everywhere and all

the time ! Our glorious past commends it

;

our present crisis demands it
; our vast num-

bers and equipment encourage it, the un-
reached millions challenge it

; and our Lord
commands it.
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The Central Council

J. S. Ryang, D. D.

General Superintendent of the Korean Methodist Church.

JgtNCE THERE ARE quite a few people

who do not yet know what the

Central Council is, it may be well to

write a few lines about it. For the

sake of convenience, I may be allowed to

answer some questions about it.

1. What is The Central Council ? When
the Commissioners on Methodist Union in

Korea were setting up an autonomous Meth-

odist Church in Korea, they provided an

official connecting link between the newly

born Church in Korea and the Mother

Churches in America. This connecting link

has been styled “Central Council,” the con-

stitution of which was drafted by the Com-
missioners and adopted by the First General

Conference of the Korean Methodist Church
without any change or modification.

2. What is its purpose? The Constitution

says, “In order to correlate the work of the

Korean Methodist Church and the work of

the Methodist Episcopal Church and the

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, there

shall be established a Central Council.”

3. How is it composed ? The Central

Council is composed of thirty-five members,
thirty-two elective and three ex-officio mem-
bers. Of these elective members sixteen are

Koreans and sixteen are missionaries. Then
the two Bishops who are officially appointed

to Korea from the Methodist Episcopal

Church and the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South, together with the General Superinten-

dent of the Korean Methodist Church are

ex-officio members.

4. What are its functions? The Consti-

tion of the Central Council specifies nine

points as its functions, but they may be

divided up into two main divisions as follows :

a. To pass upon all estimates for all the

work, transmit the same to the Boards

in America, receive the appropriations

from the Boards and distribute them to

the various forms of work,

b. To “see” the appointments of the mis-

sionaries to the various institutions, to

request for more missionaries through

the Boards and to “control” the mission

institutions which are owned and main-

tained by the Mother Churches.

Judging from its functions, it is obvious

that the Central Council is intended to take

the place of the “Mission” of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, South, and the “Reference

Committee” of the W. F. M. S. and the

“Finance Committee” of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church in Korea. So the Central Coun-

cil is more of “Mission” than of “Church.”

I may add here that every point of functions

was written and insisted on by the American

members on the Commission.

5. Has it anything to do with the policies

of the Korean Methodist Church ? The
Constitution of the Council says, “To integrate

as far as possible all institutional work,

educational, medical and social-evangelistic,

with the general policies of the Korean

Methodist Church.” The policies of the

Korean Methodist Church shall be shaped by

the General Conference, the General Board

and the Annual Conferences.

6. How often does it meet ? Three regular

meetings per year and special meetings at

any time, if necessary, have been provided for

in the By-laws, but we had four meetings

during the year 1931.

7. Why was it named ? Every member of

the Commission had an idea of providing some
appropriate means to connect the Korean

Church officially with the Mother Churches in

America, but the name, “Central Council” was

adopted largely because of the fact that the

General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
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Church, South, had already adopted and made

provisions for it.

8. What does the Discipline of the Method-

ist Episcopal Church, South, say about it?

In the Discipline of that Church, 1930 edition,

pp 50-52, sections 83, 84, and 85, we find that

it says, “In foreign fields where there is an

autonomous or independent Methodist Church

which is affiliated either organically or other-

wise with the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South, and the Board of Missions, there shall

be organized a Central Council to be composed

of national members of the autonomous or

independent Methodist Church and mission-

aries working in that field, which Central

Council shall take the place of the Mission.’ 1

The Discipline has provided four things. (1)

The Central Council shall be composed of the

national members of the autonomous Church

and missionaries working in the field. (2)

A constitution for the operation of the Central

Council shall be prepared by a joint committee

and be approved by the Board of Mission.

(3) The Central Council shall take the place of

the Mission. (4) The Central Council shall

send two clerical delegates, one national and
one missionary, to the General Conference,

whose rights and privileges shall be the same as

those representing the Missions of the Church.

The constitution and by-laws of the Cen-

tral Council were approved by the Board
of Missions at Nashville in May, 1931. So the

Central Council, so far as the Methodist

Episcopal Church, South, is concerned, is a

legal body and an integral part of the Church,

which is competent to take the place of the

Annual Conference and the Mission of the

Church and is competent to exercise their

rights and privileges. I may add that the idea

of "Central Council” was originally conceived
by Dr. W. G. Cram, General Secretary of the
Board of Missions of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, South, who drafted the laws concern-

ing it at the General Conference in Dallas,

Texas, in May, 1930. I am sure that he

represented the mind of the Church in that

piece of work.

9. What has the Methodist Episcopal

Church said about it ? The General Con-

ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church has

not yet had an opportunity to act upon the

Central Council, but judging from the actions

of its leaders, including the secretaries of the

Board of Foreign Missions and those of the

W. F. M. S., the Methodist Episcopal Church

is regarding the Central Council as its legal

successor in the work of administering the

affairs of the Church.

10. What does the Central Council need?

We have had only four meetings so far and we
are not yet fully acquainted with it. As it is a

new thing we are just experimenting in it, in

order to improve our work of establishing the

Kingdom of God in Korea. Under these

circumstances we need a full and hearty

support of the Mission Boards and the

missionaries working in Korea. In June, 1930,

I heard Dr. Ivy Lee say in his commencement
address at Vanderbilt University that he had

heard an Englishman say, "The American

people are a strange people. They invented

the Treaty of Versailles and refuse to sign it.

They invented the League of Nations and

refuse to join it. They invented the cocktail

and refuse to drink it.” It is gratifying to

know that all parties concerned have officially

approved the Central Council and that the

Mother Churches are supporting it heartily.

But I am just telling this for the benefit of the

American people who always appreciate jokes

at their own expense. We hope and pray that

He who gave his life for us may show us the

best way as we go along and help us to

improve our efforts by following His way.
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My Beliefs

By Chas. I. McLaren ,
M. D., Professor of Neurology and Psychological Medicine

,

Severance Union Medical College
,
Seowi.

C. G. JUNG of Zurich has recently

\\m£ made a statement of quite excep-

tional interest and importance, con-

KMa cerning the cause of the so numerous

mental and psychic patients produced by the

present world depression. Jung ascribes

these breakdowns to the loss of faith. In his

opinion every crisis shakes the individual con-

fidence which is the foundation on which the

whole structure of a person’s daily contacts

and activities rest. This faith or confidence

(he says) is necessarily hurt whenever some

ontstanding object of one’s daily contacts suf-

fers misfortune or discredit : hence the in-

creasing number of nervous breakdowns in an

epoch such as ours.

Dr. Jung looks to analytical psychology as a

means by which faith shall be restored. The

orthodox Freudians, in like manner, rely upon

the Psycho-analytic method with its special

emphasis on the subconscious libido (or sex).

It is not difficult, I think, to demonstrate that

neither the theories of Jung nor of Freud

(true and useful though they be in part) hold

a dynamic sufficient to build up the faith of a

shattered personality.

It was well said by Dr. Brown, in an address

to the Psychological section of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science,

that the so-called Psychoanalysis of Freud

might better be termed an “Autognosis.” In

so far as it is true, it is, of course enormously

important, and clears away the sand and

debris, so that, rid of these, the personality

may be built up on the solid foundation of the

realities of its own condition and nature. Is it

not deeply significant in this connection to

remember that the fundamental word of

Socrates to the men of his generation was

“Gnothe Seauton”—Know thyself ?

We have been told that creeds are out of

date ;
I think not, because belief is not out of

date, nor ever shall be. Literally, we live
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by faith, for faith is the condition of the life

of the psyche. The only persons, to my
knowledge, who believe nothing are the

aments, individuals without minds : all others

believe something, though often the system

of belief is woefully inadequate. I remember

enquiring once of a patient, “What do you

believe ?” He replied, “I attend a Christian

school.” I told the young man (not unnatu-

rally he was a neurasthenic) that such a belief

was not strong enough ;
by it he could not

overcome the world. I asked another patient

in what he believed ; he told me he believed in

himself. I pointed out to him that he was

mistaken and that in point of fact, at that time,

that in which he intimately and distressingly

believed was a Government Power which was

thwarting and frustrating his life’s passion

to go to Russia and study communism.

If I arc called upon to cross a frozm river,

my happy success in the venture will depend

on a belief that the river is frozen firm enough

to support me, and on the harmony between

my subjective belief and the objective reali-

ties. If my belief, however firm and optimis-

tic, is mistaken, I shall come to grief : and be

the ice ever so firm, if I am convinced that it

will not bear my weight, I shall remain in

paralysed apprehension on the bank.

In a world smitten with economic depres-

sion, poisoned by class hatred, betrayed

by international suspicions, menaced by war

and threatened with the very destruction of

our civilisation, by and into what belief shall

a doctor and a practitioner of psychological

medicine seek to upbuild his patients ? I

have sought to define my own creed. It in-

cludes these major tenets.

I BELIEVE IN SCIENCE

He would be a stranger surely to the

achievement of this century who did not be-

lieve in Science. Kipling wrote true fact

as well as fine poetry in his poem “Miracles.”
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We have seen miracles and the miracles have

multiplied and grown in the 30 years since

Kipling wrote. Applied Science has done

“many wonderful works.” Man speaks and

sees across the world : man is establish-

ing his mastery not only on land and sea,

but in the waters beneath and in the air

above. The loaves and the fishes have been

multiplied. Pestilence has been stayed and

disease cured. Dementia paralytica, till a

decade ago the most destructive and deadly

of all brain and mental diseases, has been

controlled and a successful remedy applied.

Leprosy has been cleansed : the span of man’s

life has been much lengthened and the aver-

age death rate has, within a generation, been

cut in half.

The achievements of the theoretical science

of which this applied science is the product

are no less marvellous. Science has weighed

the stars and has told and foretold their

courses. It has analysed the nebulae and

split the atom. In our day it has reached ar-

resting conclusions about the ultimate nature

of the physical world. Sir James Jeans writes

of the mathematical mind immanent in the

structure of “the Mysterious Universe” and

another mathematical physicist has written,

“For me matter is thought that has taken

form, and time incarnates a logical process.”

Science has revealed the manner and method
of the body’s life function and has probed the

secrets of the subconscious mind. It has read

in part the chapters of the geological epochs,

and though the riddle is not yet all read, it

has spelled out part of the mystery of the

method of the Creative Spirit in His work,

through the ages, of bringing forth new
species; of the mystery, too, of man’s relation

with that biological creation of which he is at

once both crown and regent.

I BELIEVE IN PHILOSOPHY

It has not been my privilege to have had
training in the philosophic discipline, but
some amateurish interest therein I do possess.

One of the very early memories of my
thought life is that of a discussion between

my father and my elder brother on subjective

idealism : to my child mind there seemed

nothing difficult of comprehension (albeit I

thought it a little improbable) in the idea that

the external world was but the projection of

the observing mind.

There is a debt beyond requital I that owe to

Kant for his teaching of a “Moral Imperative”

and for his postulates of practical reason

—

“God, Freedom, Immortality.”

I shall never forget (one of the memorable

experiences of my life) that day, away in a

little Korean village, when reading a book in

explanation of Bergson’s philosophy, sudden-

ly there was resolved for me the paradox, the

fact of the reign of law and with it the other

fact of indeterminism and free will.

The history of the thought of the sages

seems to me to bear eloquent testimony to the

fact that He who made men that they should

seek God, if haply they might feel after Him
and find Him, made them also with a hunger

after wisdom : a hunger that has, in part at

least, been satisfied by the fruits of wisdom
which have been garnered in Philosophy’s

long search for truth.

I BELIEVE IN ROMANCE AND THE
ROMANTIC IMAGINATION

As a child fairy tales to me were fascinating

but unhappily, of course, they were not true.

As I grow older Romance comes true and the

fairy tales are all the more interesting because

they are so true. Miss Farjeon convinces me
when she writes

:

“A lad once walked in Warwick woods
And saw the Fairy Queen,

* * * *

Not one lad in a thousand lads
Or in a thousand 5 ears
1 8 given eyes like that lad’s eyes,
Or ears like that lad’s ears.

* * * *

But by his song of Philomel
And words of moony sheen.
You'll know that once in Warwick woods
There ivas a Fairy Queen.

I BELIEVE IN HUMAN NATURE

I do not believe in a Humanism which
exalts man and his achievement above all

that is called God and that is to be wor
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shipped. I do not think that Walter Lipp-

mann chose well his words when, concern-

ing his ethical ideals, he used the term “High
Religion but for the splendour of that

endeavour to which he calls us
;
for his moral

earnestness and his sincerity
;

for the as-

ceticism and the refining discipline with which

he challenges us,—for these ideals so finely

held up before us, I render grateful thanks.

May such Humanism claim more and more
disciples.

I believe in Human Nature, a human nature

still bearing the marks of the divine image : I

believe in it because time and again it has

been my privilege to see a man come to himselj

and say, “I shall arise and go to that place of

truth and joy and beauty which men instinc-

tively know to be indeed their home.”

I BELIEVE IN AN INNER LIGHT

Socrates was content to die in that place of

duty to which his “daemon” called him. Joan
of Arc brought freedom to her beloved France

as she obeyed the voices of the angelic mes-

sengerswhich came to her. To Confucius it

was given to say, “Could I but know the truth

in the morning I would be content to die in the

evening/’ Luther spoke of a witness within

agreeing with the word of truth without.

I BELIEVE IN THE CHURCH

And in the living voice of her abiding au-

thority. We see her“by schisms rent asunder,

by heresies distressed.” We see her too often

feeble and compromising. Yet as I read history

and look abroad in the world today, more and

more I believe in the Church. We see men of

good will, of all religions and of no religion at

all, putting forth efforts for the sake of justice

and a better social order, but if the cause be

beyond measure difficult and unpopular, and if

the issues be those ultimate and fundamental

spiritual ones which determine the lesser

issues, then it is to the Church, the mystical

body of all believers, that we must look, now

as ever, for the martyr and witness of the

truth. Who dared to see and to bear witness

to the issues at stake in Imperial Rome when

the Emperor was acclaimed a God ?

Because I believe in the Christian Church, in

her prophetic ministry and in her oft-proved

sacrificial witness to the truth, I listen in this

hour of destiny for a word which shall lead

the nations from old ways of overlordship to

a new national polity of service and sacrifice.

So the Church greatest of all peace societies,

shall make peace in a world where war has

been.

I BELIEVE IN THE BIBLE

I must, for it overwhelms me. It has sus-

tained and nourished the life of my soul. As
I read it the marvels of its power and authority

grow upon me. Huxley found in the scriptural
“ superstitions about those possessed of evil

spirits” the indubitable evidence that the New
Testament held no authentic place as a guide

in spiritual affairs. As a practising psychia-

tist I have found in those same narratives the

one sure clue which leads me to an under-

standing and some successful treatment of

mental disease.

The Bible evidences itself to me as inspired

of God, written for my learning.

I BELIEVE IN JESUS CHRIST

And here I write in lowly reverence. Before

Him I bow. His love constrains me. He loved

me and gave Himself for me. God forbid that

I should glory save in the cross of our Lord

Jesus Christ. He has laid His spell upon me.

He has breathed on me and His Breath is Spirit

and life. I believe in Jesus Christ, the Word
become flesh, the only begotten of the Father,

full of grace and truth.

I BELIEVE IN GOD

God who has spoken in sundry times and in

divers manners. God who has come into

human history. God the Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ. God, whom having seen Christ,

we have seen, yet God whom no man hath

seen nor can see. God greater than all the

manifestations and words and promises of

Himself, God, I Am, Creating Spirit, Love.

I come to believe in (as St. John's gospel has

it literally) “The God (Who) Spirit is.”
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Station Brevities

Andong

Andong has been a mission station for 21 years, but

only last fall it became a railroad station. At present

we are at the end of the line, but it is to be extended

out to the sea-coast some time. It is a branch of

the main line between Fusan and Seoul, and makes

our travel much easier. We can leave here in the

morning and get to Seoul that night instead of spend-

ing two days on the way as we did before the autos

began to run, or in flood time when we could not go by

auto at all.

When the trains started running they had quite a

celebration here and we had 60,000 tracts printed for

the occasion, named “The Road to Heaven,” which

has the same sound in Korean as “Railroad or lion

Road.” On the back we had printed the Korean syl-

labary so that many who had not yet learned to read

could do so. At that time we showed steropticon

pictures of the Life of Christ in the church each even-

ing and had a sermon too. Each night a different

pastor spoke and we had different pictures and each

night some people decided to believe.

Chemulpo

According to the old Korean lunar calendar, the night

of the full moon of the first month of the year is a

night of mystery, superstition and fear. There is no

desire on this night to linger over the supper dishes—
on desire on the part of the youngsters to play on the

village streets. No one cares to be outside the rooms

after dark. On other nights the Korean family leaves

its shoes outside the sleeping room door ;
on this night

shoes and all personal belongings are carefully brought

inside and the doors are locked tight. The oil lamps

are kept burning all through the night and conversa-

tions are guarded and quiet. Thousands of evil spirits

are said to be turned loose for the night and “Fear is

abroad in the land.” The people who live near the

capital tie scarlet thread on their door knobs before

retiring, and they eat a meal of bitter herbs. At mid-

night, through quietly opening doors, fearful men and

women come out with straw dolls of various sizes

under their arms. They steal out to place the doll

near a cross-road—at the sign of the cross ! If they

place one or more pennies inside the little straw man

and then throw him away they are sure of buying off

the evil spirits, and they will have a much better

chance of health and happiness during the coming

year. On the other hand if they are already sick, it

means certain recovery to place a coin inside the

straw man and then throw him in front of some

neighbor’s house. For the price of the coin they

have bought off the annoying spirit, and it gladly

moves into the body of one of the unfortunate persons

living in this other house. Just last year some one

left such a doll with a very bad case of indigestion

outside our door, but fortunately the spirit did not

care to enter our household— and we were richer by a

penny !

These are busy days for us here. Our ten days

Leaders’ Bible Class is closing tonight. About a

hundred laymen from over 40 churches have been

studying, preparing themselves better to help in the

work of the church. One hour a day has been given to

discussions on improving the ways of farming, raising

of rabbits, chickens, and so on. We try to relieve the

economic pressure somewhat for these good people by

advising them in this way. When 1 arrived at the

church at 6:20 this morning over 200 people had

braved the cold wind and snow to be at the daily day-

break prayer meeting. We are having a wonderful

time in our studies and yet the expenses of these in-

stitutes are very small, as some of our own better

trained preachers do the teaching.

Seoul

On Wednesday and Thursday, February 3rd and 4th,

the Salvation Army distributed rice to the poor and

needy of the city. Some 200 families thus enjoyed

New Year’s Day (lunar calendar) which fell on Satur-

day, February 6th. Salvation Army investigators tell

us that while the winter weather has not been so

severe as is normally the case, real poverty has been

distributed over a far wider portion of the community

and many who would usually not be in need are suffer-

ing this year.

A Temperance Contest

The hour set was 7.30 p. m. Long before the crowd

had been told by notices sent to the churches, by

posters, and by notices distributed from autos, donated

by friends, in which a small band rode, that a Fruedian

Temperance Contest was soon to be held at Seung

Dong Church, Seoul. An hour and a half before the

time to begin the crowd was gathering, and many
stood all through the evening. Approximately 1000

men and women, old and young, heard the astonish-

ing facts, given in a very convincing way, by the con-

testants, two young women and five young men.

Four spoke on the subject “Liquor and the Future

of Korea,” another on “Alcohol and Tobacco and their

Relation to the Economic Life” another on “The
Home” and still another on “Temperance and How to

Obtain it.”

The fourth student to speak on “Alcohol and the

Future of Korea,” on finding that all his arguments
had been used so many times by the speakers preced-

ing him, planned a new speech while waiting his

turn and even then received third place. Koreans are

wonderfully gifted public speakers.



Mr. Gandhi’s Attitude toward Missions

A Meeting between Mr. Gandhi aDd representatives of the British Missionary Societies was held at

Church Missionary House, 6 Salisbury Square, London, on October 8th, 1931. The meeting was private and

the only report issued at the time was to the effect that a friendly discussion had taken place.

MEETING was be£un with a brief

Per *oc* °* siJence and the Rev - W *

Paton, who presided, welcomed Mr.

$11 Gandhi and expressed the apprecia-

tion of the missionary societies at the fact that

Mr. Gandhi could spare time to meet them in

the midst of tremendous pressure of work.

Mr. Gandhi, after expressing pleasure at

being present and at meeting those who re-

presented a much larger audience, said :

“ I am appearing before you like a prisoner

at the bar, but my gaolers are friends. There

must be no barrier between us, no harbouring

of any grievance on either side. From youth

upwards I have enjoyed the friendliest rela-

tions with missionaries throughout the world,

and in South Africa I came into close touch

with some of the finest of Christian mission-

aries. I attended your churches most regu-

larly and also private prayer meetings and the

views I express now are the views I express-

ed then.

“ A temporary misunderstanding has arisen

between you and me. When newspaper men

pry into the affairs of those leading public

lives the latter get misrepresented, sometimes

maliciously and at other times unintentionally.

Responsible men should learn from my very

bitter experience not to believe generally what

the reporters state. The recent report about

my attitude to missions was an unconscious

misrepresentation, for I got to know the source

and the reporter in question. I was tired

out at the time and was having exercise early

in the morning. The reporter walked with

me and bombarded me with questions. He

did not take any notes and we spoke on a

variety of topics. When I saw the criticisms

and innuendoes I realised at once that I had to

suffer in consequence of what the reporter

wrote, even though he was friendly.

“
I speak as a public worker and as an ama-

teur journalist of thirty years standing. I

know the difficulty of telling the truth and

nothing but the truth, and the great difficulty

of doing justice to your opponents and the

greater difficulty of handling facts. Do not

have doubt about their statements, send them

to me and ask me about them. I have had

letters from all parts of India, and from Eng-

land and the U. S. A., asking me if it was true

that I would prohibit all missionary enterprise

and especially proselytizing. What I meant

wa3 just the contrary.

“ I cannot stand for any kind of compulsion.

Any suggestion that I should want legislation

to prohibit missionary enterprise or to inter-

fere with the beliefs of other people is un-

thinkable.

“ The idea of converting people to one’s

faith by speech and writings, by appeal to

reason and emotion, and by suggesting that

the faith of bis forefathers is a bad faith, in

my opinion, limits the possibilities of serving

humanity. I believe that the great religions

of the world are all more or less true and that

they have descended to us from God. Having

come to us, however, through human media

they have become adulterated. Holding this

belief, I hold also that no religion is absolute-

ly perfect. In the bosom of God there is

nothing imperfect but immediately it comes

through a human medium it constantly suffers

change and deterioration. The seeker after

truth most humbly recognizes this possibility.

I have found that the progress of truth is im-

peded by the spoken word, which is the limit-

ation of thought, for no man has been able

to give the fullest expression in words to

thought. The very nature of thought is limit-

less and boundless.

“ A man of prayer believes that God works
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in a mysterious way and he wants the whole

world to possess the truth he himself has

seen. He would simply pray for it to be

shared. It passes
;

it takes wings.

“ Shall I use a simile of which I am never

tired and which you will forgive ? Religion is

like a rose. It throws out the scent which

attracts us like a magnet and we are drawn to

it involuntarily. The scent of religious contact

has a greater pungency than the scent of the

rose. That is why I hold my view with

reference to conversion. It is good and pro-

per that when we feel satisfied that we have

found God and that God has spoken to us we
should wish to share that mystery, but as God
has spoken to us mysteriously we should

allow that God-Mystery to flow from us in

exactly the same manner.

" Whilst I criticise this part of missionary

work I willingly admit that missions have done
indirect good to India. There is no doubt of

this. But for my having come under Christian

influence, some of my social work would not

have been done. My fierce hatred of child

marriage, I gladly say, is due to Christian

influence. I have come into contact with many
splendid specimens of Christian missionaries.

In spite of differences I could not possibly help

being affected by their merit. And so you
will find growing up in my Ashram unmarried

girls, though they are free to marry if they

wish. I am speaking not of university women
but of girls who belong to the uneducated

class.

“ Before I knew anything of Christianity I

was an enemy of untouchability. I could not

understand my mother, whom I adored, with-

drawing the hem of her garment from the

untouchables. My feelings gained momentum
owing to the fierce attack from Christian

sources on this jevil.

“ If I want a pattern of the ideal missionary

I should instance C. F. Andrews. If he were

here he wrould blush for what I want to say.

I believe that he is today truer, broader and

better for his toleration of the other principal

religions of the world. He never speaks with

me about conversion to Christianity though

we are closest friends. I have many friends

but the friendship between Charlie Andrews
and myself is especially deep.

“ It was love at first sight when I saw him

first at Durban. If you asked me whether I

have noticed any laxity or indifference about

his own fundamental position I would say that

he has become firmer in his owrn faith and in

the growth of love for others. I think, where-

as he used to see blemishes in Hinduism, to-

day perhaps he sees those very blemishes in

another setting, 2nd therefore becomes more

approachable to the Hindu. He is today a

potent instrument in influencing the lives of

Hindus for the better in hundreds and thou-

sands of cases.

“His Indian friends in South Africa wrote to

me that he was Dinbandhu—brother of those

in distress. He has endeared himself even to

the scavenger class, the pariahs. He went to

them naturally and influenced their conduct in

the simplest manner, and now he is held in

very great affection. If I were to compete

with him as to which of us had the greatest

influence with these people in South Africa, I

am not sure that he would not floor me.

“ I want to put all my cards on the table

and I want you to do so too. I hope you will

be able to say ‘ We listened to the old man
that evening and we heard nothing that was

not truthful and sincere
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Eyes for the Blind

“ Thou mayest be to us instead of eyes.” Num. 10:31

Roscoe C. Coen

0
HE WORDS SELECTED as a basis for Seoul—to '‘be instead of eyes” to them. As

this article were addressed by Moses he told of the almost unbelievable number of

to his father-in-law as a request that the blind
;
of the wretched and hopeless con-

he accompany the children of Israel dition of many of them ;
and especially of the

as a guide through the trackless and unknown spiritual hunger among them, it became evi-

wilderness as they journeyed to the Promised dent that he had a real call from God to do

Land. What a beautiful parable for all of us such a work. His call and the conditions he

in these words, as we think of our need for a described, in turn, constituted a challenge to

spiritual guide for our journey through this a few of us who heard of them,

world on our way to the Promised Land ! But A search for more “eyes for the blind” was

how much more beautiful and significant is instituted. A small sum of money was need-

the parable when made to apply to those who ed, at least enough to provide a simple living

are both physically and spiritually blind ! It for Mr. Oh, who was an orphan with no

is the purpose of this article so to apply it, in- means of self-support. And why should not

dicating some of the people who have become money, which has closed so many spiritual

“instead of eyes” to the blind people in eyes, be enlisted in the task of opening a

Seoul during the past year. few ? Whether God guided the choice of

With the possible exception of lepers, it is men to be solicited, or whether the appeal was

doubtful whether any other unfortunates one that no man could resist, no one can tell,

make so large an appeal to, and so easily so- but the fact is that the first eight men ap-

licit assistance from, their fellowmen as the proached gave $12.00 each to provide the

blind. Their plight needs but be revealed, and money for one year’s salary. Thus the work

a definite plan for their relief presented, for an was begun, and small voluntary gifts from

immediate and generous response to follow, those who have learned of the work have

At any rate the experience of those who be- more than supplied the money needed for

gan and carried on the work for the blind in incidentals and so forth during the first year.

Seoul justifies such a conclusion. This is not to Some funds are promised for next year, and

indicate that the blind in Seoul, or anywhere other funds will come as needed,

else for that matter, are always adequately pro- Our immediate objective was spiritual-the

vided for. Quite the contrary in most cases, evangelization of all the blind in the city, and

but it is to say that where the real needs are the religious education of such as should

known the response gladdens one’s heart and respond to the preaching of the Gospel. Mr.

renews one’s faith in his fellows, and to Oh began his work May 1, 1931, and the

imply that the need will be more and more results were immediate and surprising. By

adequately met as they are more widely made the second Sunday there were more than

known and suitable remedies proposed. twenty who wished to have instruction. It is

The inspiration for the initiation of the true that nothing succeeds like success, but it

work in Seoul came in April, 1931, when a is also true that nothing creates problems like

blind Korean, Mr. Hyung Sang Oh, who had success. What were we to do with those

just been graduated from the Pierson Memo- professing Christians? Where could they

rial Bible Institute, expressed his desire to be- meet on Sundays for instruction ? In order

come an apostle to the blind in the city of to answer those questions another search was
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EYES FOR THE BLIND

made to find those who would be “instead of

eyes" for the blind. The search was short,

for the Central Presbyterian (Korean) Church,

right in the heart of the city, gave a room,

fully equipped and heated, free of charge, and

both the Korean pastor and the church offi-

cers have from the beginning asssisted in the

work in every way possible. Without their

assistance the work could never have de-

veloped as it has done. Every Sunday now

blind people from all over the city (sometimes

as many as 30) may be seen slowly groping

their way toward this room—their own little

Sunday School—where they study and offer

prayer and praise to God from 10 to 11 A. M.

Many who have gone to look in upon these

blind people at their worship, led by their

blind teacher, seeing , the stacks of shoes and

walkind sticks on the outside and the bright,

happy faces on the inside, have declared the

scene to be the most inspiring one they have

ever witnessed.

But perhaps the most touching part of it all

is the way these blind people love and help

one another. It is not uncommon to see two

of them walking hand to be of mutual as-

sistance in travel. Recently two men on their

way to a meeting both fell off a rather high

bridge and were injured. When Mr. Oh call-

ed on them to inquire after their condition,

and to learn whether their experience would

prevent further attendance, they both replied

that they would come to the Sunday meetings

as soon as they were able. This story reveals

some of the handicaps of the work and at the

same time the zeal of the workers.

Last fall one of the blind boys took typhoid

fever and was at the point of death when Mr.

Oh found him. He was at once placed in the

Government Hospital, where he recovered, but

when he became convalescent and had to

leave the hospital he was too weak to walk
and had no money to ride home. The officers

of the Central Church and the blind Christians,

most of whom are so poor they cannot even af-

ford to pay street car fare to ride to church on
Sunday, raised the money to hire a taxi to

send the boy to his home in the country

Thus they are “instead of eyes” to one an-

other.

At Christmas time the two happiest events

of the year were combined, the Christmas cele-

bration and the marriage ceremony of Mr. Oh,

the blind leader. On the afternoon of Dec.

26th, at the Central Church, in the pre-

sence of twenty or more of the blind, an equal

number of other Korean Christians, and two

American missionaries, the pastor of the

church married Mr. Oh to a fine Christian

woman who will be “instead of eyes” to him

in so many ways. She is not blind
;
is strong

of body
;
and has the mental and spiritual

ability for assisting her husband in his work

as well as for making him a comfortable and

happy home—a thing he has never known be-

fore. She was a widow with a little girl ten

years old. When, at the Korean New Year,

this happy family called in my home, it was

not difficult to see that this union was of the

Lord’s doing.

Following the ceremony the blind people

gave a religious program including the

quoting of scripture verses, a violin solo, a

vocal solo, and a ringing testimony to God’s

grace and goodness by one of the men.

Strange as it kmay seem, it would be hard to

find a more joyful group of people than these

people. Their very joy and gratitude for

what seem such meager blessings moved many

to tears that day and sent them away deter-

mined never again to complain of their lot.

The program was followed by a social time,

a small feast, and the distribution of awards

for good attendance at the Sunday meetings

and of gifts to all the blind who were enroll-

ed. All of this was made possible by the un-

solicited and unexpected gifts of friends who

had seen or heard of the work. It is hard to

say who received the greatest blessing from

this occasion, those who gave the feast or

those who partook of it.

The most recent, and in some ways the

most striking, offer “to be instead of eyes" to

these people has come from a Christian
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Korean teacher in the Government School for

the Blind in Seoul. Realizing, as only a teach-

er can, the need for books which these blind

people may read, this man offers to make 10

copies of the Gospel of Mark in Braille— the

system the government teaches—for $20, and

after that any number of copies required at 30

cents each. Since about half the blind Chris-

tians are in this school and can read, what a

blessing it would be to have at least one of the

Gospels in a form which they could enjoy and

which they could teach to others. Every year

new pupils come into this school, and those

who have completed the course go out—out all

over the country—and could become witnesses

for Christ wherever they go. Who can esti-

mate the ultimate influence of the work that is

being done for them in the school, by Mr. Oh,

and by all who, as indicated above, are willing

in one way or another to "be instead of eyes”

for these poor, unfortunate people.

Bible School Development

In Southern Presbyterian Mission Territory

Mrs. Josephine H. McCutchen

:NCE 1909 a system of Bible training

for women within the Southern Pres-

byterian Mission has been forming

to meet the needs of our women.

Bible Institutes and Junior Bible Schools at

Kwangju and Chunju, and a Senior Bible

School for the Mission at Chunju have been

operating for a number of years.

The Mission Bible School, Chunju

After several yearly classes had graduated

from our Bible Institute course there was a

desire for more study of the Bible and for a

longer consecutive session than one month

per year. We realized, too, that the Institute

course was not a sufficient training for those

who were to become Bible women and teach-

ers.

Some missionaries felt it would be better to

have a Bible School with a nine or ten

months’ session each year. Others thought a

shorter session would not take teachers and

pupils from the country work for so long a

period and would also give time to gain ex-

perience in work between the sessions.

In 1917 the Mission gave permission for a

Bible School to be opened at Chunju with a

three months’ course of study. A commence-

ment was made at Chunju in April, 1918, with

what was to be the Higher Bible School for
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Women for all our Mission field.

The Committee in charge is composed of

one representative from each of our five

Stations in the South. The course provides

for three grades and post-graduate work.

There is also a Special Course, beginning two

weeks later, for graduates from Mission

Schools who wish to enter.

The one month Institutes and other Bible

Schools are all busy preparing students for

entrance in this School. In this way the

students who complete the course have had,

either in class or home studies, a glimpse of

the whole Bible. In addition to the Bible,

Church History, Pedagogy, Psychology, Sun-

day School Teacher Training, Personal Work-
theory and practice—Phonetics, Music and

auxiliary work are taught.

The Ada Hamilton Clark Bible School is

held for six months from September until

early March, and the Mission Bible School

from the middle of March to the middle of

June. So graduates from the former who
enter the latter have only a week or ten days

between sessions and, thus for that year, have

nine months of study.

In the first graduating class, 1920, were

Mary Chung, sixty-five years old, and Ruth

Chung, fortyffive. Both are still Bible women
in Mission employ, and when the School is in
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session Ruth Chung serves as matron and

teacher.

Representatives from all our Station fields

ar among the graduates and each year

teachers are assigned from other Stations to

assist in this important training work at

Chunju. Most of the evangelistic ladies of

Chunju have also taught in this School.

A majority of the graduates are Bible wo-

men or teachers. A few are pastors’ or help-

ers’ wives and others are active workers in

their home churches. Instruction has not al-

ways been as thorough as we would like but

God has blessed the efforts, and the women
are proving a great help in the work of this

field.

Ada Hamilton Clark Bible School, Chunju

This school was originally known as the

Junior Bible Training School of North Chulla

Province and was opened on September 4,

1923. The Bible course is the same as that

taught in our women’s Bible Institutes, and is

completed in two years of six months’ session

instead of the six years of one month session

of Bible Institute work.

The Bible course is taught in the morning
and a secular course in the afternoon. This

course covers a little more than the Second
Grade of Elementary School work. The pur-

pose of the School is to meet several needs :

1st. To enable women, who want to give

themselves to the work of the Lord, to obtain

a preparatory training course for entering

the Mission Bible School in a shorter number
of years than the one month Bible Institutes.

2nd. To help young married women. A
good many young men, marrying quite

young, continue their education after mar-

riage, preparing for the ministry or teaching.

Their young wives, having practically no

education, are poorly fitted to become con-

genial companions or help-meets of the men.

Then most of the boarding schools in the

country have rules against having married

women as students. So there is an urgent

need for this kind of school for them.

3rd. To help girls over sixteen whose

parents did not send them to school when

younger and who are too old to enter the

lower grades with little children. Some par-

ents are willing to send them to a Bible

School for a year or two before their mar-

riage. Many of the students are not able to

meet all of their expenses, so there is a small

self-help department which gives two hours

of work a day to a limited number. Recent-

ly more young women who have had some

secular education are coming to us for Bible

study.

In memory of our beloved Mrs. W. M.

Clark (n6s Ada Hamilton) the lovely home of

the School was erected by her parents, Mr.

and Mrs. Hamilton, and her sister Mrs.

Dearman. The dormitory accommodates 40

students. These do almost all the work of the

dormitory and main building, thus reducing

fees and giving practice in domestic work.

A good number of graduates from this

school enter the Mission Bible School and make

further preparation for life work. The mar-

ried women go back to be better help-meets

to their husbands in the work committed to

them and the girls sent in marriage become

not only home-makers but also workers in

their home churches. We feel the influence

of the School is far reaching.
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Can Missions Renounce Renunciation?

“The Christian Century ” of Nov-
ember 4th there appeared a very

timely and interesting article by Lewis

BSsl! Clayton Kitchen, of India, telling of

the inspirational round table conferences he

has had with the young men of that country as

they sat together and sought to search out the

truths that Jesus taught, trying to discover

the Master’s mind. The question that Mr.

Kitchen brings is this, “Can the missionary

renounce renunciation ?” This is a burning

question not only in India, but in Korea and

China and in every field of the world where
the followers of the lowly Nazarene are

striving to know His will and to follow Him.

The economic conditions as portrayed by Mr.

Kitchen are in striking contrast to those we
find in Korea and in Japan proper. Never-

theless the implications are as true here as

in India. Shall we confess that we frankly

repudiate that part of the Master’s teach-

ing concerning renunciation, and let it be

clearly understood that Christianity is not

to-day a religion of renunciation, whatever it

may be ideally ?

We quote Mr. Kitchen. He is speaking of

the group of young Indians studying the

Gospel records

“The group made a discovery. It burst from

the rebuke which Jesus made of the prosely-

tizing propensities of the Pharisees. Naturally,

the Mahatma’s critism of the proselytizing by

missionaries came into the discussion. We
tracked down the aim of missions and mission-

aries, and cf the Christian church, until at last

we arrived at the expression of our purpose as

the sharing of the values we have found in

Christ, inviting all men everywhere, Hindu,

Mohammedan, animist or even nominal Chris-

tian, to the satisfaction of soul hunger that he

offers, and then it came thus :

“Christianity then is not a religion of

renunciation !” The term used was the preg-

nant one applied to the devotee who renounces

‘‘houses and brethren and sisters and fathers

and mother and wife and children and lands’'

for the sake of religion. India knows well the
meaning of the term renunciation. And
Christianity is not a religion of renunciation ?

Obviously not

!

What Have I Renounced ?

“Here I am, for example, a representative of

Christianity—at least of the American variety

—a teacher of the Christian religion, a mission-

ary of that faith sitting among a score of young
Indians, practically all w7 ith fairly good jobs

and steady wages. And the aggregate income
for the twenty of them is slightly more than

half my missionary allowance. I live in a

brick bungalow that cost probably $4,000

while they live in mud houses that cost a few

weeks’ labor and perhaps $20 each, including

doors and windows if they have them. I have

a motor car. furnished by the mission— even

though it is in its twelfth year. Four or five

of them have attained to bicycles. Every six

years or so I get home to see my parents

or my brother and sister. What have I re-

nounced ? Not even my citizenship !

“I have no alternative but to agree. Chris-

tianity is not a religion of renunciation today,

whatever it may be ideally. I do not wear

homespun or even a foreign-made dhoti, and

have no intention of doing so. My palm-beach

suit was made in America— three years ago,

’tis true ! Gandhi impresses India because his

homespun dhoti and bare breast are evidence

of a simplification of his needs that is patent

to all.

Language India Understands

“Let it then be clearly and distinctly under-

stood that Christianity is not a religion of

renunciation, that we frankly repudiate that

part of the Master’s teaching. We cannot

company with those who said, “We have

renounced all to follow thee,” even though

their further inquiry as to what they were to

get out of it invalidated their spirit of renun-

ciation and almost made them modern?. But
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those first followers of Jesus would have

made splendid missionaries to India for they

talked a language India understands, even to

the query, “What shall we have therefore ?”

“What message then has the Christian mis-

isonary, if not a call to renunciation ? Let us

be consistent. As long as we preach from the

front verandahs of our brick bungalows to

people who live in thatch-roofed mudhouses,
let us renounce renunciation ! Let us preach

a gospel of abundant life and let us invite men
to share in the abundance of things which we
possess. Let us admit with Professor Coe
that if “man wants but little here below” then
man is in a bad fix. And let us see that other

men too have “a good supply of wants” and
an increasing ability to satisfy those wants.

Let us proclaim a God who can supply our
needs out of the riches of His grace in Christ

Jesus, but let us missionaries be entirely dis-

illusioned about our sacrifices. Let us openly
and honestly renounce renunciation.

“But having made our “renunciation,” the

question inescapably forces itself upon us:
Will India in this generation, that has trampled
upon itself to catch a fleeting glimpse of that
little half-clad figure beckoning to a life of

utter simplicity, readily turn to follow even a
Christ who offers “freely to give us all

things” ? But perhaps a mahatma might be a
schoolmaster to bring a nation to a Christ who
“has not where to lay his head.” It would
seem that Christian missions in India are upon
the horns of a dilemma.”

The Women’s

World Day of Prayer

The World Day of Prayer for Christian Wo-
men has been observed in Korea since its in-

ception, first by groups of missionaries and in

the last few years by an increasing number of

groups of both Korean and missionary women
in churches and schools. This year a special

committee was appointed by Federal Council

to translate the English program for all the
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churches so that there might be no duplication

of effort.

Wonsan may be taken as a sample of many
centers of prayer and praise that day. Here
Methodists and Presbyterians united from the

four city churches so that several hundred

women were gathered together both morning

and afternoon in services for prayer. Student

choirs led the praise most sweetly and an

offering was a feature of the services. The
church was even more crowded in the after-

noon with attentive, reverent hearers.

Korea had great honor in the choice of Dr.

Helen Kim to prepare the world programe for

1928. For 1932 it was prepared by Mrs. Yu-

sufji, of Lucknow, India, and she based her

plan upon the topic “Hold fast in prayer.”

Korean women voiced our prayers for many
lands, for their rulers, their national crises

and problems, their wars and distresses, their

peace and unity and for blessing upon their

Christian churches. Breadth of vision such

as this is new to most Korean women and it

brings its blessing. Then, following the sun,

the Day of Prayer passed onward to China,

India, Africa, Europe, and finally across the

Atlantic to the Americas.

The Face of Christ

I looked this morning at the sea,

And thought of Christ by Galilee,

With longing that I, too, might feel,

Like those of old, His power to heal
;

And then I prayed, ‘*No, not my will

But thine be done. Help me to bear

What pain I must.” And standing there

The salt air came and kissed my face,

The waves leaped high with curling grace.

I looked into the sea so long

My spirit calmed, my soul grew strong :

For in that long look at the sea

The face of Christ came close to me.

Elizabeth M. Bruen.

(Mr. Henry Bruen writes : “I found this poem,
the last my mother wrote before her death last

October. It was written by the sea in Atlantic City

and I thought that the Sorai folks might appre-
ciate it.”)
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unless properly handled it may well mean the closing of

many avenues of usefulness. The full force of the depres-

sion seems to have struck us and we bespeak the co-opera-

tion of all Christians to help us raise the funds to carry on

this great work !

Respectfully submitted for the Editorial Board,

W. M. Clark, Chairman.

A PAGE OF HISTORY

Two years ago we inserted a short article on the History

of this Society but, for lack of information, certain particu-

lars were unavoidably omitted. These early details have

now been very kindly supplied by Dr. S. A. Moffett and we

have much pleasure in inserting them.

It appears that the actual date of the founding of the

Society— then known as the Korea Religious Tract Society—

was in the Spring of 1890. The first suggestion for the

organization of such a society was made by the late J. W.

Heron, M. D., as it was he who requested Dr. S. A. Moffett,

as Chairman of the Northern Presbyterian Mission for that

year, to issue a call for a meeting of the missionaries of each

denomination for the purpose of forming the Korean

Religious Tract Society. This call was issued and the

meeting was held in Dr. Underwood’s house in Seoul.

Mr. Ohlinger, Dr. S. A. Moffett and Mr. D. L. Gifford

were appionted to draw up a constitution and this was report-

ed to and formally adopted at a meeting held of the mission-

aries on June 25th, 1890. The Society was then formally

brought into being that day and Mr. Ohlinger was elected as

the first Chairman.
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PUBLICATION SECRETARY’S REPORT

for Year ending June 30th, 1933

The year has been one of ups and downs, of successes
and disappointments, with many reasons for thanksgiving,
and some failures that call for heartsearching. This has been
our banner year for literature output and for sales, yet it is

marred by a larger indebtedness and a decrease in total
cash income. The net results of the year’s work are a
louder call for co-operation on the part of missionaries and
workers for the circulation of Yen 50,000’s worth of splen-
did literature now on our hands, and a more earnest plea for
cash contributions to our publishing funds.

A few words as to the actual accomplishments of the

New Titles
year - ^ur Pr *nters

> of whom we employ five

& Reprints or six different firms, have been kept very
busy with our requirements during the year,

our total number of titles issued being 158 all told. These
may be classified as follows

30 Books of good size such as “History of the Old
Testament” and “Emancipation Through God.”

56 Booklets, such as “Personal Work” and “Prevention
of Leprosy.”

20 S. S. Cards, Pictures, Blanks, etc., such as Sheet
Calendars and Birthday Cards.

,

52 Sheet Tracts, iucluding two editions of several, such
as Good Tidings” and ‘‘Which Way are you Going ?”

The demand for Sheet Tracts has been very
Sheet Tracts remarkable all through the year, nearly one

m 'H>on more than those for average yearsemg Printed and sold, resulting in a circulation of 2,373,019
copies. This is equal to a double turnover of the whole ofour stock of sheets tracts during the year. But we regret
to note that no new sheet tracts have been produced during
the year, which means that we have had to rely upon re






